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Abstract 

 Athlete monitoring using movement sensors can provide important information for coaches 

and trainers. The main aim of this thesis is to design, implement and test an optical wireless 

communication link for swimming applications to give real time feedback to the swimmer so 

that adjustments can be made during swimming. As swimmers are located relatively close to 

the surface of the water, arm and leg movement can generate a significant number of air 

bubbles. Total internal reflection from the surface and attenuation due to bubbles is a major 

problem for communications both below and above the water. For the system the design 

challenges included: communication type, optical transmitter, bubbles effect, optical receiver, 

link budget and electronics requirements and optical wavelength. The solution was optical 

wireless communications in the green spectrum using frequency shift keying (FSK) and on-

off keying (OOK). The effect of strong background light was solved using an optical filter on 

the receiver.  

This thesis describes a new system to provide a swimmer with real time feedback to adjust 

stroke rate during swimming. A wrist-mounted accelerometer with a communications link to 

a receiver located on the goggles allows visual signals to be given to the athlete. As the 

maximum distance between a swimmer’s wrist and goggles is approximately 1m the 

communications system must achieve this distance or more. The range varies because of the 

movement of the swimmer’s arms and head. 

The requirements for the device were wearability to minimise the disturbance to normal 

swimming. The data was recorded and processed at the transmitter and the stroke rate was 

sent to the receiver. Experiments were conducted in air and water in order to check the 

reliability of the system. Acceleration data was processed to extract the stroke rate. 

Experiments in a spa bath showed an increase in the attenuation coefficient from 0.09 m-1 to 

2.9 m-1 when the air bubbles are present. The results showed that the received optical data in 

water was error free up to 1.1 m without bubbles and up to 70 cm with bubbles. Swimming 

experiments using recreational swimmers showed that the average time between strokes for 

slow free style swimming (2.104s-2.23s) was statistically different (P<0.01) to that for the 

fast swimming (1.84s - 1.954s) . A series of experiments showed that the swimmer reacted to 

red, green and blue better than other colours in the goggles. The smart sensor experiments in 

water for different swimming styles showed that the link was available for 54.3% of the time 

in free style, and 60.3%, 45.25%, and 50.5% in breaststroke, backstroke and butterfly 
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respectively when all eight LEDs on the wrist ring of lights were illuminated. Experiments 

were conducted by turning individual LEDs on the ring. LEDs 4, 5 and 6 (top and outer side) 

are most reliable however this combination maybe different for individual swimmers. A 

calibration algorithm can be used to check the best LEDs combination to turn with each 

swimmer. The whole system was tested in the pool and the feasibility of the system was 

demonstrated. 

A second generation of the transmitter was designed, implemented and tested. The new 

system is more comfortable to wear and has reduced size, weight and improved intelligence. 

Two main algorithms are presented in this thesis and implemented at the transmitter and the 

receiver. An algorithm which detects the peak impact acceleration was used to calculate the 

time difference between successive strokes. A decision algorithm was implemented at the 

receiver to set the  LED colour appropriate to the preset threshold values for slow, correct and 

fast stroke rates. The thesis is not about evaluating swimmers. It is about proving the concept. 

The system reported in this thesis can be used as a real time feedback system in many other 

different sports.  
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The velocity of a swimmer can be determined from the stroke rate and the stroke length or by 

integrating the forward acceleration. In competitive swimming, these parameters are very 

important for race planning. This paper presents a wrist mounted accelerometer and optical 

wireless communications to display goggles to give real time feedback to a swimmer during 

swimming. The system data rate is 2.4 kbps ON-OFF keying modulation for the optical 

wireless signal. The system uses visible light communication in the green-blue wavelength. 

Design challenges include interference from bubbles and strong background light. The final 

device is low cost with low power consumption and small size. Intra-stroke transmit times are 

scheduled using the acceleration sensor data. Experiments are conducted in air and under 

water for this system to optimize the link availability. Algorithms for finding the absolute 

maximum of the y-axis acceleration for each stroke cycle and the goggles display decision are 

implemented at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. Hardware, software, and 

implementation modifications to improve the system are successfully tested. 
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Swimmers performance evaluation is important for the swimmers, their coaches and trainers. 

Most systems depend on visual, video processing or sensors and require post processing to 

obtain the swim data. Stroke rate, stroke length and swim velocity data are useful parameters 

for a swimmer during a swim. Swimmers can then adjust their swim to achieve optimal 

performance. A wearable data processing system was designed, implemented and tested 

using visible light communication. A wrist-mounted accelerometer with a communications 

link to a receiver located on the goggles allows visual information to be given to the athlete. 

This helps swimmers to swim with consistent pace based on a multi-coloured display. The 

data processing system was based on a circular buffer to read real time acceleration data. The 

maximum acceleration and the position of the maximum acceleration during one stroke are 

determined in firmware. The time difference between strokes is transmitted to the goggles. 

An algorithm at the receiver uses the data to switch on the LED colour so that the swimmer 

reacts according to previous instructions. The second generation system (size 35 x 35 mm, 

cost $19.89AU) was designed and implemented. The system was tested with different swim 

speeds (slow and fast) and different strokes (free style, back stroke, breast stroke and 

butterfly) to validate the system. These experiments were used to optimise the system and 

verify that the complete system is viable under different conditions, styles and swimmers. 
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Procedia Engineering/ Vol. 60 pp. 201 – 207, 2013 

The ability to unobtrusively measure velocity in the aquatic environment is a fundamental 

challenge for engineers and sport scientists. In the past video systems were the first choice to 

monitor the athletes during training. With the acceptance of small inertial sensors new ways 

of investigating the athletes movements have arisen. These small systems are light, easy to 

use and do not hinder the athlete during training, allowing an easy tracking of training 

improvements. This research used a self developed low-cost inertial sensor system, attached 

to the lower back, to record the acceleration of swimmers performing sub-surface wall push-

offs. The recorded data were downloaded to MATLAB for data analysis. Using seven 

swimmers, the wall push-off velocity at three different efforts was analysed and compared to 

a tethered cable velocity meter (criterion measure) using Regression and Bland-Altman 

analysis. The maximum velocity determined from the accelerometer unit was linearly related 

to the benchmark criteria (r2=0.89). A biomechanical technique for the determination of the 

maximum glide velocity from acceleration data has been verified. 
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Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel, Steven G. O’Keefe, and Thomas Fickenscher 

Microwave and Optical Technology Letters / Vol. 54, No. 3, pp.729-732, March 2012 

An underwater optical link is proposed for communication between sensors on a swimmer 

during training. Tests in still-pool water, still-spa water, and bubbles-spa water demonstrated 

the attenuation of the signal. The system uses a light emitting device (LED) (520 nm) and 

optical detector and is operating at 520 nm. The attenuation constant was found to increase 

from 0.09 to 2.9 m-1 when the spa jets were turned on. 

 

Real-time swimmers' feedback based on smart infrared (SSIR) optical wireless sensor 

R.M. Hagem, D.V. Thiel, S. O’Keefe and T. Fickenscher 

 Electronics Letters/ Vol. 49, No.5, pp. 340-341, 28 February 2013 

 

An IrDA link based on a serial infrared transceiver has been designed and implemented for 

real-time swimmers’ feedback. A wrist-mounted accelerometer provided stroke information 

to the transmitter. The signal was detected using a photodiode detector. Both the transmitter 

and receiver units measured 27 × 19 mm. Propagation experiments in air and under water 

were performed in a glass tank (91 × 39 × 45 cm) to validate the system. The maximum link 

length in air was 2 m and in still water 70 cm. In water with bubbles, the range reduced to 50 

cm. This distance is sufficient for wrist–head communications during swimming. The 

information transmitted was the time duration of one complete stroke, which was updated 

every stroke and presented to the swimmer using an RGB LED mounted on the goggles. The 

hardware, software and implementation methods for the IrDA system are described.  
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 Low-Cost Short –Range Wireless Optical FSK Modem for Swimmers Feedback 

 

Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel, Steven G. O’Keefe, Andrew Wixted, and 

Thomas Fickenscher 

IEEE Sensors 2011 Conference Limerick, pp. 258-261, Ireland 28-31 October 2011 

This paper reports 3 axis accelerometer data transfer over a one meter underwater path at 10 

cm depth using a 2400 bps optical wireless frequency shift keying (FSK) at very low 

frequency (VLF). The modulation frequencies used were 10 and 12 KHz. The prototype 

modem was designed and implemented for real time feedback for swimmers in the pool. 

The optical transmitter included an accelerometer unit with a microcontroller, the modulator 

and a detector circuit based on an integrated detector preamplifier (IDP). The cost of the 

components for the optical transmitter and receiver was less than AU$25. Range experiments 

were performed in air and underwater, with and without bubbles. The received data was error 

free for 1.3 m in air and for more than 1.1 m underwater without bubbles. The underwater 

range decreased to 70 cm with bubbles. The availability of the link between the wrist and 

head of a swimmer was approximately 50% and varied with the position of the wrist. This 

enables stroke rate data to be presented to the swimmer via a goggle mounted display. 

 

 Optical Wireless Link Budget Calculations for Real Time Swimmers Feedback 

 

Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel, Steven G. O’Keefe, Andrew Wixted, and 

Thomas Fickenscher 

Proceeding of IEEE International Conference on Computer and Communication Engineering, 

(ICCCE 2012), pp. 180-184, 3-5 July 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

This paper presents simulation results for an underwater optical wireless communication 

system based on light emitting diode (LED) and integrated detector preamplifier (IDP). Both 

the position and the orientation of the transmitter and the receiver change during the 

swimmer’s actions. The simulation results showed the line of sight (LOS) communication 

link and the non line of sight (NLOS). The effect of air bubbles in water which was studied 

by the authors previously was included in the simulation as a swimmer generates a huge 

amount of bubbles during swimming. The received power and the link margins for two 

different LEDs were calculated to check the availability of the system. It was proven that the 

half power beam width (HPBW) and the bubbles are important factors in the link budget 
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calculations and this is important for the link availability. The simulation results for the 

optical wireless system using a superflux LED and OPT101 receiver achieved more than 1 m 

communication link underwater with and without the effect of air bubbles. 

 

 Optical Wireless Communication for Real Time Swimmers Feedback: A review 

Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel, Steven G. O’Keefe, and 

Thomas Fickenscher 

Proceeding of IEEE International Symposium on Communications and Information 

Technologies ISCIT, pp. 1080-1085, 2012 

Underwater optical wireless communication applications include robot communication, data 

monitoring and collection and control applications (SCADA). Underwater optical wireless 

communication using visible light is used because of the high data rate compared to acoustic 

technology and low path attenuation compared to radio frequency (RF) technology. The blue-

green wavelength has minimum attenuation for absorption and scattering. One application for 

optical wireless communications is real time swimmers feedback. This system requires short 

range communication over 1 m between sensors mounted at the swimmer’s wrist and a 

receiver on his/her goggles. The link was sometimes line of sight (LOS) and sometimes non 

line of sight (NLOS). Air bubbles generated from a swimmer causes additional link 

attenuation. Pool lighting may cause interference both above and below the water. The final 

unit should be low cost, have low power consumption and small size to reduce drag. This 

paper reviews technology used to give real time feedback to a swimmer during swimming. 

This new technology should help swimmers improve their performance during training. 

Different optical wireless systems using LEDs as a light source are presented. The authors 

investigated in the previous work the effect of air bubbles and they designed, implemented 

and tested an optical wireless communication system based on light emitting diode (LED) 

and integrated detector preamplifier (IDP). Both the position and the orientation of the 

transmitter and the receiver change during the swimmer’s actions. Simulation results for the 

line of sight (LOS) communication link and the non line of sight (NLOS) with the effect of 

air bubbles were used to evaluate the effect on the underwater optical signal. Link budgets 

were calculated for different light sources. This paper reviews research in underwater optical 

wireless communication system using LEDs as a light source. The applications to swimming 

monitoring are presented.  
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 Smart Optical Wireless Sensor for Real Time Swimmers Feedback 

 

Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel, Steven G. O’Keefe, Nicholas Dahm, Andy Stamm, 

and Thomas Fickenscher 

IEEE Sensors 2011 Conference, Taipei, Taiwan, pp. 1-4, 28-31 October 2012 

 Water is difficult environment for a wireless communications during swimming. A novel 

swimmer feedback system to enable consistent swimming pace consists of a ring of eight 

green LEDs which transmits information from a wrist mounted accelerometer using 

frequency shift keying (FSK) and on-off keying (OOK). The receiver on the goggles used an 

integrated detector preamplifier (IDP). The percentage of received optical data was 

determined for different positions for the swimmer’s hand in different swimming styles 

(Freestyle, breaststroke, backstroke and butterfly). The system was evaluated in air and water 

to evaluate the preferred arm position and LED for communications. The stroke rate was 

determined using a 3-axis accelerometer and the interpretative firmware is different for each 

swimming style. One or more LEDs will be switched on during the cycle to achieve a 

maximum link performance. This system can be employed in pacing swimmers in both pool 

and open water swimming. 

 

 

 Investigating Arm Symmetry in Swimming using Inertial Sensors 

Andy Stamm, Daniel A. James, Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel 

IEEE Sensors 2011 Conference, Taipei, Taiwan, pp. 1-4, 28-31 October 2012 

 

This research used an sacrum mounted self developed inertial sensor, which provides triaxial 

accelerometers and gyroscopes, RF capability and 2GB on-board memory in a waterproof 

casing to investigate the arm symmetry in freestyle swimming. The recorded acceleration 

data was filtered using a high-pass Hamming windowed FIR filter to remove the sensor 

orientation from the wanted signal. The signal was then analysed using a zero-crossing 

detection algorithm to find the individual stroke rates (SR) and the differences between left 

and right arm stroke durations (asymmetry). 
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 A Wearable System for Real Time Swimmers Feedback Based on Visible Light 

Communication 

 

Rabee M. Hagem, David V. Thiel, Steven G. O’Keefe and Thomas Fickenscher 

 

Proceedings of ASTN1 (1), pp. 9-10, March 2013 

The use of movement sensors in swimming performance can be used to improve injury 

recovery and training progress. Swimmers and coaches have been dependent on visual, video 

processing or sensors and all require post processing. Real time feedback is very useful in 

swimming because some aspects of swimming are opposite to human intuition for example, 

an increase stroke rate can reduce velocity because of poor technique. A real time system can 

provide swimmers with information during swimming in order to adjust instantly. A 

movement sensor can provide stroke rate, stroke length and the velocity of a swimmer. Such 

a system can be used during training in order for a swimmer to find the most effective 

techniques to improve performance. The real time feedback system can also help coaches to 

identify minor improvements not immediately apparent from a visual inspection. They can 

check later that the swimmer did what was asked.  

The main aim of this project was to establish an optical wireless communication link for 

swimming applications to give real time feedback about their swim to swimmers while 

swimming. 

As swimmers are located relatively close to the surface of the water, arm and leg movement 

can generate a significant number of air bubbles. Total internal reflection from the surface 

and attenuation due to bubbles presents a major problem for communications both below and 

above the water. The final system includes a wrist mounted accelerometer, processing unit 

and optical transmitter. The receiver is mounted on the goggles with a multicoloured heads-

up display. The system design challenges included: communication type, optical transmitter, 

optical receiver, optical wavelength, modulation type, bubbles effect, strong background 

light, link budget and electronics requirements. The look angle for the transmitter, swim style 

and swimmer competence all impact on the effectiveness of the link. Most of these 

challenges were solved by making the unit self-adjusting for maximum communications 

connect time. 
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The additional requirements for the device were wearability to prevent disturbance to normal 

swimming and more than 1m transmission distance (head to wrist). The data is recorded and 

processed at the transmitter and useful information sent to the receiver (eg. stroke rate, lap 

rate, stroke length, swimmer velocity and swimming style). In this project, experiments were 

conducted in air and water in order to check the reliability and the validity of the system. 

Acceleration data was processed in real time in order to extract useful information including 

mainly the stroke rate, however the stroke length, swim velocity, lap times etc can also be 

extracted. The feasibility of the system has been demonstrated. The system designed, 

implemented and tested in this project can be used as a real time feedback in different sports. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

 

Sport is very important for people in order to keep healthy or for competition. Recreational 

and competitive athletes are becoming more reliant on the use of technology to improve their 

performance. This is supported by the evolution of technology including wireless 

communications, microcontrollers and wireless for smart sensors. New technologies and 

training methods were developed for both biomechanics which involves human body 

movements and physiology which include quantifying energy systems and athlete muscle 

performance. In sports such as swimming, the performance is strongly correlated with 

technique and swimmers make minor adjustments to reach the optimal performance [1]. 

Currently, swimmers depend on coaches and video to improve their technique. Wireless 

motion sensors provide information for post processing. However, there is no real time 

feedback in such systems. This thesis presents a novel system designed, implemented and 

tested to give a real time feedback to a swimmer during swimming.  Real time feedback is 

very useful in swimming because some aspects of swimming are opposite to human intuition 

for example, a swimmer can put extra effort but end with a slower velocity because of poor 

technique. A real time system can provide swimmers with information during swimming in 

order to adjust instantly and they can be informed of the effect of their changes according to 

the feedback. In addition, from the stroke rate and the stroke length, the velocity of a 

swimmer can be determined. Therefore, monitoring swimmer’s stroke rate can provide 

information to reach optimal performance. Such a system can be used during training in order 

for a swimmer to find the most effective techniques to improve performance. Finally, the real 

time feedback system can help coaches because they may see some minor stoke 

imperfections while swimming and provide advice to the swimmer. They can check later that 

the swimmer did what they asked looking at video records on the interpreted data. 

This thesis focuses on: 

 Design, implementation and testing of a new system to give real time feedback to 

swimmers based on 3-axis accelerometer data and optical wireless communication. 

 Storing the swim data for post processing and checking. 

 Implementing embedded algorithms for real time data processing. 
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 Developing algorithms for downloading data from the optical transmitter and receiver 

in an easy way to a computer. 

 The identification of different important features such as stroke rate (SR), stroke 

length (SL) and swim velocity (v) in different swimming style. 

 Analysing the data collected. 

 Ensuring this data is available in an understandable way to the swimmers and their 

coaches. 

Several prototype circuits were designed and tested in a swimming pool. The optical signal 

strength of an intensity modulation (IM) green LED (λ=520nm) was detected at 1 m 

underwater in a spa with and without bubbles and in a pool. Data transfer measurements at 

baud rate 2400 bps using FSK modulation of the very low frequencies (VLF) for the 

electrical carrier signal achieved a distance of more than 1 m underwater. In addition, the 

quality of the optical transmission was assessed by sending 2048 packets each with 8 bits and 

checking the received packets. Real time three axis acceleration data was sent successfully 

underwater at 2400 bps for more than 1m. The amount of data was 90000 bytes for 5 

minutes. Embedded algorithms were implemented at the transmitter to read a real time 

acceleration data and apply signal processing techniques to extract the time difference 

between strokes. At the receiver, the embedded algorithm was based on the decision 

algorithm by receiving the time difference and setting the corresponding coloured light. The 

swimmer was required to react and adjust according to the colour. A goggle display was 

designed based on using an RGB LEDs to give a coloured feedback to the swimmer. 

 The optical transmitter and receiver were designed to be small size, low cost, low power 

consumption, easy to wear by a swimmer and should meet the aquatic environment 

requirements. This system can be used with other sports.   

1.2 Thesis outline and research direction 

 

This thesis is focused on the design, implementation and testing of a wearable data 

processing system based on visible light communication (VLC) in order to give a real time 

feedback to swimmers during swimming. This system will help swimmers to swim with 

consistent predetermined pace of strokes based on a colored feedback system presented as a 

head-up display on the goggles. 
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This first chapter presents a general introduction and an outline of this thesis.  

Chapter two gives a review of previous published research.  This chapter is divided into two 

different sections, firstly the optical wireless communication and secondly the swimming 

applications. 

In chapter three, the communications theory is explained including underwater link budget 

calculations and all the aspects related to the underwater optical wireless communications. 

Simulation results to calculate the link budget and the selection of suitable components are 

presented in chapter four for different light sources.  

The attenuation profile including the effect of air bubbles on the underwater optical wireless 

signal is discussed in chapter five and different experiments to measure the attenuation factor 

were conducted. Also, the band pass optical filter (BPF) that was used to attenuate and reduce 

the effect of the strong background light is discussed. The hardware development including 

the frequency shift keying modulation (FSK) method and another one is the infrared (IRDA) 

also included. The smart system concept is presented and the stroke rate and the stroke phases 

for different styles are discussed.  

Chapter six presents the software and the algorithms developed. The feedback system, the 

stroke rate and the time difference between strokes based on experiments are presented.  

The results and the discussion in chapter seven reviews the simulation and the experimental 

results. This chapter also summaries the research outcomes and the contributions that have 

been made to the sport technology field. Possible future work is presented in this chapter. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter reviews the previous research in both optical wireless communication and 

swimming applications because the system proposed in this thesis related to both. 

Competitive and recreational swimmers swim in the ocean (sea water with sun light) and/or 

in the pool (chemically treated water with artificial light). Evaluating the performance of 

swimmers by giving them real time feedback is important because it can provide them with 

very important information such as swimming style, stroke rate, lap rate and training load [2]. 

This information can be used for swimming performance improvement and injury recovery 

monitoring. A wrist-mounted accelerometer with a communications link to a receiver located 

on the goggles allows visual signals to be given to the athlete during swimming. As the 

maximum distance between a swimmer’s wrist and goggles is approximately 1m the 

communication system must achieve this distance or more, and this varies because of the 

movement of the swimmer’s arms. To achieve this goal an investigation for the best 

communications technology was done. Water is a difficult environment for wireless 

communications. There are three possible methods: 

 Acoustic by sending sound waves.  

 RF (Radio frequency) by sending electromagnetic waves.  

 Optical communication by sending optical waves. 

Table 1 shows the comparison between the three techniques [3]. Radio waves suffer from a 

high attenuation in water [3-6] and at low frequencies require large antennas and high 

transmission power. This is not practical to use underwater [7]. Underwater sound 

propagation is influenced by high noise level propagation delay, path loss, multi-path, high 

bit error rate which is in the order of 10-2-10-5 bps and limited bandwidth which depends on 

range and frequency [7]. In addition, acoustic waves could distress swimmers. Therefore, 

acoustic communications is not the best to use underwater particularly with applications that 

need high data rates, multipath and real time operation [8]. Underwater optical 

communications is a feasible solution because of the high data rate, high bandwidth. 

However, the absorption and scattering have an effect on the optical propagation path [3, 8-
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10]. The attenuation of optical signals is an advantage if multiple swimmers use the system in 

adjacent swim lanes of the pool. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of the communications characteristics of acoustic, radio and optical  

systems [3]. 

 

The swimmer is located at the water-air interface. The arms and legs of a swimmer generate a 

significant number of air bubbles. As the relative movement between the arm and the head is 

very large, the beamwidth of the transmitter and receiver must be large. The water-air 

interface can provide an additional problem associated with changing ambient noise and 

changing surface reflection conditions. During free-style swimming, the side of the goggles 

closest to the extended arm with the wrist sensor are commonly in and out of the water at the 

same time. For this reason, a communications system that functions in both air and water is 

highly desirable. These design problems present a complex wireless communications 

environment in which the channel is time variant with periodic interruption.  

 There are many applications for underwater optical wireless communication. Transferring 

high data rate short bursts of time reduces the power consumption and this allows 

transmission of pictures and short videos for reliable surveillance and monitoring. An 

Feature Acoustic Electromagnetic 

 

Optical 

 

Nominal speed (m/s) 

 
∼ 1500 

 

∼3×107 @ 400 

MHz 

∼ 2.25×108 

Power Loss 

 
∼0.1 dB/m/Hz ∼ 28 

dB/1Km/100MHz 

∝ turbidity and 

attenuation  

Bandwidth 

 
∼KHz ∼MHz ∼ 10-150MHz 

Antenna size 

 

0.1m ∼0.5m ∼ 0.1 m 

Effective range 

 
∼Km 10m ∼ 10-100m 

Major hurdles 

 

Bandwidth-limited, 

interference-limited 

Power-limited 

 

Power-limited 

 

Environment-

limited 

Power-limited 

 

Data rate 

 

Up to 100 kbps 

 

Up to 10 Mbps 

 

Up to 1 Gbps 

 

Antenna complexity 

 

Medium 

 

High 

 

Medium 
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important application of underwater optical wireless communication is water pollution 

monitoring and data collection including water temperature, turbidity specific conductivity 

and oxygen concentration [11].  

This project is directed at designing and implementing optical communications for swimming 

applications. The literature review is divided into the following sections 

 Free Space Optics (FSO). 

 Underwater Optical Wireless Communication (UOWC). 

 Laser Communication. 

 LED Communication (including point to point and diffused). 

 Modulation Techniques. 

 Swimming Applications. 

 

2.2 Free Space Optics (FSO)  

 

Mahdy and Deogun [12] conducted a survey about wireless optical communications for 

indoor short distance and outdoor long and short distance applications considering three 

issues in any optical wireless system: design, performance and safety. They concluded that 

the flexibility, mobility and costs are the main reasons to change from optical fibre to 

wireless. In addition, the lower cost of an optical wireless network installation makes it easy 

to build static and dynamic networks. 

O'Brien et al. [13] described the main components for the visible light communication and 

outlined the challenges of increasing the data rate. A high-brightness (LUXEON STAR) 

white light LED was used in an indoor application. The application was based on using four 

panels of LEDs each unit has (60×60) white LEDs on a ceiling of an office which is a (5×5) 

m2 and a photodiode at a distance of 2.15 m on a desk anywhere in the office. The 

communication was based on point to point and reflected signals from different surfaces 

inside the office. The receiver circuit converted the optical power to a current and a 

transimpedance amplifier, filter and amplifier before data recovery. Solutions for increasing 

the data rate such as transmitter equalization, receiver equalization, complex modulation and 

using parallel communication (optical MIMO) were discussed. 
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Henniger and Wilfert [14] gave an overview about the parameters that the designer should 

consider in outdoor applications based on using free space optical communication system for 

mobile and long-range applications. A laser was used because of its ability to provide a 

narrow beam, high data rate and can be used in a mobile system because of the size and the 

weight. A link budget calculation for FSO was outlined; all the losses and gains along the 

path from the transmitter to the receiver in this system were considered. A number of new 

methods such as using a hybrid FSO/RF system to increase the link availability were 

suggested to overcome atmospheric attenuation. Equation (1) represents the optical link 

budget without the effect of atmospheric disturbances. 

 

 
systemRxrTxTxRx AGGGPP   ( 1 ) 

 

where PRx represents the received power in Watts which depends on the transmit power PTx , 

the transmit antenna gain GTx, the receiver antenna gain GRx, the range loss Gr, and system 

dependent losses Asystem such as losses due to link misalignment, focussing  losses, etc. 

 

2.3 Underwater Optical Wireless Communication (UOWC) 

2.3.1 Laser Communication 

 

Liu and Ge [7] reported an underwater sensor network for undersea exploration applications 

dependent on a blue-green laser for long range communications as an alternative to an 

acoustic sensor network because of the high delay, limited bandwidth, high bit error rate and 

high energy consumption of acoustic systems. Laser wavelengths in the range 470-570 nm 

with a diffused beam was used in the sea water. The architecture of the laser node and 

protocol stacks for the underwater laser sensor network was discussed. A comparison 

between laser underwater sensors networks and acoustic networks revealed that a light based 

network was more robust. 

 

Fung et al. [15] suggested a short range optical wireless communication for a swarm of robots 

in an underwater environment. A 50 mW laser was used to achieve 110 kbps for a range of 

up to 3 m in underwater using green light at a wavelength of 532 nm. The transmitter was a 
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50 mW green laser and the receiver was a Si photodiode Hamamatsu S1226-8Bk. 

Experiments were performed in air, in fresh and seawater. The attenuation was -6 dB at 1m 

distance between the transmitter and the receiver in fresh water and -25 dB in sea water. To 

test the transfer rate of the communication channel, the transmitter and the receiver were 

connected directly to the serial port of a PC. The data was sent continuously for more than 30 

min with no errors. A multi-channel system was used (instead of point-to-point) in order to 

improve the communication efficiency. The circuit was tested in a swimming pool and 

achieved a communication link up to 15 m without loss of data. 

 

Baiden et al. [10] presented a point-to-point optical communication system using a green and 

blue laser. Two 1013c1 high-bandwidth underwater transceivers with 10 Mbps full duplex 

communication and two PCs at the transmitter and the receiver were used. The receiver was a 

photo multiplier tube. The circuit was tested by changing the distance between the transmitter 

and the receiver in a pool and in a tank filled with lake water. The results showed the effects 

of the turbidity level, viewing angle and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver 

on the received optical signal. (No value for the attenuation factor is given).  

 

Gawdi [16] described an underwater optical wireless communication system verified by 

laboratory experiments for light attenuation measurements using a red Laser 633 nm and 

green laser 532 nm. The link budget was calculated. Simulation results using MathCAD 

showed that an optical source with 1 W of power can achieve a link of 50 m in ocean water 

and 300 m in clear water. 

 

Cox [17] reported a 405 nm blue laser diode with an Alterra cyclone II EP2C5 FPGA as a 

transmitter with a photomultiplier as a receiver to construct an underwater optical 

communication system. Binary data were sent from a computer via a universal serial bus 

(USB) to a field programmable gate array (FPGA) which allowed transmitting the data via a 

blue laser diode. This system transmitted data at 1 Mbps and 0.5 Mbps in (NRZ) return-to-

zero format. 

Arnon [8] proposed a high data rate optical wireless communications system based on a laser 

diode with green light 532 nm as an alternative solution to acoustic communication. Three 

methods were presented for optical wireless communication: (a) a line of sight link. (b) a 

modulating retroflector link and (c) a reflective link. A link equation for each case was given 
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and a bit error rate was calculated. The simulation results show that all of these methods 

provided the required data rate of 0.5 Mbps. It was proven from the analysis results that 

increased water absorption has a big effect on decreasing the communication performance for 

the three link types. Scattered light and multi-hop methods were used to alleviate the effect of 

water absorption.  

Arnon and Kedar [9]  presented two underwater optical wireless communication systems; a 

LOS (line-of- sight) link and a novel NLOS (non-line-of-sight) link which is based on the 

back-reflection for the optical signal at ocean-air interface. A mathematical model for the 

optical channel was presented. A high data rate was achieved and video transmission 

executed. Silicon photomultiplier detectors were used as the receivers. A 10-4 BER was 

achieved in the NLOS reflective link with a 40 m distance between the transmitter and the 

receiver. A 60 m separation was achieved in LOS with the same BER based on the numerical 

simulations. 

 

2.3.2 LED Communication (point to point and diffuse) 

 

Liu et al. [5] discussed a high data rate underwater optical wireless communication system. A 

simple analytical method based on using Pspice simulator was used to evaluate the 

underwater optical link and bit error rate by using light emitting diodes (LEDs) with the 

effect of absorption and scattering in realistic ocean water. Superflux LEDs were used as a 

transmitter system. The blue LED HPWN-MB00-00000 and the green LED HPWN-MG00-

00000 were used. The receiver circuit included photodiodes, amplifier and equalizer. The 

photodiodes were G5645 with a peak wavelength of λp =470 nm and S5627-01 with λp =540 

nm. The maximum distance with an acceptable bit error rate (BER) of approximately 10-6 

was around 20 m for pure water and 3.5 m for a coastal ocean. The simulation results showed 

that the wavelength and beam parameters were the most important factors for underwater 

optical communication. 

 

Anguita et al. [4] developed a point to point optical wireless transceiver system based on a 

blue LED as transmitter and a photodiode as a receiver on the same board to use it in an 

underwater wireless sensor network (UWSN) for node communication. The optical physical 

layer was investigated based on the physical layer of the IEEE 802.11 IR PHY. An 

experiment in a 2 m length tank was conducted using two PCs each one was connected to a 
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spartan3 board with the optical transceiver. A transmission distance of 1.8 m at 100 kbps with 

a light impulse of 5 ms achieved. A user interface program was developed for managing the 

implementation of a physical layer on a Spartan 3 board.  

 Ito et al. [18] reported a short range underwater optical wireless communication system 

using a visible light LED as a transmitter and a photodiode as a receiver. A multi-wavelength 

adaptive scheme was proposed. The transmitter was Luxeon LXHLMB1B, MM1B, MD1B 

with 5 degree half-power angle and the receiver was Hamamatsu Si PIN-PD s3071 with 

responsivity between (320-1060) nm, (peak responsivity at 920 nm and detector area 5 mm). 

The experimental parameters were 2 and 4-PPM modulation, the data rate 100kbps and 

16000 bits were transmitted in a dark environment and turbid water. The distance achieved 

was 1 m at a 100 kbps and the performance of the BER varied with turbidity, depth and 

distance. 

Vasilescu et al. [19] designed an optical wireless communication transceiver. This node 

allows an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) to communicate to exchange data and 

control signals. A LED and a photodiode were used. Underwater experiments for temperature 

and pressure measurements, robot interaction and creek monitoring were done. At a depth of 

30 m the optical system achieved a range of 2.2 m in clear water and 1.2 m in high turbidity 

water with a 320 kbps as a maximum transmission data rate. 

 

Vasilescu et al. [20] presented a novel system  hardware and software for underwater wireless 

sensor networks using a mixture of optical and acoustic communications to monitor coral 

reefs and fisheries. The cost of an optical communication board was about $50 USD per node 

while the acoustic modem was about $3000 USD per node. For the optical node, the 

transmitter was Luxeon 5 LXHL-PM02 with 532 nm green LED with about 700 mW radiated 

power while consuming 6 W of the input power. The receiver was a high speed PIN 

photodiode PDB-C156 with 8 mm2 surface area. The acoustic system was EFR-TQB40KS as 

a transmitter and EFR-RQB40KS as a receiver. Experiments in a pool, in a river, and in the 

ocean were reported. The range achieved for the optical system was about 2.2 m point to 

point with a cone angle of 30 degree and a data rate of 320 kbps, and 8 m with a lens to focus 

the light beam. The acoustic data rate was 50 bps using 30 KHz FSK modulation with an 

omnidirectional range of 20 m.  
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Lu et al. [21] designed and implemented an underwater optical wireless communication 

system with range of 5 to 10 m. Inexpensive components were used (such as a low-cost DSP 

chip) for the implementation of the communication system with complex detection 

algorithms such as signal detection and clock synchronization. The cost of this system was 

below $15 USD. The LED was the RL5-G13008 Super-Green LED with 520 nm wavelength 

and the maximum operation power was 12 mW. The photodiode was a Silonex SLD-70 

BG2A with a maximum sensitivity at wavelength 550 nm and a sensitivity spectral range 

from 400 nm to 700 nm. In addition, a BG (Band Gap) filter for infrared rejection was 

included with the photodiode. The half angle for the LED and the photodiode were 45 and 60 

degree respectively. Ten distance measurement experiments were done using a laptop at the 

receiver side for performance analysis such as probability of detection and bit error rate. The 

LED circuit and the photodiode circuit were placed in cylindrical glass containers and 

submerged partially in water. The test was done in an outdoor pool at night. The transmitter 

and the receiver were held at the same depth to ensure line of sight. The distance was 

changed from 1 m to 10 m with sending about 500 data packets to measure the probability of 

the packet detection. Each packet included a preamble and 200 information bits and a silent 

period for the data packet separation. The bit error rate was determined by sending data 

packets each round until 6 packets were detected correctly.  The results were shown that for 7 

m, the detection probability was 100% while at 10 m it was 80%. The data rate was 

approximately 310 bps. 

 

Schill et al. [6]  designed a small optical communication transceiver for a swarm of 

submersibles. The combination of the IrDA physical layer with a 3 W high power green and 

blue LED in the visible spectrum was introduced. The transmitter was a Luxeon III Emitter 

and the receiver was a SLD-70BG2A which is sensitive to the wavelength between (400-700) 

nm. The IRDA chip MCP2120 which includes both the encoder and decoder was used as the 

transmitter and the receiver, while the MAX3120 was used for amplification and filtering. 

This was described as a good trade off between sensitivity and speed. The type of the 

communication was point to point and the cost of the transmitter was about AU$45 per unit. 

An air and underwater experiment was done to examine the communication link. The best 

range achieved in air with the cyan emitter was 2.02 m followed by blue 1.71 m and green 

with 1.49 m. In water, the range was just 1.7 m for the blue and the green LEDs. 
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Vasilescu et al. [19] built a robot that used an optical communication system. PIN 

photodiodes with high current LEDs were used. The robot was found to communicate over a 

maximum distance of 2 m at a maximum angle of 30 degree with a data rate of approximately 

1 kbps. 

 

 In [22] a low cost, medium range underwater optical wireless communication system was 

achieved with a complex detection algorithm. Experiments achieved line of sight 

communication link (LOS) for 10 m with 310 bps data rate. 

 

 In [23] a LOS communications link achieved a distance of more than 1m underwater with 

2.4kbps based on using frequency shift keying (FSK). 

 

Doniec et al [24] presented results for a remotely controlled underwater robot in real-time 

with high-throughput and low latency link using an optical wireless communication system in 

shallow water. The performance of the system was tested in a pool in nearly all the positions 

and orientations over a 100 m2 area. The robot successfully received the optical commands 

from a single transmitter. Six LEDs were used with a 5 W and 480 nm wavelength and up to       

2 MHz speed with a minimum pulse length of 100 ns. The receiver was an Avalanche 

photodiode (APD). 

 

Brundage [25] designed and implemented an optical wireless communication system using 

the super bright LED NT-52B1-0469 as a transmitter with a 40N10 MOSFET driver. The 

receiver circuit was a photodiode PC10-6B. The wavelength used was 470 nm which lies in 

the blue light range. Data was sent over 13 m distance without errors at speed of 1 Mbps. 

 

Vasilescu [26] presented underwater data monitoring and collection. A comparison between 

an acoustic modem and an optical wireless communication modem was reported. The optical 

wireless communication was implemented between an autonomous underwater vehicle and a 

network of sensor nodes. A 530 nm wavelength green high power LEDs LUXON III was 

used as a transmitter and a PIN PDB-C156 photodiode as a receiver. Two types of optical 

wireless communication were presented in clear water. The first was the short range with a 

2.5 m and the second one was a long range with 7 m. The achieved data rate was 320 kbps. 
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Chancey [27] reported an underwater FM optical wireless communication system based on an 

LED for transmitting speech. A high power 1 W Lumi blue/green LED was used. The 

receiver was an OPT210 which is a photodiode with an integrated amplifier. Three scenarios 

and their theoretical link budgets were presented. The first was suitable for shallow water 

with 1 W LED used for estimated link equal to 16 m. The second was a 10 W blue/green 

laser for deep water and the estimated link was about 425 m. The third was a 1 W laser with a 

link distance of 75 m. It was claimed that a 10 Mbps link was achieved between two 

computers.  

 

Jim [28] reported an underwater optical wireless communications system using blue/green 

LEDs and a laser as a transmitter. PIN photodiodes were used as a receiver. An Altera 

cyclone II EP2C5 FPGA was used for digital signal processing. The system achieved a 1 

Mbps data rate. High power XR7090 LEDs and PIN photodiodes S5973-02 were used. 

 

 Some researchers have reported succussing diffusive underwater optical wireless 

communications. In [10]  a point-to-point communications link developed by Ambalux [29] 

achieved omnidirectional communication based on using green-blue light. The system was 

tested in a pool and in a tank. The results of the experiments showed that the separation 

distance between the transmitter and the receiver, viewing angle and the water turbidity level 

all have a significant effect on the optical signal. They investigated the threshold viewing 

angle (TVA) which represents the minimum viewing angle at which the communication was 

lost. They suggested two geometry models for underwater optical wireless communication: 

icosahedrons and spherical hexagon and they found that the first was much better because of 

the simplicity in geometry and an ability to achieve omnidirectional coverage using the 

selected LEDs. In [30] an omnidirectional system based on using six blue LEDs was 

proposed. A 2π steradian hemisphere coverage area was achieved underwater for a range of 

10 m. The receiver was a photomultiplier tube (PMT) chosen because of low noise, high 

speed and high sensitivity. This work was for underwater observation and the communication 

was between mobile autonomous underwater vehicle and a fixed nodes. 

 

Anguita et al. [4, 31-35] designed, implemented and tested an omnidirectional transmitter 

based on using 12 LEDs in the green range. Two different LEDs were used. One was the 

LL1503LBL1-301 with 30 degree viewing angle and 15 mW optical power. The second was 
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the DLE-038-045 with 30 degree viewing angle and 20 mW optical power. The receiver was 

based on S5971 APD with a 0.37 AW-1 at 470 nm. A band pass filter with 10 KHz to 20MHz 

followed by an amplifier with an automatic gain control (AGC) based on LT1006 and then a 

comparator with a threshold voltage. The optical physical layer was implemented using a 

Spartan 3 development board. The experimental results in a clean water tank showed that by 

using 4 and 16 pulse–position-modulation (PPM) scheme a 1.8 m link with 100 Kbps was 

achieved [36]. 

An underwater IrDA link was evaluated and reported in [37] based on the time jitter 

measurement by looking for the impact of air bubbles and transmission through the water 

surface. The maximum link distance achieved was 130 cm in air and this reduced to 47.5 cm 

underwater without bubbles and 27.5 cm in water with bubbles.   

2.3.3 Optical Modulation Techniques 

 

Sui et al. [38] reported the advantages and limitations for different modulation techniques for 

underwater communication based on modelling and simulation. Intensity modulation and 

direct detection have been used in the underwater environment. By changing the pulse rate, 

width and frequency different modulation techniques can be achieved. The detection 

techniques are usually classified into two types: (a) Non-coherent detection methods depend 

on the presence or absence of a signal and there is no information about the phase. 

Techniques include amplitude shift keying (ASK), on-off keying (OOK) and (PPM). (b) 

Coherent detection such as frequency shift keying (FSK) and Phase shift keying (PSK). It has 

been proven [38] that the (PPM) is better for low power underwater applications while, PSK 

gives good performances in terms of bandwidth, error performance but with poor power 

efficiency. In addition, OOK and PPM are usually used in a simple direct detection system 

with lower complexity while FSK and PSK are used with high complexity. An evaluation of 

signal to noise ratio, error probability performance, data rate and power was investigated for 

underwater optical wireless communication system based on an LED as a transmitter and a 

photodiode S5493-01 as a receiver for different wavelength (660 nm, 530 nm, 505 nm, 470 

nm). The comparison between different modulation methods was based on the maximum 

transfer rate, transmit power and modulation complexity. Table 2 shows the difference 

between different modulation techniques. P represents the smallest pulse width.  
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Table 2: Comparison between different modulation techniques [38] where P represents the 

smallest pulse width. 

Modulation type OOK FSK DPSK 4-PPM 8-PPM 

Maximum rate 1/(2P) 1/(2P) 1/(2P) (1/2P) (3/8P) 

Transmit power Middle Higher Highest Low Lowest 

Modulation complexity  Low Higher Highest Lower Lower 

Sensitivity to multi-path 

delay 

General Most 

anti- 

sensitive  

Most 

sensitive 

General General 

Implementation complexity  Simple Most 

complex 

More 

complex 

Simple Simple 

 

Sui et al [39] reported a modified PPM transceiver system called shorten pulse position 

modulation (SPPM) for image transmission based on using underwater optical wireless 

communication. The 4-PPM represents each 2 bits of the information signal by 4 bits while 

the modified PPM represents it by 3 bits. Table 3 shows how each 2 information bits was 

represented in 4-PPM and SPPM. Simulation results of anti-noise performance, bandwidth 

and transmission power were presented and compared. The results showed that the modified 

PPM has the same performance of the PPM relating to the error controlling. However, the 

modified PPM improved the bandwidth utilization. Table 4 shows the summary for some of 

the articles that used LEDs in underwater communications systems. The disadvantage of 

most of the optical systems discussed was that a high power laser or LED was used. 

 

Table 3: Represent the information data using 4-PPM and SPPM [39]. 

Information PPM modulation (b0 b1 b2 b3) SPPM modulation (b0 b1 b2) 

00 1000 010 

01 0100 001 

10 0010 110 

11 0001 101 
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Table 4: Summary of underwater communication systems using LED 

Reference 

No. 

Wavelength 

nm 

LED type Divergence 

angle 

(degree) 

Data 

rate 

Max 

comm. 

distance 

BER Modulation 

format 

Comm. 

type 

Rx 

detector 

Power 

consumption 

Cost 

($) 

[5] 470,540  HPWN-MB00-

00000,HPWN-

MG00-00000 

(Superflux) 

45  20m 

simulati

on 

results 

10-6 OOK Point to 

point 

G5645,S

5627-01 

Use 350V Dc  

[20] 532  Luxeon 5 

LXHL-PM02 

75 320kbps 2.2/8m  IRDA (FIR-

4PPM) 

Point to 

point 

PDB-

C156 

6W 50 

[6] 460,520  Luxeon III 70 115kbps 1.7m  IRDA Point to 

point 

SLD-

70BG2A 

3W 45 

[21] 520  RL5-G13008 

Super-Green 

LED (using DSP 

kit) 

4 310bps 10m 

 

 OOK Point to 

point 

SLD-

70BG2A 

 13.39 

 

[25] 470  NT-52B1-0469 

(7 LEDs) 

 1Mbps 13m  OOK Point to 

point 

PC10-6B 20.7W  
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2.4 Swimming Applications  

 

Real time feedback allows swimmers to adjust their stroke during swimming. This is 

important during training for improvement [1]. This section presents some of the literature.  

Bachlin et al. [40, 41] introduced a swimmaster as a wearable assistant for swimming. The 

system includes two independent system parts. The first included acceleration sensors with 

microcontroller and memory for data recording and the other was to give feedback (audio, 

tactile and visual) for a swimmer. Different parameters such as time per lane, number of 

strokes per lane, swimmer velocity, body orientation and body balance were extracted in 

order to improve the performance of swimmers. The feedback system was based on a 

microcontroller pre-programmed for three different signals (i) continuous signal, (ii)  two 

short signal events and (iii) four different signal effects to investigate the reaction of 

swimmers and the swimmer should change his/her swimming according to these signals. For 

example in experiment (i) a swimmer should change his swim style. Twenty subjects were 

tested using this system. The methodology uses three sensors, two are upper and lower back 

sensors (SUBack, SLBack) to measure the body movements and the right wrist sensor 

(Swrist) to measure the arm movements and the arm stroke. The feedback system was 

goggles with visual, tactile and acoustic (audio) devices. 

Two evaluation studies were reported. One was an evaluation of the body rotation, body 

balance and stroke performance. The second was an evaluation of the feedback modality to 

establish the most appropriate type for swimming. The data from the sensors was compared 

with the video data. The experimental results showed that (70-100) % of all events triggered 

by goggle LEDs were recognized correctly. The LEDs on the lenses of swim goggle did not 

limit the field of view of the swimmer and they were bright enough when turned on without 

dazzling the swimmer. The same percentage of events were correctly recognized  using the 

vibration motor while less than 70%  was  achieved using the audio beeper. The results from 

the swim recorder were consistent with the visual observation.  

A fixed sequence of commands was programmed on the feedback device 

worn by the swimmer. The LEDs displayed commands in form of different blinking 

sequences. A coach on the side of the pool evaluated the response by seeing how accurately 

the commands were perceived by the swimmer. This system does not provide real time 

feedback for a swimmer. 
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Slawson et al. [42] designed an automated vision system using an array of light emitting 

diodes (LEDs) worn by a swimmer in order to distinguish starts and turns of swimmers  

which could be tracked throughout a video sequence. The markers were used under and 

above the water surface. Red LEDs (626 nm wavelength) were chosen with a viewing angle 

of 30 degree. The LEDs were spaced in rows of two at 10 mm intervals with every other row 

offset by 5mm. The design was fabricated on a flexible circuit to wear it comfortably by a 

swimmer. An 11A, 6V cell battery with a 10 mm diameter, length 16 mm was used to power 

the LED band. Image processing algorithms were developed using image histograms to 

determine swimmers start and turn. Two subjects were testing this system and the start and 

turns were analysed. The subjects were asked to wear the markers on the wrist, hip and ankle 

to recognize the start, and the hip marker for turn. There was no real time feedback for the 

swimmer in this system. It was found that the marker system was robust.  

Li [1] designed a wearable device to provide a real time feedback for swimmers. Body 

orientation and forward speed information were provided to a swimmer in real time. The 

design included a three-axis accelerometer, three axis gyroscope, memory and a 

microcontroller to process the data of a swimmer’s performance and send feedback. The 

feedback could be a digital display in the goggle or an earpiece. The communication channel 

was suggested to be either wired or wireless. Using a wire may be not comfortable for a 

swimmer because attaching it to a swimmer maybe take some time and may affect the 

swimmers performance. No experimental results mentioned for this system. No details were 

given for the communication system in this commercial product. Figure 1 shows the 

recording system and figure 2 shows the feedback system. 

 

 

Figure 1: Block diagram of the swimmer recorder system [1]. 
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the feedback system [1]. 

 

Khoo et al. [43] described a system to determine the average right and left stroke acceleration 

and average stroke interval. The system has the ability for data download from a sensor 

attached to a swimmer at the end of the swim. Each swimmer was required to swim for 25 m 

to obtain the particular data. After that, the data was downloaded to a computer for analysis 

and presentation to the coach and swimmer. The system includes a 3-axis wireless 

accelerometer, a base station, underwater camera and laptop. Computer software was 

responsible for triggering the camera and the accelerometer. Video images were sent to the 

computer and saved in AVI format. The acceleration data was stored in the sensor board for 

sending it wirelessly to the computer after the swimmer stepped out of the pool. In this 

system there was no real time feedback for swimmers or coaches. 

Pansiot et al. [44]  designed a wearable sensor to monitor swimming performance such as 

pitch and roll angles to recognize the type of stroke. The system includes an inertial sensor 

mounted on the swimmer’s goggles. The sensor contains a three axis accelerometer, 2.4 GHz 

RF transmitter, 2 MB on board memory and it was water proof. The sample rate was 50 Hz 

and the sensor could save data on board or send it in a real time to a base station (RF link is 

not going trough water). There was no real time feedback for a swimmer but maybe for a 

coach because the system can send real time data to a base station. 

Sage et al. [45] developed a wearable system for processing and transmitting the swimming 

data to an access point which was connected to a computer for processing, storing and 

presenting the important data including stroke rate, stroke length and lap count to coaches 

during training. The proposed system was based on using wireless sensor nodes, vision 

components and pressure and force measurement. Data analysis performed in the node 

required signal processing for the acceleration data, filtering techniques and then transmission 

to a computer using low speed RF link.  Local maximum and zero crossing algorithms were 
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applied for different acceleration data (x, y, z) and for different styles including (freestyle, 

backstroke, butterfly and breaststroke). The node included a dual-axis gyroscope, a tri-axis 

accelerometer, and microcontroller unit with integrated radio transceiver. The node was 

tested in water and the results showed that it was robust for 35m at 25cm depth (most of the 

link is in air). The sensor node could transmit data at a sampling rate 50Hz with 10 bit 

resolution. The topology of the network was a star network with a single-hop protocol. The 

network provides analysis for multiple swimmers at the same time. The node was packed to 

ensure it was waterproof and attached to a swimmer’s back. There was no real time feedback 

for swimmers in this system. 

Ohgi et al. [46, 47] developed a wearable sensor to observe the underwater stroke motion and 

compare it with three dimensional video for two different swimming styles including 

freestyle and breaststroke. The sensor was based on a tri-axis accelerometer and gyroscope. 

The sensor was attached to the swimmer’s wrist. Swim stroke phases were observed based on 

the acceleration and angular velocity data. The results for the stroke phases recognition were 

matched with Maglischo observation for the stroke phases [48]. This data was useful for 

trainers and coaches because the movement patterns for swimmers can be obtained from the 

wrist acceleration data. This information is difficult to obtain from the video due to the 

optical distortion caused by the huge amount of air bubbles that are generated by the 

swimmer’s hands and legs. However, no real time feedback to a swimmer was provided in 

this system. 

Rocha et al [49] presented a wearable sensor network for monitoring body kinematics. Three 

axis accelerometers and magnetometers connected to a microcontroller embedded in the 

swimming suit. The sensors measured heart rate, frequency rate and temperature and transfer 

the data to a base station using a 2.4 GHz transceiver. The sensor network can distinguish 

between motion and rotation. No real time feedback was presented in this system.  

Silva et al. [50] reported a wearable monitoring system WIMU for swimming performance 

and health purpose analysis. The system was based on three main units: sensing including 

MMA7260QT accelerometer and IDG-300 gyroscope, processing including a MSP430F2274 

microcontroller which built in CC2500 radio frequency for data transmitting both were in the 

same board which was developed by Texas instrument. The sensor was about 65.6 grams and 

measured 57 ×90.5×24 mm3. The sensor was placed on the upper back of the swimmer to 

obtain parameters including style, strokes and end of pool recognition. The raw data was sent 
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to a base station for recording and analysis. No real time feedback was provided to swimmers 

in this system.  

Davey et al. [51] designed a low cost sensor to investigate human motion such as walking, 

monitoring and swimming. The sensor was based on using a 3-axis accelerometer, Atmel 

microcontroller and a 2 Mbytes external memory. An on board USB chip and connection to 

PC make the communication and changing data between the sensors and computer and vice 

versa easy. Embedded algorithms including filtering were applied to the raw acceleration data 

to obtain the stroke rate. No real time feedback was provided to the trainer in this system. 

In [52] an integrated system based on different sensors such as vision, force platform, 

pressure pad, LED markers and audio communication was reported. The audio 

communications were chosen so the coach can send information to the swimmer based on the 

data gathered.  

In [53] three different feedback systems were evaluated: audio, visual and haptic outputs.  

Experiments were undertaken to check the recognition rate and the reaction time with these 

three different feedback techniques. The visual and the haptic signals were recognized by 

70%-100% and the reaction of the subjects was in the range of 1.25 to 2.25 s while the 

response for the audio feedback was less than 70% and the reaction time was about twice as 

long as for visual or haptic feedback. These results showed that the audio feedback is not 

appropriate during swimming. There was no real time feedback in both systems. 

Some researchers used video processing for feature extraction which is based on post 

processing for the swim data and no real time feedback for swimmers was provided. Seifert et 

al [54] used the video data as a post processing tool to extract the stroke rate, stroke length 

and swimmer velocity. 

In [55] the twistthink commercial company presents “avidasports” as a training wearable 

system to give feedback to swimmers and their coaches. The system includes five sensors 

(two worn on wrist watch-type bands, two for ankles and one that goes under the swim cap, 

with an earbud for audio feedback to the swimmer. Swim data is accumulated while the 

device is underwater and transmitted via RF when a device is above the water. The system is 

very expensive and uses  acoustic feedback. Acoustic feedback has proven very difficult for 

some researchers as the response from swimmers is low in the presence of high acoustic 

noise levels.    
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2.5 Literature Review Summary  

 

This chapter presents a review of research conducted on optical wireless communication and 

some sensor technologies used for swimming monitoring. It was shown from the literature 

that optical wireless communications was achieved in underwater environments for robot 

communication and data collection. The preferred wavelength was green light (wavelength 

520 nm) with a PIN detector. To our knowledge, no one has investigated the use of optical 

wireless communication for swimming applications. Most of the swimming applications 

mentioned in the literature used video or sensors for post processing for the swimmer’s 

performance data which means evaluation after a swimmer finishing swimming. None have 

used an optical system or designed a system to give real time feedback to swimmers during 

swimming. There was no report on the effect of air bubbles on the optical wireless signal in 

underwater environment. 

 In this project a real time feedback system based on using an optical wireless 

communications was designed, implemented and tested for sending data to a swimmer such 

as stroke rate, stroke length and swimmer velocity. The reasons for choosing optical wireless 

communication are summarised in table 5 highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of 

this technology. The theory related to underwater optical wireless communication systems is 

presented in chapter three including choosing the suitable components for this system by 

calculating the link budget.  

Table 5: Advantages and disadvantages of freespace optical wireless communications [12] 

Advantages  Discussion 

Low power consumption Less energy requirements and cost savings. 

No strict laws (LEDs) Free license operation. 

Huge Bandwidth Appropriate for high speed applications. 

Unregulated spectrum Allows virtually unlimited use of spectrum 

by individual networks. 

Optoelectronics technology Inexpensive components and little power 

consumption. 

Reusability Use some communication equipments and 

wavelengths by nearby systems. 

Disadvantages Discussion 

Blockage for the optical transmit signal Leads to design challenges. 

Low power source  Requires high sensitive receivers. 

Alignment  Leads to more operation constrains. 

Signal scattering Leads to multipath problems. 

Light interference Affect the system performance negatively. 
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The content of this chapter was partly discussed in the author’s 

publication: 

 

 

R. M. Hagem, D. V. Thiel, S. G. O'Keefe, and T. Fickenscher, "Optical Wireless Communication for 

Real Time Swimmers Feedback: A review," in the International Symposium on 

Communications and Information Technologies (ISCT), Gold Coast, Australia, pp 1085-1090, 

2-6 October 2012. 
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3 Theory and Design Considerations 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The focus of the thesis is to design, implement and test a system to give a real time feedback 

for swimmers during swimming. The system should perform well in air and in water because 

of the head and hand movement of swimmers in both environments. The proposed system is 

based on an optical wireless communication using LED transmitter and a photodiode 

receiver. This chapter presents the theory aspects related to the link budget calculations used 

to choose the components for this system. The criteria for choosing the components and the 

different types of noise that affect the optical signal are explained. The impact of air bubbles 

and total internal reflection (TIR) on the optical link is presented. Some basic aspects related 

to the reflection, refraction and scattering of the optical signal is presented because it is 

important in the simulations and the system design reported in Chapter four and five 

respectively. 

3.2 Electromagnetic Waves 

 

Light consists of magnetic field and electrical field which oscillate at very high frequency 

(order of 1014 Hz). In free space these waves travel at the speed of light c (c = 3 x 109 ms-2). 

The speed in a medium v depends on the refractive index of this medium n which is different 

for each material. Equation (2) shows the relationship between v and n [56]. 

 

The wavelength in most media is shorter than in air because the refractive index is greater 

than 1 (e.g.1.33 in water) [56]. The light intensity describes the power in a wave and is 

proportional to irradiance. The intensity unit is watts per square meter [56]. 

 

 

 

 

 ncv /  ( 2 ) 
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3.3 Boundary Reflections 

 

The amount of light reflected from the water-air interface is important from the path loss 

perceptive and this is important to investigate because it is critical in the design of a system 

working in two different environments (air and water). 

The ratio of the reflected electrical field to the incident electrical field is the reflection 

coefficient ρ  for the perpendicular incidence and at normal incidence, this is given by 

equation (3) when the surface is perfectly smooth [56]. 

 

 

where n1 is the refractive index in the incidence media and n2 is the reflective index of the 

second media.  

If n2>n1 the reflection coefficient becomes negative which means a phase shift between the 

incident and the reflected electrical fields. 

The reflectance R is the ratio between the reflected beam intensity to the incident beam 

intensity. The reflectance R is equal to the square of the reflection coefficient for  

perpendicular incidence [56]. 

 

 

For the air-water interface at normal incidence (n1 = 1 and n2=1.33). R = 0.02 which means 

that 2% of the light is reflected. The remainder optical power (98%) is transmitted into the 

water. 
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The transmission loss in decibels is -10 log10 0.98 which equal to 0.08 dB. This means that 

there will be 0.08 dB loss when the optical signal enters from air to water at normal 

incidence. The same is true for transmission from water to air at normal incidence. 

The reflected light intensity depends on the angle of incidence and whether the electric field 

is polarized parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. An unpolarised light beam can 

be decomposed into p, the parallel wave polarization component and ss, the perpendicular 

wave polarization component. The reflection coefficients ρ for the parallel wave polarization 

and the perpendicular wave polarization (known as Fresnel’s laws of reflection) are given in 

equation (5) and (6) respectively. The reflectance RP and RSS can be found by squaring the 

magnitudes of the reflection coefficients [56]. Figure 3 and 4 shows the reflectance for the 

air-water and water-air interface respectively (see figure 10). 
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where in is the angle of incidence. 
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Figure 3: The magnitude of the reflectance at an air-to-water interface n1 is air and n2 is water. 

 

 

Figure 4: The magnitude of the reflectance at a water-to-air interface n1 is water and n2 is air.  
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From figures 3 and 4 it is shown that:  

 The reflectance for both parallel and perpendicular polarisation does not vary much 

for incident angles close to zero [56]. 

 The reflectance is zero for a certain incident angle and polarization which means full 

transmission. The zero reflection occurs only for the parallel polarization. This 

happens at an incident angle called Brewster angle θB and is defined by equation (7) 

[56]. 

  

 

1

2tan
n

n

B   
( 7 ) 

 

For the air-water interface which means that n1=1 and n2=1.33 the B = 53 degrees. For the 

water-air interface B= 37 degrees. At these incident angles the reflectance for the parallel 

polarization is zero (Assuming a smooth surface)  [56]. There is no incident angle where the 

reflectance is zero. 

 The reflectance is unity for total reflection for a range of incident angles. The 

reflectance for the parallel and the perpendicular polarization is unity at angles greater 

than the critical angle θc given by equation (8) [56]. 
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For the water-air interface the critical angle for the total internal reflection is 48.75 degree. 

This can be happened under two conditions [56]: 

 n1 must be greater than n2 because the sine of an angle is not greater than 1 for real n1 

and n2.  

 the light travels from a region of higher reflective index to a region of lower reflective 

index.  For the water-air interface, the incident angle should be greater than c for the 

total internal reflection. 
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3.4 Snell’s Law  

 

Snell’s laws for reflection from a plane surface states that the angle of reflection equals the 

angle of incidence. Snell’s law of refraction provides a relation between the incident angle 

and the transmit angle as in equation (9) [56]. Figure 5 shows the relation between the 

incident angle and the transmit angle for the air-water interface and figure 6 for the water-air 

interface.  

 

where θi  is the incident angle and θt  is the transmit angle; n1 =1 and  n2 =1.33 are the 

refractive indexes for water and air respectively. 

The critical angle θc for total internal reflection is given by equation (10) [56]. If θi greater 

than θc total internal reflection will occur [56]. 

 

 
Figure 5: The transmit angle as a function of the angle of incidence from air to water 

(equation 9). 

 
tnin  sin2sin1   

( 9 ) 

 90sin2sin1 ncn   
( 10 ) 
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Figure 6: The transmit angle as a function of the angle of incidence from water to air 

(equation 9). 

 

From figure 6 it is shown that t > i above the critical angle the transmitted light wave no 

longer propagates into the second medium and the light is total reflected back to the first 

medium. This is called total internal reflection [56]. 
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3.5 The effect of air bubbles on the optical signal strength 

 

Swimmers usually generate a huge amount of bubbles during swimming as shown in figure 7 

and these bubbles in water affect the transmission of the optical signal for two reasons: 

scattering under water and changes to the surface of the water making it rough. Therefore, it 

is very important to study the effect of these bubbles on the optical propagation path. The 

simulation results are presented in chapter four and some experimental results are presented 

in chapter five showing the effect of the air bubbles on the optical signal.  

 

Figure 7: The huge amount of air bubbles generated by a swimmer during freestyle 

swimming have a big effect on the optical signal during optical communication. 

 

The effect of air bubbles in water on an optical signal depends on several different variables 

including the size and the number of the air bubbles. The shape and the size of the air bubbles 

in water make it difficult for thoretical study. There are different methods to study the 

scattering of light from the air bubbles. For large spherical bubbles in water, a geometrical 

optics approximation (GOA) is considerd a better method for calculating the scattering light 

patterns. For the small air bubbles Mie scattering and Debye calculations are used [57]. 

Fickenscher et al. [37] discussed the effect of air bubbles on the optical wireless signal. The 

fact that the bubble size and population in water cannot be precisely controlled makes it 

difficult for controlled experimental bubble-scattering studies [58]. 
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Some experiments were conducted in order to check the attenuation coefficient with the 

effect of air bubbles. Figure 8 shows the fish tank schematic diagram that used to generate the 

bubbles. The light was at the back of the tank, the transparent paper sticked on the tank from 

the front and the pictures were taken from the front. The results of these experiments are 

presented in chapter five.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The fish tank schematic diagram showing how the bubbles were created. Note that 

the light was at the back of the tank, the transparent paper scale was taped to the front of the 

tank and the pictures were taken from the front. 

 

An experiment was conducted to see the behaviour of the air bubbles in water by using an air 

pump in water to generate some air bubbles. The bubbles were classified into groups of 

small, medium and large bubbles using a square transparent paper as shown in figure 9. The 

statistical distribution for the number of bubbles with different diameters for a total of 7 

pictures is shown in figure 10. The random size and number makes modelling of the 

attenuation coefficient difficult. Therefore, a decision was made to find the attenuation 

coefficient with and without the effect of air bubbles in the pool experimentally. This is 

presented in chapter five. 
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Figure 9: Example of the random distribution of the air bubbles in water. The bubbles were 

generated by a fish tank pump and “synthetic rock” disperser. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Total number of bubbles as a function of the bubbles diameter. Note that this data 

summaries all 7 photographs of the bubble distributions.  
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3.6 Total Internal Reflection (TIR) 

 

Total internal reflection occurs when the incident light in a medium with higher refractive 

index is directed towards a plane interface to a medium with lower refractive index. It occurs 

when the angle of incidence is equal or greater than the critical angle [56]. Figure 11 shows 

one geometry of the light in an underwater optical wireless communication showing TIR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The geometry of light in an underwater optical wireless communication system. 

 

In figure 11, d is the depth of the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) beneath the surface, s is 

the distance between the transmitter and the receiver (direct path), s1 is the distance from the 

receiver to the image ray path (the reflected path) and θin is the angle of incident governed by 

equation (11). 

 

d
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( 11 ) 

 

For the water-air interface θc=48.75o. Figure 12 shows the variation in the incident angle with 

distance s. It is evident that total internal reflection will occur for s > 20cm when the 

transmitter and the receiver are both at 10 cm beneath the surface. 

For a perfectly flat surface the image ray path s1 is given by equation (12) 
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Figure 12: Incident angle θin versus distance s for Tx and Rx at d=10 cm depth for the 

water/air interface according to equation (11). TIR occurs for a separation distance s>0.24m. 

 

3.7 Inverse Square Law  

 

In a homogenous medium, the optical signal power P at a distance s from the source is given 

by the inverse square law [20]. 

  2/ ssPP oo  
( 13 ) 

 

where Po is the optical power at distance so and P is the optical power at distance s. The 

optical attenuation is given by Beer’s law [3, 27]. 

 

  scPP o )(exp   ( 14 ) 

 

 s is the distance of propagation and c(λ) is the attenuation coefficient. The propagation loss 

factor Lpr(λ,s) is related to the distance s [8]. 

Critical angle 
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    scsprL )(exp,    ( 15 ) 

 

The attenuation coefficient c(λ) depends on the wavelength and the water type and is the sum 

of α(λ) the absorption coefficient and β(λ) the scattering coefficient [8]. 

       c  ( 16 ) 

 

The attenuation coefficient for clean ocean water is 0.1514 m-1 which is a common value 

mentioned in various articles in the literature. For coastal ocean water c(λ) = 0.30 m-1 at 

wavelength 520 nm [8]. 

The detector converts the optical power to a current and then to voltage using a current to 

voltage amplifier (transimpedance amplifier) [56]. The output voltage from the 

transimpedance amplifier is proportional to the incident light intensity at the detector. 

Equation (17) shows the received optical power without the effect of reflection using 

randomly polarized light with 50% parallel polarisation and 50% perpendicular polarisation. 

The inverse square law and the Beer’s law were used in equations (17) and (18).  
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3.8 Light Sources 

 

An optical light source is characterized by viewing angle, wavelength, luminous intensity and 

current. A LED (Light Emitting Diode) was chosen because it radiates over a wide angle 

range. This is important because of the movement of the transmitter and receiver. The LED 

converts an electrical signal to an optical signal and has a relatively low luminous intensity, 

(less hazardous compared to a laser source) and can be used for indoor and outdoor short 

distance applications [12]. The luminous intensity I is quoted in candela (cd). Considering 

that 1cd is equal to 1 lm/sr, the power density ( P ) in (mW/m2) at distance 1 m can be written 

as  

 

  
lm2m
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I
msP   ( 19 ) 

 

where RR(λ) is the relative response for the adjusted human eye at 525 nm wavelength [59]. 

Figure 13 shows the relative response of the adjusted human eye for different wavelength. 

The calculated power density at any wavelength depends on RR(λ). 
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Figure 13: Relative response of the adjusted human eye versus wavelength [59].  
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3.9 Optical Wavelength  

 

The attenuation of light in water depends on wavelength and water type. Choosing the most 

suitable wavelength is important for the optical wireless system that performs in water. There 

is a strong relationship between wavelength and water attenuation. The minimum absorption 

and scattering coefficients occurs in the blue-green wavelength range between (450-570) nm. 

Light with wavelengths around 530 nm experience minimum absorption [60]. There is an 

important trade off between the water attenuation and the spectral sensitivity of the receiver. 

Figure 14 shows the pure water (distilled water) absorption coefficient for the 

electromagnetic waves for different wavelengths [61] and figure 15 shows the absorption 

coefficient for pure water showing the visible light wavelength [62]. 

 

Figure 14: Absorption coefficient for the electromagnetic waves for pure water for different 

wavelengths [26]. 
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                     Figure 15: Absorption coefficient for pure water [62]. 

 

The ultimate goal is to maximize the received signal (transmitter to receiver). This depends 

on the transmitter efficiency, water optical properties and the receiver gain. The normalized 

optical system gain can be written approximately as [26] : 
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where 

 s                distance between the transmitter and the receiver 

LED(λ)       normalized LED conversion efficiency 

PIN(λ)        normalized PIN photodiode conversion efficiency  

c(λ)             water attenuation which depends on the light wavelength as shown in figure 17    
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Figure 16: Spectral response of opt101 receiver. The light-to-voltage conversion efficiency is 

dependent on wavelength [63]. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Light attenuation coefficient in pure water versus the visible wavelength [26, 62]. 
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 Figures 18 and 19 show the normalized gain for different wavelengths for pure water and 

pool water. Red light provides a high gain and can be used for short distances. The MATLAB 

code used to calculate the normalized gain for different wavelength is given in appendix A 

(9.1.3). 

 
Figure 18: The normalized optical gain as a function of wavelength for an optical link in pure 

water including LED efficiency, water attenuation and photodiode efficiency.  

 

 
Figure 19: The normalized gain as a function of wavelength for an optical link in pool water 

including LED efficiency, water attenuation and photodiode efficiency for si photodiode. 
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3.10  Optical Receiver  

 

Photodetector technologies include photoresisters, phototransistors, avalanche photodidodes 

and pin photodiodes. A photodiode converts an optical signal to an electrical signal or 

current. The factors taken into account for choosing a suitable photodiode include 

responsivity, spectral response, rise time, dynamic range, size, simplicity and supply voltage. 

The pin photodiode was the most suitable choice for the swimmers feedback system because 

of the linearity, size and reliability. Table 6 shows the comparison between different photo 

detector technologies [25].  

Table 6: Comparison between different photo detectors [25]. 

Features Photoresistors Phototransistors Pin 

Photodiode

s 

Avalanche 

Photodiodes 

Size Small Small Small Small 

Linearity Over small 

regions 

Good Excellent Not Linear 

Speed Slow <1 Hz Moderate <250 

kHz 

Fast up to 

tens of MHz 

to tens of 

GHz 

Fast Hundreds 

of MHz to tens 

GHz 

Gain Little 100-1500 Unity 100-10,000 

Ambient Noise 

Performance 

Very good Excellent Very Good Fair 

 

The OPT101 includes a photodiode with a transimpedance amplifier in the same package and 

converts the current to voltage. This was used as the receiver. Figure 20 shows the internal 

structure of the OPT101 [63]. Figures 21 and 22 show the relative response for the transmitter 

and the receiver respectively with different incident angles. 

 

Figure 20: OPT101 including the photodiode with the transimpedance amplifier in the same 

package [63].  
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Figure 21: The relative response for the transmitter with different incident angles [64]. 

 

 
 

 Figure 22: The relative response for the receiver with different incident angles [63]. 
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3.11 Link Budget Calculations 

 

This section covers the calculations for the link budget used to evaluate the optical link by 

calculating the received signal.  As the transmitter and the receiver move with the swimmer’s 

hand and head, the link is sometimes line of sight (LOS) and sometimes non line of sight 

(NLOS). 

3.11.1 Link Budget (LOS) 

 

The success of a communication link depends on the power of the received signal relative to 

the noise at the receiver. This is called power margin (Pm) or link margin. The higher Pm , the 

higher the reliability of the communication link [65] and the wider the range of acceptance 

angles. The most important factors in the link budget calculations are the transmitted power 

Pt the channel losses L and the receiver sensitivity S. The received optical power Pr  in dBm is 

given by (21) [66]. 

 

 LtPrP   ( 21 ) 

 

where Pt in dBm and L in dB.  The power margin Pm can be calculated if the receiver 

sensitivity S is known. The receiver sensitivity is the minimum signal power required to 

achieve a successful communication link. Therefore, the link margin or power margin is [66]. 

 

 SrPmP   ( 22 ) 

 

If the link margin Pm>0 (linear scale), the received power is greater than the receiver 

sensitivity, and the communication link will be successful. However, if Pm is negative in a 

linear scale, the communication system will not be able to achieve the required range [65]. 

Figure 23 summarizes the factors that influence the link in an underwater optical wireless 

communication [16, 27, 28]. 
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Figure 23:Block diagram of the factors considered in designing an underwater optical 

wireless link [16, 27, 28].  

 

In freespace optical communication system the beam spread is a function of distance. Table 7 

shows the signal path for real time swimmers feedback for different cases of the transmitter 

and the receiver locations. Figure 24 shows sketch of the snapshot of the dynamic geometry 

for the LOS and the NLOS path (reflected link) for the underwater optical wireless 

communication system supposing the movement of the swimmer’s wrist and head. 

Table 7: The signal paths for real time swimmers feedback [67]. 

 

Tx 

location 

Rx 

location 

Link type for smooth air-water 

surface. 

Link type in the case of 

bubbles. 

air air LOS+ surface reflected LOS+ surface reflected and 

scattered 

air water Air-water surface transmitted 

light. 

Air-water surface transmitted 

and scattered. 

water air No light coming to the Rx after the 

total internal reflection because all 

the light will reflect from the 

water-air surface except for 

scattering from bubbles. 

In most cases θin >θc 

Possibilities of getting signal 

reflected from the bubbles. 

water water LOS+ surface reflected. LOS+ reflected and scattered 

from the bubbles. 

Luminous intensity 

Rise Time 

HPBW 

Pointing Loss 

 

 

 

Tx 

Responsivity 

Rise Time 

Beam Divergence 

Pointing Loss 

Noise 

Spectral sensitivity 
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Wavelength 
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Figure 24: The LOS and NLOS path (reflected link) for underwater optical wireless 

communication system [67] 

 

The received power and the link margin was calculated using the arrangement shown in 

Figure 24[67]. 

The LOS path length is given by  

 

 
 22 hxs

OSLd   
( 23 ) 

 

where dLOS is the LOS path length, s is the perpendicular distance between the transmitter and 

the receiver. h and x are the depth of the transmitter and the receiver respectively. The 

propagation loss factor for LOS path is given by  

 

     







OSL

dcL  exp  ( 24 ) 

 

where c(λ) is the water attenuation coefficient which depends on the water type, optical 

wavelength and whether there is intense aeration (bubbles) in the water. Assuming a 

Lambertian emitter, gain reduction as a function of the angle θ= θtx-γ with respect to the main 

beam direction is given by [68, 69]  
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where HPBW is the half power beam width for the transmitter and θtx is the pointing angle of 

the transmitter. 

The angle γ defined in figure 24 is given by  
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the optical power density LOSrP  at the receiver at any distance dLOS is given the inverse 

square law as in (27). 
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where P  is the optical transmit power density at distance 1 m calculated from equation (19) 

neglecting any loss due to the medium. 

The received power on the receiver aperture can be written 
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( 28 ) 

 

where PrLOS is the LOS received power, ARec is the area of the receiver. Simulation results for 

different light sources for the line of sight link will be presented in chapter four. 
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3.11.2 Link Budget NLOS  

 

In this section, the main discussion is the case where both the transmitter and the receiver are 

in water and the surface is planar. For the reflected link as shown in figure 24 the value of h 

and x will dynamically change according to the movement of the swimmer’s hand and head. 

θin is the incident angle onto the water/air interface. From the geometry in Figure 24 [67]. 
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where for x≥h, x1 =h and x2=x, Otherwise, x1 =x and x2=h. 
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where v is the path length from the transmitter to the water surface for h<x and the path 

length from the water surface to the receiver for h ≥ x. The NLOS path length is given by 
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The incident angle onto the interface is given by (32) 
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The reflection coefficients are given by Fresnel equations (5) and (6) [56].  

Assuming unpolarised light the reflected power is given by  
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The gain reduction for the transmitter is given by  
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( 34 ) 

 

The propagation loss  L  for the NLOS path is given by  

 

     
NLOSdcL   exp  ( 35 ) 

 

The optical power density at the receiver 
rNLOSP  at any distance dNLOS is according to the 

inverse square law as in (36)  
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 ( 36 ) 

 

where R is given by equation (33) and P is the optical transmit power density at distance 1 m 

calculated from equation (19) neglecting any loss due to the medium. 

 The received power on the receiver aperture can be written 
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For the water-air surface with bubbles there will be no clear surface reflection [8, 9]. The 

LOS and NLOS simulation results for different light sources will be presented in chapter 

four. 
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3.12  Noise Sources 

 

Noise reduces the performance of any communication system. The noise at the receiver 

includes thermal noise, shot noise, dark current noise and background noise (ambient light 

noise) [70].  

 

3.12.1 Thermal Noise 

 

The thermal noise of the receiver noise (Nyquist noise or Johnson noise) is caused by the 

temperature dependence on the continuous motion of electrons in the photodetector’s load 

resistor RL. The mean square noise current i2
NT  is given by equation (38). 

 

 

LR

fkT
NTi
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( 38 ) 

 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is effective noise temperature in Kelvin and Δf  is the 

receiver’s electrical bandwidth [56]. 

 

3.12.2 Shot Noise 

 

This noise occurs at semi-conductor junctions. In the photodetector circuit it can be 

represented by a current source. Equation (39) shows the mean square current generated by 

the shot noise i2
Ns  which includes the average current is generated by the incident optical 

wave and the dark current ID  [56]. 

    fDIsieNSi  22
 

( 39 ) 

 

where e is the electronic charge and ID is the dark current [56].  
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3.12.3 Dark Current Noise 

 

Dark current noise is the noise that presents at the photodetector when there is no optical 

illumination. It is also called the reverse leakage current [70]. It generates additional shot 

noise. 

 

3.12.4 Background Noise 

 

Strong background light from the lighting system and the sun causes optical interference and 

can saturate the receiver [70]. The ambient light is dependent on the light source (fluorescent 

tube, sunlight etc), the movement of a swimmer around the receiver and changes in the water 

surface such as waves and bubbles. It generates additional shot noise and in case of 

fluorescent tube there is additional optical noise.  One of the effective solutions is to use a 

narrow band pass optical filter (NBPF) so that only the desired wavelength reaches the 

detector. 

While all noise types (thermal, shot, dark current and background) affect the optical signal 

negatively, the ambient noise is the major source and can saturate the receiver in the 

swimming applications. An optical filter reduces this effect. This is discussed in more detail  

in chapter five. 

 

3.13  Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The received optical wireless signal is affected by the air bubbles in water, the different noise 

sources and total internal reflection from the surface of the water. The link budget 

calculations were discussed and the related equations were used to help select suitable 

components for this system. The optical transmitter including the light sources, optical 

wavelength selection and the optical receiver which include different photo diode were 

discussed. The main conclusions of this chapter are the green light has the lowest attenuation 

in water. However, for short distance less than 1 m, longer wavelength may provide higher 

link budget depending on the spectra sensitivity of the receiver. PIN photodiode were suitable 

for this project and result in a link margin of 3 dBm at 1 m distance. The ambient light was 
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the largest noise source for the optical signal. Total internal reflection for air-water interface 

may not allow the optical signal to access to the receiver at all times when the surface is 

planer, but this is rarely the case during swimming. The next chapter gives the simulation 

results for the link budget calculations. 
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4 Simulation Results 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the simulation results for the link budget calculations for different light 

sources in order to choose the suitable components for the system. 

 

4.2 Simulation Parameters 

 

Two LEDs were chosen for the simulation (L-7676CVGC-H and RL5-G13008). The          

(L-7676CVGC-H) Super flux LED was used because it has a wide viewing angle or half 

power beam width (HPBW 70o), considerable high luminous flux (9500 mcd) and has low 

electrical power requirements. The receiver OPT101 was easy to use because it includes a 

photodiode and transimpedance amplifier in the same package. This helps eliminate some 

problems that happen with the discrete designs such as noise pick-up, leakage currents errors 

and the effect of the stray capacitance [63]. The sensitivity used was the noise equivalent 

power (NEP) for a band width of 14 KHz (as found from the datasheet). Table 8 shows the 

parameters used in the simulation for the light sources, the propagation medium and the 

Opt101 receiver. The attenuation coefficient with the effect of the air bubbles was 2.94 m-1 

(see section 5.4). 
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Table 8: Simulation parameters for the optical wireless system [64, 67, 71] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Light Source (LED) Super 

flux 

RL5-G13008 

Transmitter beamwidth or Half Power 

Beam Width (HPBW) 

70o=1.22

rad. 

8o=0.139rad. 

Luminous intensity 9500 

mcd 

at 70 mA 

13000 mcd 

at 20 mA 

Wavelength 525 nm 

Green 

525 nm Green 

Transmitter and Receiver depth 10 cm 10 cm 

Water attenuation without bubbles  

from chapter 5 

0.1514 m-1 , 0.087  m-1 and 

0.097  m-1   

Water attenuation with bubbles from 

chapter 5 

2.94 m-1 

 

Water  refractive index 1.33 

 

Detector OPT101 

Detector responsivity at 525nm 0.3AW-1 

Detector dark current (ID) 2.5pA 

The receiver aperture area (ARec) 5.24×10-6 m2 

Sensitivity at 14 KHz  bandwidth and 

λ=525 nm assuming  6 dB losses due 

to the water proof sealing 

-55.5 dBm 
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4.3 Simulation Results  

 

The simulation parameters in table 8 were used for the transmitter, medium and the receiver. 

The simulation code was written in MATLAB and is given in appendix A (9.1.1 and 9.1.2) 

based on the geometry in figure 24. Figure 25 shows the LOS received power versus distance 

dLOS with and without the effect of air bubbles according to equation (28) for two light 

sources and the Opt101 receiver. It is shown that the received power at 1 m distance is still 

more than the receiver sensitivity (-55.5 dBm). 

 

 

Figure 25: LOS received power versus distance dLOS with and without the effect of air 

bubbles [67]. 

Figure 26 shows NLOS received power versus distance dNLOS according to equation (37) 

without the effect of air bubbles. It is shown that the NLOS received power for the superflux 

appears at distances greater than 0.25 m while for  RL5-G13008 no NLOS received signal 

appears because of the slightly narrower beam width of this light source. Figure 27 shows the 

total received power versus the perpendicular distance s without the effect of the air bubbles. 

This figure shows that after about 0.2 m there is a point of inflection which comes because 
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light from the reflected path strongly increases due to total internal reflection that happens 

when the incident angle is greater or equal the critical angle. 

 

Figure 26: NLOS received power versus distance dNLOS without the effect of air bubbles [67]. 
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Figure 27: Total received power versus the perpendicular distance s without the effect of air 

bubbles [67]. 

Figure 28 shows the LOS received power versus the transmitter pointing angle θtx with and 

without the effect of air bubbles. The RL5-G13008 LED has higher LOS received power 

compared to the superflux LED. However, the problem with the former is the narrow HPBW 

which makes it unsuitable for the swimming application because of the dynamic movement 

of a swimmer’s hand and head. The black dashed horizontal line represents the receiver 

sensitivity. 
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Figure 28: LOS received power versus the transmitter pointing angle θtx relative to horizontal 

with and without the effect of air bubbles. The HPBW is determined from -3 dB from the 

maximum value [67]. 

 

Figure 29 shows the NLOS received power versus the transmitter pointing angle θtx with and 

without the effect of air bubbles. The black dashed horizontal line represents the receiver 

sensitivity. 

Figure 30 shows the total received power versus the pointing angle θtx of the transmitter 

without the effect of air bubbles. It is shown that the superflux LED achieved high link 

availability because it has in most cases the additional reflected path. The two peaks appear 

using the RL5-G13008 because of the direct path and the reflected path from the water 

surface. The black dashed horizontal line in the plot below represents the receiver sensitivity. 

The minimum value for the total receive power for LOS and NLOS for RL5-G13008 lies at 

viewing angle =±8 degree.  

Θtx 
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Figure 29: NLOS received power versus the pointing angle θtx without the effect of air 

bubbles. The HPBW is determined from -3 dB from the maximum value [67].   

 

 
 

Figure 30: Total received power versus the pointing angle without the effect of air bubbles. 

The HPBW is determined from -3 dB from the maximum value [67]. 

Θtx 

Θtx 
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The simulation results for the LOS and NLOS path for both light sources and the opt101 

receiver showed that the total  received power for 1 m distance was greater than the receiver 

sensitivity with and without the effect of air bubbles. This means that the link margin is 

postive in these two cases and the communication system with this arrangment can achieve   

1 m communication link underwater with the effect of air bubbles.  

 

4.4 Discussion and conclusion  

 

The simulation results for underwater link budget calculations for an optical wireless 

communication were presented in this chapter. Two different light sources and the opt101 

IDP receiver were simulated in order to achieve 1 m communication between a sensor 

mounted on a swimmer’s wrist and a receiver on his/her goggles to send real time feedback. 

The simulation results showed that HPBW and the bubbles are important factors for the link 

availability and the link budget. The superflux LED and the opt101 IDP receiver can achieve 

successful communication in a range up to 1 m with and without the effect of air bubbles. A 

superflux LED has been chosen for the real time swimmers feedback and were used in [23]. 

The simulation results showed that the proposed optical wireless system is feasible.  

The next chapter present the methodology, the path attenuation measurments, the hardware 

description that was designed, implemented and tested. 
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5   Methodology, Hardware Description and Experimental Design  

 

This chapter presents different circuits and systems that were designed, implemented and 

tested. The first Tx/Rx system was designed to check the optical signal strength and the effect 

of the air bubbles on the optical link. The second Tx/Rx system was designed to send real 

time data, fixed data, and acceleration data. The wireless sensor nCore 2.0 designed by Davey 

et al [72] was used to generate accelerometer data. Some hardware and software modification 

were required to connect this sensor to the optical communications system. An IrDA Tx/Rx 

system is described and the smart link system is presented. 

  

5.1 Optical Path Attenuation Measurements 

 

The optical modulation technique used in the optical measurement circuit was intensity 

modulation (IM) at the transmitter and direct detection (DD) at the receiver circuit. Figure 31 

shows a block diagram for an intensity modulation, direct detection communications channel 

[73]. The full circuit including the schematic and the PCB is given in appendix C. The 

modulation frequency was 10 kHz sinusoidal modulation with 0.57 modulation index. The 

modulation frequency was chosen to be larger than the 100 Hz signal due to the modulation 

effects of florescent lights in Australia and still within the rise time of the LED/photodiode. 

The experimental results are given later in this chapter. The bandwidth of the receiver 

OPT101 is14 kHz.  

 

Figure 31: Block diagram of an optical intensity modulation and direct detection 

communication channel [73]. 
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Figure 32 shows the building blocks of the transmitter and receiver used in this experiment. 

The transmitter and the receiver were located beneath a blackened aluminium frame 

positioned on the surface of the water. With both the transmitter and the receiver at a depth of 

0.1 m, the separation distance s was varied from 0.35 m to 1m. In this configuration, total 

internal reflection from the water air surface occurs at range distances greater than 0.2 m. The 

bubble generator consisted of a number of spa bath jets which direct the bubbles horizontally 

before they float to the surface. 

 

 

Figure 32: Block diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the path attenuation 

measurements [74]. 

 

The optical transmitter circuit included batteries, FSK modulator XR-2206 and a green LED.  

XR-2206 is a monolithic function generator which can be used for sinusoidal signal generator 

and FSK modulator [75]. The LED was a superflux green LED ( = 520 nm) with a +35o 

divergence angle and a 9500 mcd luminous intensity [76]. To enable signal detection, the 

light was intensity modulated using a 10 kHz sinusoidal signal generated by XR-2206. The 

circuit was powered by battery and placed in a waterproof transparent plastic bag. 

 The optical receiver circuit included an optical filter to reduce the intensity of the ambient 

light [26] and an IDP Integrated Detector Preamplifier  with a 0.3AW-1 responsivity at  = 

520 nm. This  provides an output voltage proportional to the incident optical power [63]. The 
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receiver was placed in a waterproof plastic bag with a protruding cable connected to a 

spectrum analyser (PicoScope 3205). This allowed measurement of the detected signal.  

The optical link has the following spectral considerations: 

o The transmitter LED had an optical power maximum at 520 nm (half power 

bandwidth 35 nm). 

o The silicon detector had a maximum sensitivity at 850 nm (half power at 540 nm and 

1010 nm). 

o The receiver optical filter was centred on 510 nm (half power at 450 nm and 570 nm).  

o The water absorption coefficient c, is highly dependent on wavelength and water type 

[62]. 

The optical filter was used in this thesis was the cokin optical filter P004. This filter was 

tested using the spectrometer (Bellingham & Stanley No. 610223)  and the results compared 

with a 550 nm green filter. The output voltage from the photodiode was recorded for three 

cases: no filter, 550 nm green filter and cokin p004 filter by changing the wavelength from 

(400-800) nm. Figure 33 shows the system for testing the filter. The transmission coefficient 

for the optical filter was more than 50% at 520 nm.  

  

Figure 33: The Spectrophotometer system was used to test the response of the optical filter 

using a white light source. 
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The total received optical power is the convolution of the of these factors, and consequently 

lies across the bandwidth of both the transmitter and receiver. Figure 34 shows the 

normalized response for the transmitter [64], water absorption [62], optical filter P004, the 

receiver [63] and the total normalized response. It is shown that the overall maximum 

response of the detection system is close to the maximum output power of the transmitter 

LED. 

Signal intensity measurements were made over the range for the following conditions: 

1. Still spa water propagation path with normal level ambient light. 

2. Spa water with significant air bubbles generated by spa jets (normal level ambient 

light). 

3. Swimming pool water with normal level ambient light. 

Figure 34: Normalized response for the Tx, water absorption, optical filter, Rx and the total 

response.  Tx 

Tx 

Water 

Filter 

Detector 

Total 
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5.2 Experimental Environment 

 

Experiments were conducted in the swimming pool and spa at the Queensland Academy of 

Sport (QAS) and a public swimming pool (Hibiscus sports complex). The QAS swimming 

pool was indoor with temperature control and the Hibiscus pool was outdoor under natural 

sunlight. Equipment provided by the CWMA (Centre of Wireless Monitoring and 

Applications) included: 

 nCore 2.0 and 3.0 wireless sensors. 

 Pico Scope 3205 with a spectrum analyser was connected to a computer.  

 Tape measure. 

 Black aluminium frame with about 1.2 m length designed to hold the transmitter and 

the receiver circuit at a constant depth of 10 cm and facing directly each other. It 

allows changing the distance between the transmitter and the receiver easily by 

fixing the receiver and slides the transmitter with different distances. 

 The optical transmitter and receiver circuit. 

 

5.3 Data Collection and the Attenuation Coefficients  

 

For the optical path attenuation measurement circuit (Figure 32), the received voltage noted 

by the spectrum analyser in dBV is proportional to the received optical power. For Tx and Rx 

at a depth of 10 cm, the separation distance s was varied and the strength of the optical signal 

recorded. Underwater video observations of swimmers demonstrate that high levels of 

ambient light penetrate beneath the surface of the water during the times of arm entry and exit 

from the water, and that optical transmission through the air bubble stream is attenuated. 

In water containing bubbles, observation of the propagation of light through an air bubble 

reveals that at the centre of the bubble there is very little loss due to perpendicular angle of 

incidence on the outer edge of the bubble, there is significant attenuation due to reflection. 

The loss of signal through the bubble is mitigated to some extent by the side scattering of 

light from bubbles not in the line-of-sight path between the transmitter and receiver. This was 

noted in the IR experiments by Fickenscher et al. [37].  This is evident in Figure 35. It is 

difficult to quantify these effects given the random distribution of the size, location, the 

movement of the bubbles and the arbitrary water surface profile generated by the swimmer 

and the bubbles. Figure 35 was photographed in the spa with the air jets on. A transparent 

box was used.    
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Figure 35: Light scattering from a sparse array of small air bubbles in water [74] . 

 

5.4 Results  

 

Using the line of sight and reflected received power, the attenuation coefficient was 

calculated according to figure 11.  Assuming that for the spa water without bubbles, there is 

strong reflection from the water air surface and the attenuation coefficient is small. Figure 36 

shows the received voltage and the linear fit. The x-axis (x) is given by the right side of  

equation (40) which includes the Beer’s law attenuation and the inverse square law 

neglecting pointing loss and assuming total internal reflection (equations 28 and 37). 
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The correlation coefficient was R2=0.9987 which means that there is strong agreement 

between the experimental values and the theoretical curves.  

 

Figure 36: The received voltage for the spa water without bubbles where x is described in 

equation (40). The Beer’s law attenuation coefficient was found according to table 9 and used 

to get the best fit.  

 

An RMS error curve fitting algorithm was applied to the experimental data for water with 

bubbles to find the effect of bubbles on the attenuation coefficient. The RMS Matlab code is 

shown in appendix A (9.1.4). The attenuation coefficient was found to increase from       

0.097 m-1 to 2.9 m-1 when the spa jets were turned on. Figure 37 and 38 shows the linear fit 

for the data with bubbles in the spa and without bubbles in the pool respectively. The 

correlation coefficient was R2=0.9377 in the spa with bubbles. In the pool plot x-axis is 

represented by the right side (xx) of equation (40) with attenuation coefficient of 0.087 m-1. 

The correlation coefficient for the pool data was R2=0.9841. The optical properties of the spa 

and pool waters were analysed using a dual-beam visible spectrophotometer with deionised 

water as the reference. Figure 39 shows the absorbance as a function of wavelength. The 

measured absorption coefficient relative to ionised water was  0.08 m-1 for spa water, and 

0.07 m-1 for pool water. The total absorption is the sum of the intrinsic absorption and 

scattering coefficients [62] and so the expected absorption coefficient lies in the range of 

0.097 m-1 to 0.145 m-1. The absorption coefficient of pure water at 520 nm is quoted in the 

range 0.017 m-1 to 0.065 m-1 [62]. 
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Figure 37: ln (Vs2) with distance for the data with bubbles in the spa. Assuming that there is 

no reflected path which left the direct path only for equation (40). Note that Vs2 represents 

the voltage multiplied by the square of the direct path distance (dLOS).  

 

 

Figure 38: The received voltage for the pool water without bubbles with the attenuation 

coefficient 0.087m-1. 

 

The MS Excel solver was used to verify the results for the water attenuation coefficients.  

According to equation (17) by changing P to V, Po to K and c to α. First an initial value for α 

and K was assumed then the value of V is calculated according to equation (17). Then 

subtract the calculated value of V from the measured value. After that the solver was used by 

choosing a target value which represents the residual (the difference between the measured 

and the calculated voltage) and changing the values (α and K). The difference value was 

chosen to be zero in order to get the best and accurate value for α and K. Tables for finding 
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the attenuation coefficient for the three media is shown in more details in Appendix A. Table 

9 shows a summary for the attenuation coefficients for three media.   

Table 9: The attenuation coefficients for three medium using the MS Excel solver.   

 

 

Figure 39: The absorbance with different wavelength test for the spa and pool water using a 

spectrophotometer. At λ=520nm the pool absorbance is <0.0001 and the spa water 

absorbance is 0.006. The absorbance is the absorption coefficient relative to the absorption 

coefficient of pure water. 
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Figure 40 shows received voltage in dBV with distance in the spa with and without bubbles 

and in the pool, together with the fitted lines given by equations (12, 13, 14, 17, 18, and 40) 

with strong correlation coefficients R2 =0.998 for the spa water without bubbles, 0.9377 for 

the spa with bubbles and 0.9841 for the pool water.  
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Figure 40: Received signal for the three propagation conditions: (a) still spa water o, (b) still 

pool water , (c) spa water with a significant number of bubbles *. The fitted curves are 

shown as continuous lines [74]. 

Figure 40 shows that the bubbles have a big effect on the optical signal by decreasing the 

received signal about 23 dBV at 1 m distance. The noise level of the receiver was -82 dBV 

underwater. The receiver spectral responsivity at 520nm is 0.3 AW-1. The ambient light 

measured in the pool and in the spa using a photometer was 600 lx and 35 lx respectively. 

The 10 kHz modulated signal was detected using an electrical spectrum analyser. The 

measurements were limited by thermal noise and noise due to the ambient background light. 

Figure 41 shows the spectrum of the received signal with the carrier signal at about 9 kHz, at 

a distance of approximately 33.5 cm in the spa water with bubbles. The noise level was 

approximately -87.75 dBV.  
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Figure 41: The received signal spectrum at distance 33.5 cm in spa with bubbles. 

 

5.5 Attenuation Conclusion and Discussion  

 

The attenuation (including the absorption and scattering) in natural water is very different 

when compared to pure water. There are two classes: the inherent optical properties (IOP) 

and the apparent optical properties (AOP). The first specifies the scattering and absorption 

and depends on the dissolved and suspended material in water as well as the electromagnetic 

properties of water. The second depends on the dissolved and suspended material in water 

and the geometry of light distribution [62] .  

While most measurements of the water optical absorption coefficients has been made using a 

Spectometer. However this technique requires careful preparation of the water under test to 

be free from contaminant materials which might cause light absorption and scattering. In 

addition, researchers believe that the measurements may be affected by the penetration of the 

solar radiation into water which affects the water inherent optical properties [62]. 

 The optical path attenuation measurements in different environments (air, water and water 

with bubbles) was done based on using a light emitting device (LED) transmitter and an 

integrated detector-preamplifier (IDP) receiver. The system achieved a communication range 
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of more than 1 m in all three cases. The attenuation coefficient was found to increase from 

0.09 m-1 to 2.9 m-1 when the spa jets were turned on. The difference in path attenuation 

between the still-spa water and the bubbled-spa water shows a significant increase in 

attenuation. The path is still thought to be viable in the context of a sensor network for 

swimmers for distances > 1 m. This is because the size and number of bubbles generated by a 

swimmer is far less than that generated by the high-speed air jet in the spa. The difference 

between the spa water and pool water is the result of an increased level of bacterial protection 

chemicals used in the spa. This difference in water properties was supported by 1 kHz 

conductivity measurements. The pool water conductivity was 0.401 S/m and the spa water 

was 0.794 S/m. 
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5.6  Data Transfer  

 

The optical signal attenuation results in water showed that it is possible to receive an optical 

signal in a 1 m range. To verify that and because the main goal of this thesis is to send a real 

time data therefore, an optical system to send data was designed. The data transfer circuit was 

implemented using FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) with a VLF (Very Low Frequency) carrier 

signal. The acceleration data (3 channels at 100 sample/s) was generated by the wireless 

sensor nCore 2.0 after hardware and software modification. Figure 42 shows the sensor 

platform and the main components. The sensor includes a microprocessor, 2MB memory, an 

inertial sensor which is a three axis accelerometer and a USB communications port.  

 

Figure 42: Layout for the main components in nCore 2.0 sensor [77].  

 

This sensor is small, lightweight, portable and low cost. The core of the sensor is a RISC 

based Atmel ATmega324P microprocessors with 32 pins which can be used as input/output 

(I/O). The core includes 8 channels for analogue input (for sensors) and 32Kbytes Flash 

memory for programming with 1Kbyte EEPROM and SPI bus for communicating with 

peripheral devices. The processor can operate at variable clock rates from kHz up to 20MHz 

with 10MIPS.  

The 2Mbyte memory allows saving up to an hour of triaxial accelerometer data at 100 

samples per second. The tri-axial accelerometer with a programmable gain features up to ±6g 

range therefore, a specific activity can be investigated with good resolution. The on board 
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USB chip allows communication with a PC. The spare input and output pins allow additional 

interfacing for analogue and digital connection and for additional sensors and peripherals. 

Some of these ports were used to connect this sensor to the optical circuit at the transmitter 

and the receiver. The sensor is powered by 2AAA battery cells and can operate between (2.4- 

3.3) V.  

The operating system used on the nCore 2.0 sensor is a low power, loosely-coupled, 

embedded and real time operating system (RTOS) developed by Wixted et al [78]. This 

operating system can minimise the power consumption and can perform data acquisition, 

sensing, communication on a limited power budget and signal processing. More details are 

given in Chapter six which is focusing on the software. 

The nCore 2.0 sensor consumes about 5mA in record mode which allows continuous 

recording up to 44 hours on two AAA batteries (220mAh). 

This wireless sensor was connected to the FSK circuit for transfer data optically between a 

wrist of a swimmer and his/her head. The FSK  modulator was based on a XR-2206 VCO 

(voltage control oscillator) that changes the frequency according to the voltage applied [75]. 

The FSK demodulator is a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) XR-2211 [79]. The equations for the 

FSK modulator and the demodulator are shown in appendix A (9.2) [80, 81]. The type of the 

detection was direct detection of the optical signal with respect to the FSK VLF electrical 

signal at frequencies 10 and 12 KHz. Coherent demodulation gives information about the 

amplitude and the phase of the received optical signal. Figure 43 shows the block diagram of 

the FSK optical wireless transmitter circuit. Figure 44 shows the block diagram of the FSK 

optical wireless receiver circuit with two options to get the data by using computer with TTL-

USB cable or by using another nCore 2.0. Figure 45 shows from the left optical receiver, 

transmitter and nCore 2.0. The circuit weight was reduced through a replacement of the larger 

9 V batteries at the transmitter and the receiver with a small Li-Ion 3.7 V and a Dc-Dc 

booster circuit was added to convert 3.7 V to 9 V. The full circuit including the schematic 

and the PCB is given in Appendix C. 
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Figure 43: Block diagram of the FSK optical wireless transmitter circuit [23]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Block diagram of the FSK optical wireless receiver circuit [23]. 
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Figure 45: From left to right: the optical receiver, optical transmitter and nCore 2.0 used in 

the FSK data link [23]. 

 

For the data transfer measurements, different options were available by using two computers; 

one at the transmitter and the other at the receiver, or by using one nCore 2.0 at the 

transmitter with one computer at the receiver, or two nCore 2.0 one at the transmitter and 

another one at the receiver. One nCore 2.0 was used at the transmitter and a computer or 

nCore 2.0 used at the receiver. The acceleration data was collected at the receiver side. The 

nCore 2.0 wireless sensor was programmed to store the acceleration data on the memory on 

board automatically and send it optically at the same time using the FSK optical modem. The 

acceleration data was downloaded to a computer later using the USB communication port to 

compare with the received data. The data is arranged with three columns as x,y,z, the three 

axis data from the accelerometer. Each axis is represented by two bytes and the sample rate 

was changed to 50 samples per second. Later in the project, most of the calculations and 

interpretations for the acceleration data is conducted at the transmitter, with several bytes sent 

with a data rate of 2400 bps to the receiver as a feedback for a swimmer. The system was 

tested in air before conducting  pool swimming experiments. 
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5.7 Data Transfer Experiment  

 

The optical communication link availability and BER depends on the link parameters 

including the water properties [60]. Figure 46 shows the FSK modem in the swimming pool 

using a data rate of 2400 bps, 2048 packets, each packet was 8 bits. The first byte was (A) in 

ASCII (5A in Hex) while the second byte was (Z) in ASCII (41 in hex). The transmit data 

was saved in a file and the received data in another file for each distance starting from 3.5cm. 

The distance was increased for each step by 5 cm until significant data loss was observed. A 

binary comparison using a MATLAB algorithm checked the bit error rate (BER). The same 

methodology was applied for the air experiment, spa with and without bubbles and the 

swimming pool experiment.   

 

Figure 46: The FSK system at the pool side in the QAS swimming pool [23]. 
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5.8 Results  

 

In air, error free data was received for a distance up to 1.3 m. Underwater the data was error 

free at distances up to 1 m without bubbles in the spa and in the pool. The measurement 

distance was limited to 1.1 m by the length of the frame. With bubbles, the data was error 

free for distances up to 70 cm in the spa. The effect of the air bubbles was significant. 

Appendix B shows the transmitted and the received data waveforms.  

 

5.9 Real Time Data Transfer  

 

Another n-core 2.0 was used for the feedback circuit for a swimmer to receive the data and 

display it to the swimmer using an RGB LED. Figure 47 shows the swimmer feedback 

system. The RGB colours and positions for the head and hand of a swimmer and all related 

algorithms are presented in chapter six. Figure 48 shows the optical communications link 

application to swimming showing a wrist mounted transmitter and receiver mounted on the 

goggles.  

 
 
 

Figure 47: Block diagram of a swimmer feedback system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48: Optical communications link application to swimming showing a wrist mounted 

transmitter and receiver mounted on the goggles [82] . 
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5.10  Results and Discussion for the Acceleration Data Transfer Experiment 

 

Free-style swimming is the most common and fastest swim style. Two experiments were 

performed in air in order to check the optical link for different positions for a swimmer’s 

hand. In the first experiment the data was logged during the continuous movement of the 

hand of a swimmer. The Tx and Rx log data were compared to determine the link availability.    

The second experiment was by checking the six positions for the swimmer’s hand movement. 

The stroke patterns for the freestyle stroke are described in six phases. Figure 49 shows the 

side view for these phases. The first phase from (1-2) is the entry and stretch when a 

swimmer enters his hand into the water and stretches his arm forward. The downsweep to 

catch (2-3) is when the swimmer’s hand moves downward. This happens by extending the 

shoulder joint and a slight flexion of the elbow joint. The result is a curvilinear downsweep 

motion. Catch (3) is when the elbow rises up above the hand. The Insweep (3-4) is generated 

by extending swimmer’s shoulder and flexing his elbow joint with body roll. The swimmer’s 

hand moves to the midline of his body. During this phase the palm gradually rotates from out 

and back to in and up. The further extension in the shoulder and elbow joint causes the 

upsweep (4-5). The swimmer must change his hand pitch angle properly in order to produce 

sufficient propulsive force. The release and exit (5-6) is when the swimmer removes his hand 

from water [47, 48]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49: Side view for the phases of the stroke in free style swimming [23]. 
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Figure 50 and 51 show the real time acceleration raw data transmitted and received in air with 

continuous movement for the swimmers’ arm.  

 

Figure 50: The transmitted raw acceleration data in air from a sensor on a wrist of a 

swimmer. Note that the orientation of the sensor is as in figure 71 a.  
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Figure 51: The received raw acceleration data in air from a sensor on a head of a swimmer. 

 

For the static test experiment, the subject was asked to arrange his arm in the position of the 

six phases for the stroke. Then data sent for a fixed amount of time and saved at the 

transmitter and at the receiver in order to check the percentage of received data. The same 

methodology was applied for all stroke positions. Figure 52 shows the transmitted and 

received acceleration data (ay) for a static stroke test for a swimmer in different positions in 

air. It was found that 49.6% of the time the optical link was not active. The availability of the 

link depends on the wrist and head position and orientation. The beginning of the insweep 

motion causes the peaks in the y axis acceleration [47]. Table 10 shows the percentage of 

data received for the six stroke positions in air. 
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Figure 52: The transmitted and received acceleration data (ay) for a static stroke test for a 

swimmer in different positions in air. Note that ay=0 corresponds to periods when no 

transmission was received.    

 

Table 10: The percentage of received data for different stoke positions in air. The positions 

are outlined in figure 49.                            
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of receiving 

data 

1-2 100% 

2-3 100% 

3 0% 

3-4 0% 

4-5 0% 

5-6 100% 
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Figure 53 shows the y-axis acceleration data sent and received in real time in air from the 

optical transmitter attached to a swimmers hand to the optical receiver attached to his/her 

head. The acceleration data was recorded in the wrist mounted device and also in the head 

mounted device. The two recordings were matched to deduce the periods of link failure by 

inserting zeros until the traces matched. This is plotted as zero in the dashed (red) line in 

Figure 53. The acceleration data clearly shows the variation in acceleration due to the stroke 

cycle. This characteristic variation in the acceleration can be used to determine the time 

between successive strokes. 

 

Figure 53: Real time transmitted (continuous line/blue) and received acceleration data 

(dashed line/red) from the wrist for dry-land freestyle swimming. The propagation path was 

totally in air. The acceleration is relative to the earth’s gravitational acceleration (g’s) [23]. 
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A recreational swimmer was asked to swim freestyle in the pool. Hibiscus swimming pool 

was used for the water test. Figure 54 shows the real time transmitted and received data for 

one acceleration axis on the wrist. The location of the transmitter on the wrist and the 

receiver on the head can be seen in Figure 55. The stroke characteristics are clearly evident 

but with more variability between strokes when compared to dry-land swimming. The optical 

path in water is broken more frequently when compared to the dry-land swimming. This is 

thought to be the result of the effect of the roughness of the water surface and the possibility 

that at some times the transmitter and receiver are on opposite sides of the water surface. The 

overall result however was that the reliability of the communications link during freestyle 

swimming in the pool was approximately 50%. 

 

 
Figure 54: Real time transmitted (continuous line/blue) and received acceleration data 

(dashed line/red) during freestyle swimming in a swimming pool. The acceleration is 

normalized to the earth’s gravitational acceleration (g’s) [23]. 
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Figure 55: Optical link trial in the swimming pool showing the swimmer wearing the 

transmitter and the receiver circuits [23]. 

 

5.11  Strong Light Effect Experiments 

 

Experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of the strong background light on the 

optical wireless system. This is because this system designed to work in both an outdoor and 

indoor pool. Figure 56 shows the received signal without the effect of strong light close to the 

receiver at the output of the IDP which is basically the FSK modulated signal. The signal was 

recorded using Tektronix TDS 1012B digital storage oscilloscope. Figure 57 shows the 

output waveforms from the FSK demodulator without the effect of the strong light close to 

the receiver. All the waveforms for the transmitter and the receiver signals can be found in 

Appendix B. 
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Figure 56: The input to the FSK demodulator without the effect of the strong light close to 

the receiver. 

 

 

 

Figure 57: The output from the FSK demodulator without the effect of the strong light close 

to the receiver. 
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Figure 58 shows the input to the computer without the effect of the strong light close to the 

receiver. This figure shows that the acceleration data received. 

 
 

Figure 58: The input to the computer without the effect of the strong light close to the 

receiver. 

 

The strong light saturates the receiver and therefore there was no output signal from the IDP 

detector or the PLL. This is clear in figure 59 and 60 respectively. 
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Figure 59: The output from the Opt101 the IDP detector with the effect of the strong light 

close to the receiver. The output signal shows no sign of the sinusoidal carrier. 
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Figure 60: The input to the FSK with the effect of the strong light close to the receiver. No 

data signal is received. 
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5.12  Conclusion for the strong light effect experiments 

 

Strong background light from the artificial light inside and the sun outside the swimming 

pool can saturate the receiver and no optical signal or data can be distinguished at the 

receiver. One of the effective solutions is to use a narrow band pass filter (NBPF) in order to 

reduce the effect of the background light by allowing only the desired optical wavelength to 

the detector. 

 

5.13  Discussion and Conclusion for the data transfer experiments 

 

Data transfer including fixed data and real time acceleration data was discussed. A low cost, 

short range optical wireless communications system using a green LED transmitter and IDP 

was designed and implemented based on FSK modulation with VLF carrier signal at 10 and 

12 KHz. The optical link was tested and the stroke phases for freestyle swimming were 

investigated in order to check the percentage of received data for different arm positions. The 

results showed that the link was error free for approximately 50% of the time. The prototype 

system described can be improved through a reduction in the size of both the transmitter and 

the receiver by using SMD (Surface Mount Devices). The design of the goggles feedback 

system and the embedded algorithms in order to give a real time feedback to a swimmer is 

presented in the next sections. 
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5.14  IrDA Optical Wireless System  

 

This section presents an IrDA optical wireless communication system which is working in 

the infrared that was designed, implemented and tested in order to compare it with the green 

FSK communication system. These systems are compared to get more reliable data. A wrist-

mounted accelerometer provided stroke information to the transmitter. The signal was 

detected using a photodiode detector. Both the transmitter and receiver units measured 27 

mm x 19 mm. This section describes the hardware, software and implementation methods for 

the IrDA system as investigation for another possible option for real time swimmers 

feedback. 

 

5.14.1 IrDA Transceivers  

 

The LED and the photodetector are encapsulated together in a transceiver. The LED circuit 

contains an encoder to encode the electrical signal and to modulate the electrical signal to 

optical pulses using IM (intensity modulation) or PCM ( pulse code modulation) which is 

basically switching the LED on and off at a predefined pulse rate set by the protocol. Direct 

Detection (DD) is the demodulation technique used at the receiver.       

The IrDA transceivers have a controller to allow information to exchange between transmitter 

and the receiver. There are four different types of transceivers defined by the IrDA protocol 

[83]. 

 SIR: standard or serial infrared (low speed) with a driver that doing framing 

and give data that taken from the transmitter encoder to give it to the 

controller. The data rate is (2.4-115.2) kbps. The modulation scheme is RZ 

(Return-to-zero). The LED rise and fall time is 600 ns.  

 MIR: medium infrared (medium speed) the controller use Direct Memory 

Access (DMA) in order to exchange the information with the transmitter or 

the receiver. The data rate is (0.576-1.152) Mbps. The modulation scheme is 

RZ (Return-to-zero). The LED rise and fall time is 40 ns.  

 FIR: fast infrared (high speed) using the DMA. The data rate is 4 Mbps. The 

modulation scheme is PPM (pulse position modulation). The LED rise and 

fall time is 40 ns.  
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 VFIR: very fast infrared (very high speed) using the DMA. The data rate is 16 

Mbps. The modulation scheme is PPM (pulse position modulation). The 

LED rise and fall time is 19 ns.  

The maximum allowable transmit power specified by the IrDA is 500 mW/sr. The emission 

angles of the beam are (30o-60o) and the acceptable wavelength range is greater than 850 nm 

and equal or less than 900 nm [83]. 

 

5.14.2 IrDA System Design 

 

Two boards were designed and implemented based on using Mcp2120 encoder/decoder and 

TFBS4711 IrDA optical transceiver. Appendix C shows the schematic diagram and the PCB 

for the IrDA transmitter and receiver. The peak emission wavelength was 900 nm and the 

half- power angle of 22o based on SIR protocol which can provide 115.2kbps maximum data 

rate. The accelerometer sensor (nCore 3.0) provides real time acceleration data to the 

transmitter. The nCore 3.0 was designed to be implemented in (CiP) technology. A 

microcontroller at the receiver side saves the data, makes a decision based on preset 

conditions, and sends feedback to an RGB display LED mounted on the goggles. The 

prototype transmitter and the receiver boards were placed in plastic bags and placed in a 

water tank for the water tests. Figure 61 shows the electronics for the infrared system 

including the optical transmitter, optical receiver and the nCore 3 wireless sensor. Figure 62 

and 63 show the block diagrams of the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. Figure 64 

shows the modulation algorithm for the IrDA 4_PPM which is the most popular algorithm 

used with IrDA systems.  
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Figure 61: Electronics for the infrared system showing the optical transmitter, optical 

receiver and the (CiP) wireless sensor (nCore 3.0). 

 

 

 

Figure 62: Block diagram of the SSIR transmitter [84]. 

 

Figure 63: Receiver block diagram. Note that the computer was only attached after the swim 

for data validation [84]. 
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                                  Figure 64: Modulation Algorithm for the IrDA 4_ PPM. 
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5.14.3 Experiments and Results for the IrDA 

 

Propagation experiments in air and under water were performed in a glass tank (91 cm x 39 

cm x 45 cm) to validate the system. Figure 65 shows the glass tank used for preliminary 

experiments. The maximum link length in air was 2 m and in still water 70 cm. In water with 

bubbles, the range reduced to 50 cm. This distance is only just sufficient for wrist-head 

communications for most swimmers. The information transmitted was the time duration of 

one complete stroke, which was updated every stroke and presented to the swimmer using a 

colour coding with RGB LED mounted on the goggles.  

 

Figure 65: The glass tank used for preliminary range experiments. Note that the depth of the 

water was 10 cm to replicate the swimming situations. 
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5.14.4 Conclusions and Discussion for the IrDA System 

 

A short range optical wireless IrDA transceiver based on SSIR was designed and 

implemented. The system was based on the MCP2120 IrDA encoder and decoder with an IR 

transceiver that supports data rates up to 115.2kbps. The dimension of the transmitter and 

receiver board was 27 mm by 19 mm. Experiments were performed in air and water with and 

without bubbles. The maximum distance achieved in air was 2 m with error free transmission 

while in water without bubbles the distance was 70 cm which reduced to 50 cm in water with 

bubbles. The system might be improved according to the spectral sensitivity of the receiver 

by replacing the infrared LED with a visible blue-green LED because of the lower attenuation 

[37] while still using the same IrDA protocols [23, 85]. The circuits in plastic (CiP) 

technology will be used in implementing the optical wireless system for the real time 

feedback. This is because this technology has much lower cost compared with the printed 

circuit board (PCB) and it is environment and water proof [79]. A software modification can 

increase the probability of receiving the optical signal by continuing to send the time 

difference between strokes. 
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5.15  Smart Optical Wireless Sensor 

 

The optical communication link availability achieved was 50% using one transmitter         

(see section 5.6). This section presents an optical wireless system based on a SMD (Surface 

Mount Device) circuit and a ring of LEDs in order to increase the link availability. The 

system consists of a ring of eight green LEDs which transmits information from a wrist 

mounted accelerometer using frequency shift keying (FSK) and on-off keying (OOK). The 

receiver on the goggles used an integrated detector preamplifier (IDP). The link availability 

was determined for different positions for the swimmer’s hand in different swimming styles 

freestyle, breaststroke, backstroke and butterfly. The system was evaluated in air and water to 

evaluate the best arm position and LED location for communications. The stroke rate was 

determined using a 3-axis accelerometer and the interpretative firmware was different for 

each swimming style. One or more LEDs are switched on during the cycle to achieve a 

maximum link performance. 

 

5.15.1 Optical Transmitter Ring  

 

Previous optical LED rings [11, 86] have the light directed radially out from the centre of the 

circle. In this application the light is directed parallel to the axis of the circle of LEDs. A 

good design for an omnidirection optical wireless system should avoid or minimize the 

overlap area [11]. In the case of the optical wireless system with a circular transmitter beam 

omnidirectional ( in one plane) design, several factors are important such as the transmitter 

field of view and the number of LEDs used [86]. Figure 66 shows the optical wireless 

transmitter based on using LEDs arranged to cover a circular area (solid angle) with overlap 

in the detection plane. 
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 Figure 66: Transmitter with overlap [11]. 

 

The optical wireless system could have all LEDs on the ring to transmit continuously. 

However, as some LEDs will not contribute to the link, excessive power is used. A smart 

optical wireless sensor might use a single LED which is activated once during the swim 

cycle. This needs a design which takes into consideration the link availability for individual 

LED and the overlap between the adjacent transmitters. In addition, there are some factors 

which are important to consider in the design of an omnidirectional optical wireless system. 

These are diameter of the ring supporting LEDs, the field of view of the LEDs (FOV) and the 

number of the LEDs which depends on the FOV for the LEDs. Taking into account these 

design issues, an omnidirectional transmitter was designed and implemented based on using 

eight superflux green LED (L-7676CVGC-H) with 70o field of view (FOV) disposed on a 

circular ring of 7.62 cm diameter (length of 24 cm). A single integrated detector preamplifier 

receiver was used. The modulation technique used was frequency shift keying (FSK) and on-

off keying (OOK). To generate the acceleration data, nCore 2.0 [77] was used at the 

transmitter. Hardware and software modifications were required in order to connect this 

sensor to the optical wireless system. Experiments in air and water validated the optical 
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wireless sensor and allowed an investigation of the smart sensor system. The maximum 

acceleration of the swimmer’s wrist was sent to the modulator for the LED or LEDs that give 

the best communication link. Figure 67 shows the electronics for the smart optical wireless 

feedback system showing the location of LED1 and by counting anticlockwise to access 

LED8. The LED ring was worn by a swimmer with LED1 directly beneath the thumb.   

 

Figure 67: Electronics for the smart visible light communication system showing the optical 

transmitter (Tx), optical receiver (Rx), the nCore 2.0 wireless sensor, the goggles with the 

RGB LED implemented and the LED ring. The LEDs are directed parallel to the axis of the 

bracelet [85]. 

Figure 68 and 69 show the block diagram of the transmitter and the receiver respectively. The 

mounting of the wireless sensor is shown in figure 70 (a) including the orientation of the 

three axis accelerometer. The X-axis represents the direction from the wrist to elbow joint, 

distal-proximal direction. Y-axis represents the direction from left hand little finger to thumb, 

defined as ulnar-radial direction. Z-axis represents the direction from palm to the back of 

hand, planar-dosal direction [47]. The position of LED4 and LED6 are shown in figure 70(b). 
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Figure 68: Block diagram of the transmitter [82]. 

 

 

                      

Figure 69: Block diagram of the receiver [82]. 
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Figure 70: (a) The wireless sensor                (b) The positions of LED4 and LED6 on the ring. 

orientation on a swimmer’s wrist [82].  
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5.15.2 Experiment Design and Results for the Smart Sensor 

 

Experiments were undertaken in air and water to assess the smart sensor concept. The first 

experiment was conducted in water by attaching the optical transmitter with the LED ring to 

a swimmer’s wrist and the receiver with the RGB LED to his /her head. Eight LEDs were 

used for the continuous light experiment.  

The percentage time when the link was intact was measured for four different swim strokes 

when all LEDs were illuminated continuously. The results showed that the link was valid for 

54.3% in freestyle, 60.3%, 45.25% and 50.5% in breaststroke, backstroke and butterfly 

respectively. Figure 71 and 72 shows the test situation for free style and back stoke 

respectively. 

 

Figure 71: Testing the smart system in free style swimming [85]. Note that all LEDs are 

pointing in the back direction and this is visible as  green light on the left forearm [82]. 

 

 

Figure 72: Testing in back stroke swimming. 
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The second experiment investigated the effect of individual LEDs on the received data. One 

LED was turned on and the swimmer was asked to swim. The percentage of received data 

was calculated for each individual LED. The purpose of this experiment was to check which 

LEDs contribute to the received optical data. The next experiment was based on turning 

different LEDs on throughout the stroke cycle depending on the arm position. The position is 

determined from the 3-axis accelerometer data. This experiment was repeated for all the 

LEDs and from the received data a conclusion was drawn about which LED combination is 

best. Table 11 shows the percentage of the received data for different LEDs. From the table, 

it is clear that LED 4, 5 and 6 have a big contribution on the received data. However, this 

might be different for each swimmer and for different styles. Note that this swimmer had his 

thumb entering the water first and so LED 6 gives the best response. The position of these 

LEDs will be used for the smart sensor. The firm ware for the smart sensor was written in C 

and used to program the AVR microcontroller on the nCor2.0. The software finds the 

maximum acceleration on the y-axis and this was used to determine the stroke time. More 

details will be given in chapter six about the embedded algorithms for the transmitter and the 

receiver. 

Table 11: Percentage of receiving optical data with turning on different LEDs in air for free 

style swim [85]. 

 

LEDs Number of 

strokes 

% Received data 

LED1 22 4.5 

LED2 20 25 

LED3 20 25 

LED4 20 55 

LED5 21 33 

LED6 20 95 

LED7 19 0 

LED8 20 20 

 

LED1 

LED8 
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5.15.3 Free Style Stroke Phases 

 

The feedback circuit was designed to work with the four swimming styles freestyle, back 

stroke, butterfly and breaststroke. Front Crawl or freestyle swimming is the most popular and 

fastest swimming style. There are six phases in this style. In figure 73 the front view, side 

view and the underneath view are shown [48]. 

 

 

 

Figure 73: The front view, side view and the underneath view showing the six stroke phases 

for the freestyle swim [48]. 
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5.15.4 Butterfly stroke phases 

 

Figure 74 shows the front view, side view and underneath view of the six stoke phases for the 

butterfly swim style.  

 

 

Figure 74: The front view, side view and the underneath view showing the stroke phases for 

the butterfly swim [48]. 
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5.15.5 Backstroke Phases 

 

Figures 75 and 76 show the front view, side view and underneath view of the stoke phases for 

the backstroke swim style for two and three peaks backstroke respectively. 

 

Figure 75: The front view, side view and the underneath view showing the six stroke phases 

for the two-peak backstroke swim [48]. 

 

 

Figure 76: The front view, side view and the underneath view showing the six stroke phases 

for the three-peak backstroke swim [48]. 
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5.15.6 Breast Stroke Phases 

 

Figure 77 shows the front view, side view and underneath view of the stoke phases for the 

breaststroke swim style. 

 

Figure 77: The front view, side view and underneath view showing the stoke phases for the 

breaststroke swim style [48]. 

 

Table 12 shows % of received data collected for different swimming styles in air in static and 

dynamic positions and in water for continuous swimming. 
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Table 12: The percentage of the received optical data for different swimming style in air and 

in water with all LEDs on the ring on [82].  

Free styles 

Stroke 

(Front crawl 

stroke) 

% of  

received 

data 

Breast  

stroke 

% of  

received 

data 

Backstroke % of  

received 

data 

Butterfly % of  

received 

data 

1-2 Entry 

and stretch 

100% 1-2 

Outsweep 

0% 1-2  First 

downsweep 

100% 1-2 Entry and 

stretch 

66.14% 

2-3 

Downsweep  

to catch 

100% 2-3 Catch 100% 2-3 Catch 

and first 

upsweep 

0% 2-3 Outsweep 100% 

3 Catch 100% 3 Insweep 0% 3-4 Second 

downsweep 

0% 3 Catch 0% 

3-4 Insweep 0% 3-4 Release 

and 

recovery 

100% 4-5 Second 

upsweep 

98.42% 3-4 Insweep 0% 

4-5 upsweep 0%   5-6 Release 

and exit 

39.3% 4-5 Upsweep 66.67% 

5-6 Release 

and Exit 

100%     5-6 Release 

and exit 

100% 

Continuous 

in air 

68.5% Continuous 

in air 

49.6% Continuous 

in air 

28.5% Continuous 

in air 

42.85% 

Continuous 

in water 

54.3% Continuous 

in water 

60.3% Continuous 

in water 

45.25% Continuous 

in water 

50.5% 
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5.15.7 Discussion and Conclusion for the Smart system  

 

An optical wireless sensor system was designed and implemented using an omnidirectional 

transmitter of LEDs (ring). Experiments were performed in water and in air. While eight 

LEDs were used in this experiment, five were sufficient for continuous communication. The 

results showed that 54.3% was the received data in freestyle, while 60.3%, 45.25% and 

50.5% was the percentage of received data in breaststroke, backstroke and butterfly 

respectively. The experiment in air investigated the percentage of received data for each LED 

individually. Eight LEDs were used and each was tested individually. The results showed that 

LED 6 was the best with 95% received data, while LED5 was the next with 55% received 

data. The worst was LED7 with 0% received data. This means that the positions of LEDs 4, 5 

and 6 should be used for implementing the smart sensor concept for this swimmer. The smart 

sensor program will control which LED or combination of LEDs is needed during the stroke 

cycle based on the arm position determined using 3-axis accelerometer data. Chapter six 

presents the algorithms and the experiments for the smart sensor. Data burst transmission can 

be used which allows the optical transmitter to record all data when the link is available. This 

will save power and so increase the battery life of the transmitter circuit. 

 

The small size, water proof and battery powered are important requirements for this system. 

The small size makes it easy to wear and the electronics housing must be water proof. Small 

batteries reduce the weight so that the swim performance is not affected. For common use the 

system must be inexpensive. The power consumption was also important to make the system 

run as long as possible. 
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There are some additional aspects that should be considered such as: the swim speed, position 

of the transmitter and the receiver on the swimmer’s body (the mounting accuracy for the 

transmitter and the receiver), the look angle for the transmitter, swim style and individual 

swimmer style. Most of these challenges can be solved by making a system calibration before 

use. This means the system smartly adapt by calibrating itself for maximum transmission 

efficiency. This can be achieved by designing a transceiver and embedded algorithm for self 

calibration. 

5.16  Second Generation Transmitter 

 

The main goal was to make the transmitter and the receiver as small as possible in order to 

make sure that this system will not unduly hinder swimmers. Altium Designer was used for 

the schematic and the PCB. Verification of the board was done with the Design Rule Check 

which checked the PCB according to the specified rules and tested if all connections were 

properly made (e.g. no accidental short circuits). The two layers of the board can be seen in 

appendix C. 

The components used in the transmitter implementation are: 

 MMA8453Q  Accelerometer 

 Atmel's ATxmega16A4U Microcontroller 

 CD 4046B FSK Modulator. 

 Osram's LTT66G Top View LED 

 KA-4040ZGS Side View LED 

 MMBF170LT1G (MOSFET) 

The power supply and the charging circuit consisted of: 

 

MCP73114 is a battery charge management controller necessary to produce the charging 

current for the battery once a USB connected. A voltage regulator MIC5219-3.3 from 

MICREL is needed to produce the steady 3.3V supply that is necessary throughout the 

circuit. The last required part is a logic unit consisting of two Integrated Circuits (IC), 

Fairchild's NC7SZ74 and NC7SP17that is used to turn the circuit on and off. The supply is a 

lithium polymer (Li-Poly) single cell battery with a capacity of 240mAh (240mAh=1 C). Its 

dimensions are 24mm×19mm ×5mm, it weighs 5.9g and the maximum charge rate is 2 C 

(equals a maximum charging current of 480 mA). 
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5.17  PCB Manufacturing and Assembly 

 

The transmitter board was manufactured with a cost of 13 AU$ for 10 boards. Figure 78 

shows the transmitter board (board size was 35 x 35 mm).      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78:  Second generation transmitter board. 

 

Small components were placed using a reflow soldering process and a solder dispenser, 

tweezers and an infrared reflow oven (see figures 79a, 79b & 79c).  

 (a) KH228 solder dispenser          (b) T-962 IR reflow oven                 (c) Test PCB's 

Figure 79: Assembly equipment and test. 

 

The solder composition (which determines the different thermal zones and their temperature 

gradients) was a Sn63Pb37 solder paste [87]. A finished board is shown in figure 80.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 80: Fully populated board. 
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5.18  Measurements and Results  

 

Experiments were conducted in air and water in order to validate the system. Figure 81 shows 

the system with the LEDs on. The bit error rate (BER) in air was measured as a function of 

distance with the top and the side view LEDs. This experiment was conducted by sending 8 

bit value every 50 ms for 30 s and the BER was calculated. The top view LEDs have a higher 

luminous intensity and better performance (70 cm error free) compared to the side view     

(35 cm) [88]. Figure 82 shows the BER with distance for the top and side view LEDs. Figure 

83 shows the three axis acceleration profiles for free style. The y axis acceleration is best for 

stroke rate extraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 81: Fully working second generation transmitter board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 82: BER with distance for the top and side view LEDs.                   
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Figure 83: 3 axis acceleration data for a free style.  

 

5.19  CiP Ring LED Design 

 

CiP (circuit in plastic) technology was used to manufacture a flexible LED ring. This is 

because this ring should be bent around a swimmer’s wrist and connects with the transmitter 

circuit. The CiP technology has much lower cost compared with the printed circuit board 

(PCB) technology, and it is environment and water proof [79]. Figure 84 shows the CiP LED 

ring.  

 
 

Figure 84: CiP LED ring. The intensity for each LED is the same. The intensity appears to 

decrease to the right because the directionality of the LED’s (see figure 66). 
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5.20  Discussion and Conclusion for the second transmitter generating   

 

A second generation system was designed, implemented and tested as a low cost, short range, 

small size optical wireless transmitter. The unit costs $19.89 AU. The unit size is 35 x 35 

mm. The system is error free for 70 cm with the top view LEDs and 35 cm with the side view 

for the air propagation path.  A CiP LED ring was designed using a circuit in plastic 

technology in order to be easily attached to the swimmer’s wrist.          
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6 Algorithms for the Real Time Swimmers Feedback 

 

In this chapter the algorithms for the transmitter and the receiver operations are discussed. 

The time difference algorithm at the transmitter and the RGB feedback at the receiver with a 

decision algorithm are presented. Experiments were conducted to validate these algorithms. 

Some statistical analysis shows the presentation of results in a clear way for the trainers and 

their coaches through a graphical user interface (GUI). The circular buffer was implemented 

in order to read and process the swim data in real time. 

 

6.1 The Circular Buffer 

 

A circular buffer was implemented at the transmitter in order to read the real time 

acceleration data from the wrist. This data was processed at the transmitter in order to 

calculate the stroke rate and the time difference between strokes. The time difference was 

sent to the receiver. This was much better than sending the raw data. The window size of the 

circular buffer size can be set in firmware. It was found that the y axis acceleration data for 

the wrist could be used to find the stoke rate and the time difference reliability. In addition, 

the maximum acceleration detection algorithm was chosen because it can be used directly on 

the raw data. The alternative is zero crossing detection algorithm which need calibration and 

filtering for the raw data in order to find the stroke rate precisely. The circular buffer 

(sometimes called a ring or a cyclic buffer) is a memory area to save the incoming 

acceleration data. New data is written when the buffer is filled starting from the beginning 

and overwriting the old data [52]. Figure 85 shows how the circular buffer can be used for 

continuous data streams. Figure 86 shows the path for processing the raw data to get the time 

difference between strokes.  
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Figure 85: The circular buffer shows the start and the end of the acceleration data through one 

stroke cycle saved in order to process to find the time difference. Note that this process will 

continue in a circle for each stroke cycle data which is defined by the window size.  

 

 

 
   

Figure 86: Raw data processing to get the time difference between strokes.  
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6.2 Stroke Rate Extraction  

 

In competitive swimming, the measurement and calculation of the stroke rate, stroke length 

and swimming velocity can provide important information to the swimmer and coaches [89]. 

The swim velocity can be obtained by dividing the stroke length (SL) by the stroke rate (SR) 

or by integrating the acceleration data and double integration gives the displacement [90-92]. 

The stroke cycle includes two arm strokes, one with the left and one with the right [48]. It 

was experimentally determined that the best acceleration axis to use in this calculation is that 

perpendicular to the wrist [93]. The maximum acceleration for each stroke occurs when the 

swimmer’s wrist enters the water [47] and its time location was identified using a circular 

buffer. The time difference (=1/stroke rate) was sent to the receiver. The system is smart 

because the transmitter only transmits the stroke rate data at a particular stroke phase. The 

receiver was programmed to change the colour of the RGB LED on the goggles. The PCB for 

the RGB circuit is shown in appendix C. The swimmer was asked to change the stroke rate 

according to the light colour. A green light on the goggles indicated that the swimmer is 

stroking at the predetermined desired rate. If the LED is red, then the swimmer needs to 

increase the stroke rate until the green light reappears. If the blue LED is on, the swimmer 

was required to lower the stroke rate. Thus the swimmer is encouraged to swim in the green 

zone. Figure 87shows the sensor orientation on a swimmer wrist to get the acceleration data 

showing the X+, Y+ and Z+. Figure 88 shows the raw acceleration data for two slow and two 

fast swim laps. Figure 89 shows the acceleration data, the position of the maximum 

acceleration, and the time difference between strokes. The stroke rate can be automatically 

obtained from this data. Figure 90 shows the 3 axis wrist acceleration data and the locations 

of the maximum acceleration after applying the maximum algorithm on the y-axis. The 

sample rate is 100 samples per second.  
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Figure 87: The sensor orientation on a swimmer wrist to get the acceleration data showing the 

X+, Y+ and Z+ sensor orientation.  
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Figure 88: The raw acceleration data ay for two slow and two fast laps of the pool. The large 

spikes are for starting a new lap. Note that there are 21 strokes in the slow 1 lap and 20 

strokes in the fast 1 lap.  
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Figure 89: Wrist acceleration data (upper plot) and the time locations of the maximum 

acceleration points (lower plot) determined by the embedded algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 90: The 3 axis wrist acceleration data and the locations of the maximum acceleration 

after applying the maximum algorithm on the y-axis. The sample rate is 100 samples per 

second. 
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6.3 Transmitter Algorithm 

 

The algorithm was designed to record real time acceleration data, calculate the stroke rate, 

and send back the time difference between strokes to the receiver. Figure 91 shows the flow 

chart for the time difference algorithm.  

There are four operation modes that can be applied at the transmitter: 

 Calibration mode: this mode is used in order to calibrate each swimmer to find the 

stroke rate and the optimum LEDs combinations for best link availability. The 

number of LEDs depends on the swimmer and mounting of the bracelet.   

 Normal mode:  this mode is used by turning on all the LEDs on the swimmer’s wrist 

ring. The probability of receiving correct and complete data at the goggles receiver is 

high. However, this mode requires most energy from the battery.  

 Burst mode (smart mode): sending data for short time when the best optical 

communication link is available.  This will increase the possibility of getting the data 

correct and complete. 

 Continuous mode or repetitive mode: in this mode, the transmitter will continue 

transmitting the time difference to the receiver when the transmitter algorithm finds a 

maximum until the next maximum detected and so on. 
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Figure 91: Transmitter flowchart showing the embedded algorithm for the real time 

swimmers feedback where W is the window size chosen for the number of data points in 

order to find the stroke rate. 
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6.4 Receiver Algorithm 

 

Figure 92 shows the flow chart for the receiver algorithm. The algorithm starts by receiving 

the time between consecutive strokes. This value changes during the swim. The range is 

preset before the swimming and can be reprogrammable with values preset by the coach and 

saved at the receiver. The comparison is made and the appropriate RGB colour is turned on. 

The range is preset before the swim and can be pre-programmed for changes during the 

swim. For example 5 minutes sprint and 10 minutes recovery then 5 minutes sprint and 10 

minutes recovery etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 92: Receiver flowchart chart showing the embedded algorithm for the real time 

swimmers feedback. 
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6.5 Average Stroke Rate and Colour Detection Experiments  

 

The average stroke rate categories, the algorithm for detection and the best colours to use for 

the real time swimmers feedback system were investigated experimentally. A swimmer was 

asked to swim free style in a 50 m pool by doing slow strokes and fast strokes. Table 13 

summaries the wrist acceleration data. The relevant equations are included in the table [48].  

   

Table 13: Statistical Summary of the Derived Stroke Rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

Stroke number Slow 1 Slow2 Fast1 Fast2 

Total number of strokes 21 22 20 21 

Time (s) 44 44 37 37 

SL m/cycle (Pool length/Total number of 

strokes) 

2.38 2.27 2.5 2.38 

SR s/stroke cycle (Time/ Total number of 

strokes) 

2.09 2 1.85 1.76 

Velocity (v) m/s (SL/SR) 1.13 1.13 1.35 1.35 

Cycles/min (60 s/SR) 29 27 24 26 

Maximum stroke duration (s) 2.36 2.3 2.12 2.1 

Minimum stroke duration (s) 2.04 2 1.84 1.6 

Average stroke duration (s) 2.23 2.10 1.95 1.84 

Standard deviation (s) 0.098 0.086 0.078 0.135 
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The average slow stroke time was between 2.104-2.23 s and for fast swimming the average 

time was in the range of 1.84-1.954 s. These ranges were used in the decision algorithm. The 

reaction and colour recognition of a swimmer while swimming was investigated using 

different LED colours. The swimmer was first tested using a standard colour blind to test for 

colour blindness. No colour blindness was evident. In the pool, the swimmer recognized and 

reacted to changing colours accurately except for changing from red to magenta and from 

yellow to white. The red, green and blue colours were found to be most suitable for the 

swimmer. The water experiment was done in a 50 m swimming pool. The swimmer was 

asked to swim at a normal speed and the time difference between strokes was saved 

temporarily in the memory of the sensor board. The time difference between stokes was used 

to activate the RGB light display in the goggles. A statistical t- test was done for the two slow 

and the two fast stroke data in order to establish the probability of a relationship between the 

data sets. The probability value P was less than 0.01 for all the data which proves that the fast 

and slow data sets are significantly different. Figure 93 shows the histogram for the two fast 

and two slow strokes experiments. These values will be different for each swimmer and 

depend on the swimming style, the level of exhaustion and the instructions from a coach. 

Therefore before using the system, the swimmer might be asked to swim slow and fast laps 

and the cut off points will be applied.  
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Figure 93: Histogram for the two fast and two slow strokes. Not that the frequency axis 

represents the number of strokes.   

 

6.6 The Wireless Sensor Operating System 

The operating system for the nCore 2.0 wireless sensor was designed for users even when 

they have very limited programming experience. This sensor can be used in collecting human 

motion data [77]. 

The real time operating system (RTOS) was implemented on the wireless sensor and based 

on two schedules. The first one is the Real-Time Schedule (RTS) which is managing the 

synchronized function and the repetitive takes such as the data acquisition. The other one is 

the Background Schedule (BGS) which is used for long running tasks such as the data 

processing and storage [78]. Figure 94 shows the operating system for the wireless sensor 

nCore2.0 including the two schedules. 
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Figure 94: Operating system for the wireless sensor nCore2.0 [77].  
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6.7 Algorithm verification tests 

 

Several experiments were conducted to test the embedded algorithms written in C for sending 

the time difference between strokes in real time. The example code for the transmitter is 

given in appendix A (9.1.5). The methodology for these experiments used two nCore 2.0 by 

connecting one to a wrist of a swimmer with the optical transmitter and another one to his/her 

goggles with the optical receiver and the RGB goggles. Random examples for the data 

recorded at the transmitter and the receiver are shown in table 14 and 15 respectively. Note 

that the cut off times used for this swimmer were (2.104-2.23) s for the slow laps which 

means (1.052-1.115) s for one hand. For the fast swim the time difference between strokes for 

the same swimmer is (1.84-1.954) s which means (0.92-0.977) s for one hand. The cut off 

times used for this swimmer was (1.05-1.02) s for the slow pace (Red light), (1-1.05) s for the 

required pace (Green light) and (0.9-0.98) s for the fast pace (Blue light). These numbers can 

be entered in the algorithm at the transmitter and the receiver at the beginning of the swim 

test. The cut off times can be changed depending on the swimmer (recreational or athlete) and 

the swim style.        

Table 14: Example of the data recorded at the transmitter. 

 

  Table 15: Example of the data at the receiver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stroke 

Number 

Tx 

Acc. 

X 

units 

Acc. 

Y 

units 

Acc. Z 

units 

Max 

acc. 

units 

Position of the 

max acc. units 

Strokes time 

difference (ms) 

3 367 482 591 518 134 1120 

8 468 501 509 526 348 1155 

9 445 501 632 528 379 1085 

12 203 475 587 514 522 1200 

37 428 402 528 403 1943 1015 

Stroke Number Rx Stroke time difference 

(ms)  

RGB light status 

7 1155 1(Red) 

20 1155 1  

30 1003 0 (Green) 

39 1050 0 

50 0950 2 (Blue) 
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6.8 Discussion and Conclusions 

 

The embedded algorithms were discussed in this chapter with some experimental results. The 

maximum detection algorithm was implemented using a circular buffer. Some experiments 

were conducted to predetermine the stroke rate for a swimmer to find the best numbers to use 

in the algorithm. The experiments showed that the average time between strokes for slow 

swimming was between 2.104-2.23 s and for the same swimmer during fast swimming was in 

the range of 1.84-1.954 s.  

When using this new technology it would be appropriate to measure the  stroke rate for both 

sprint speed and recovery speed for every swimmer. The device can then be programmed to 

fit this individual’s performance for training. After several weeks it might be useful to 

increase the stroke rate limits to intensify training. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Research 

7.1 Thesis Summary 

 

Underwater optical wireless communication was investigated for swimming applications. A 

wearable data acquisition, processing and feedback system based on optical wireless 

communications was designed, implemented and tested in order to give a real time feedback 

to a swimmer during swimming by sending the time difference between strokes. This is 

important in order to instruct the swimmer to comply to a consistent predetermined stroke 

rate. This feedback can provide swimmers with important information about their 

performance. For swimming applications, the transmitter and the receiver experience two 

different environments, air and water during a single stroke. This is because the hand and the 

head of a swimmer are sometimes in air and sometimes in water. The transmitter and the 

receiver should perform well in the both environments. For the IrDA based system two 

boards were designed and implemented based on using Mcp2120 encoder/decoder and 

TFBS4711 IrDA optical transceiver. The peak emission wavelength was 900 nm and a half- 

power angle of 22o based on the SIR protocol which can provide 115.2kbps maximum data 

rate. The accelerometer sensor (nCore 2.0) provides real time acceleration data to the 

transmitter. The wireless sensor nCore 3.0 designed to implement the accelerometer sensor in 

(CiP) technology was used to generate the acceleration data. Different challenges and 

conditions for this system were discussed including:  

 Communication Type: choosing the suitable communication scheme that performs 

well in two different environments (air and water). An optical wireless link was 

chosen.  

   

 Optical Transmitter: An LED was chosen because it radiates over a wide angle 

range. This is important because of the movement of the transmitter.  

 

 Optical Receiver: The factors taken into account for choosing a suitable photodiode 

include sensitivity, dynamic range, size and simplicity. The p.i.n. photodiode was the 

most suitable choice because of the linearity, size and reliability. 

 

 Optical Wavelength: Tradeoff between the water attenuation and the spectral 

sensitivity of the receiver is important in choosing the suitable wavelength. 
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 Modulation Type: FSK of modulated carrier signal and OOK systems were chosen 

as a compromise between design complexity and power efficiency.  

 

 Bubbles Effect: This thesis investigated the attenuation coefficient for the optical 

wireless signal in different environments based on theoretical analysis and 

experimental results. The results showed that the attenuation coefficient increased 

from 0.09 to 2.9 m-1 when the spa jet was turned on. 

 

 Strong Background light: Strong background light from the artificial light inside 

and the sun outside the swimming pool can saturate the receiver and eventually no 

optical signal or data can be distinguished at the receiver. One of the effective 

solutions is to use an optical narrow band pass optical filter (NBPF) in order to reduce 

the effect of the background light by allowing only the desired wavelength to the 

detector. 

 

Electronics Requirements: This thesis discussed the electronics requirements for the system 

that was designed, implemented and tested. Small size, water proof and battery powered are 

very important requirements. The small size makes it easy to wear by a swimmer. Small 

batteries reduce the weight so that the swimming performance is not significantly affected.   

Inexpensive devices are required in this system. The power consumption was also important 

to allow the system run as long as possible before recharging. The size of the final transmit 

system is 35 x 35 mm2 with cost  $19.89 AU.       

There are some additional challenges considered such as: swim speed, position of the 

transmitter and the receiver on the swimmer’s body (i.e. the mounting accuracy for the 

transmitter and the receiver), the look angle for the transmitter, swim style and skill level of 

an individual swimmer (eg novice, recreational or elite). Most of these challenges can be 

solved using a calibration system during use. This can be achieved by designing a transceiver 

and embedded algorithm for self calibration.  
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The received data was error free for 1.3 m in air and for more than 1.1 m underwater without 

bubbles in the spa and in the pool. The range underwater with air bubbles in the spa was 70 

cm. This is sufficient to send the stroke rate and other parameters to a swimmer goggles [23].    

A smart system which sends the time difference only when the optical link is available was 

tested in prototype. The IrDA protocol test showed that visible light was better than infrared 

communications.  

In addition to achieve smaller physical dimensions and for more comfort for a swimmer, 

surface mount components (SMD) were used and the prototype FSK modem was redesigned 

and developed by adding a ring of LEDs to the transmitter in order to investigate and 

optimize the best LEDs to use for a best optical communication link. 

7.2 Future Research  

 

Future research might be directed at improving the hardware, software and implementation of 

the system.  

For the hardware side, the visible light LEDs and detectors can be used with the IrDA 

protocols. This will help by reducing the attenuation due to use IR components. This is 

because that the off the shelf IrDA transceiver does not account for the attenuation of the 

water proof housing and this does not provide the maximum luminous intensity.   

For the software side, development of the algorithms can be done by sending more different 

information to the goggles.  

For the implementation side, CiP can be used which is an environment and water proof. This 

will help to save the electronics components from the water.   

For future work, an optical wireless sensor network for swimmers with sensors at different 

positions on body (such as wrist, ankle and scarum) which is known as a body area network 

(BAN) can provide additional information about the swimmer coordination, movement and 

speed. The link is suitable for a body-centric wireless sensor network. A time division 

multiplexer (TDM) can be applied which allows data to be sent from different sensors on the 

swimmer’s body and from different swimmers to the coach at the pool side.  
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 A transceiver design can help to make sure that the transmit data is received correctly by 

sending acknowledgment to the transmitter and improve the error corrections.  

A hybrid communication system including RF and optical in a network (star and tree 

topology) may be used to send data to a coach tablet at the pool side and allow active 

interactions between swimmers and their coaches. This could provide the swimmers and the 

coaches with two way real time feedback.   

Four modes were suggested to use with the transmitter in this thesis. The modes are 

calibration mode, normal mode, burst mode (smart mode) and continuous or repetitive mode. 

Another mode which could be added is the self calibration mode. This can be done in two 

ways: 

 By adding a small LCD to the receiver so the swimmer can enter his/her stroke rate 

according to the coach instruction.  

 

 A swimmer can swim and the stroke rate recorded. This value can be entered to the 

transmitter embedded algorithm. The stroke rate variation could be entered by the 

coach instruction. These values represent the cut off time that might be different for 

each swimmer. 

 

The range estimates reported in this thesis can be increased significantly through the use of 

improved signal recovery techniques, error correction techniques and a more careful match in 

the wavelength of maximum sensitivity. 

The prototype was designed as a proof of the concept. However, for the system production 

some modification may be needed to reduce the size of the transmitter and the receiver and 

implement the receiver into the goggles in order to make sure that the system does not hinder 

the swimmer.      

Swimmer velocity can be sent in real time to the swimmer’s goggles. The calculations for 

swimmer velocity for different swimmers were done in  [91]. The processes for calculating 

the swimmer velocity are: 

 Using a triaxial accelerometer to collect the acceleration data from different 

swimmers. 
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 Apply a 0.5 Hz Hamming windowed FIR filter to remove the gravitational 

acceleration from the collected acceleration data. 

 Calculate the lap velocity profile by integrating the total acceleration data.  

 Bland–Altman analysis was used to compare the calculated lap velocity profiles with the 

velocity profiles measured by the velocity meter. The scattering follows a normal distribution 

with a mean skewness of 0.96 ± 0.47 and kurtosis of 2.93 ± 1.12.  

Seventeen swimmers with different experience levels participated in this study performing a 

total of 159 laps in the velocity range from 0.79 to 2.04 ms-1. 

The results show that a lap velocity profile can be determined from single point acceleration 

records using an inertial sensor alone [91].  

 The system proposed in this thesis can be used in ocean swimming. However, a better 

narrow band pass filter can be used to ensure that the strong sunlight does not affect the 

system. 

Five recreational swimmers were used during the testing of this prototype system during the 

development. However, more swimmers and their coaches would be required to validate the 

system for professional use.      

The battery life of the transmitter was calculated for the small flat-pack 240 mAh. When all 

LEDs are on, the current was 307 mA which means that the transmitter can send data  for up 

to 0.54 hour. This can be increased by increasing the battery capacity.  

The current at the receiver side is 20.2 mA. Therefore, the 240 mAh flat-pack battery is 

enough for 8.3 hours of recording.  
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9 Appendices  

9.1 Appendix A: MATLAB and C Code Examples 

 

9.1.1 Link Budget Calculations: LOS and NLOS Received Power with Distance 

 

% gain reduction for NLOS not accounted for! 

  

clear all; 

close all; 

  

varfontsize = 14; 

n1=1.33; % refraction index water 

  

x = 0.1 %[m] Tx depth 

h = 0.1 % [m] Rx depth 

s = linspace(0.1,1,100); % [m] perpendicular distance between Tx plane and Rx plane 

  

Theta_tx = 0 % [rad] directing angle Tx rel to surface; positive if Tx looking downward 

Theta_rx = 0 % [rad] directing angle Rx rel to surface; positive if Rx looking downward 

  

A_Rec = 5.24*10^-6; % [m^2] Rx aperture 

  

% superflux LED 

P_1m_Sflux = 19.6; % [mW/m^2] 

HPBW_Sflux=70; % [°] 

  

% RL5-G13008 

P_1m_RL5 = 26.82; % [mW/m^2] 

HPBW_RL5=8; % [°] 

  

c_525nm_water = 0.1514; % [1/m]  

c_525nm_bubbles = 2.94; % [1/m] 

  

  

% LOS Path 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

d_LOS = sqrt(s.^2+(x-h)^2); % LOS path length 

pointing_error_LOS = asin((x-h)./s); % angle TX-Rx trajectory rel to horizontal; positive if 

Rx deeper than Tx  

  

% gain reduction of Tx 

G_LOS_Sflux = max(cos((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_Sflux*120), 0); 

G_LOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_Sflux*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_LOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_Sflux*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

G_LOS_RL5 = max(cos((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_RL5*120), 0); 
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G_LOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_RL5*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_LOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_RL5*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

% Propagation loss factors 

L_pr_525nm_water = exp(-c_525nm_water.*d_LOS); 

L_pr_525nm_bubbles = exp(-c_525nm_bubbles.*d_LOS); 

  

% power density at receiver 

P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_water = G_LOS_Sflux .* L_pr_525nm_water * P_1m_Sflux 

./d_LOS.^2;  

P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_bubbles = G_LOS_Sflux .* L_pr_525nm_bubbles * P_1m_Sflux 

./d_LOS.^2;  

P_r_density_LOS_RL5_water = G_LOS_RL5 .* L_pr_525nm_water * P_1m_RL5 

./d_LOS.^2;  

P_r_density_LOS_RL5_bubbles = G_LOS_RL5 .* L_pr_525nm_bubbles * P_1m_RL5 

./d_LOS.^2;  

  

% received power on projected Rx aperture 

P_r_LOS_Sflux_water = G_LOS_Sflux .* L_pr_525nm_water * A_Rec .* 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_Sflux ./d_LOS.^2 ;  

P_r_LOS_Sflux_bubbles = G_LOS_Sflux .* L_pr_525nm_bubbles * A_Rec .* 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_Sflux ./d_LOS.^2 ;  

P_r_LOS_RL5_water = G_LOS_RL5 .* L_pr_525nm_water * A_Rec .* 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_RL5 ./d_LOS.^2 ;  

P_r_LOS_RL5_bubbles = G_LOS_RL5 .* L_pr_525nm_bubbles * A_Rec .* 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_RL5 ./d_LOS.^2 ;  

  

figure 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_bubbles),'b-.'); 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_RL5_bubbles),'r-.'); 

xlabel('Distance LOS (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power Density LOS path (dBm/m^2)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'Sflux w/bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 

w/bubbles',0) 

  

figure 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_Sflux_bubbles),'b-.'); 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

plot(d_LOS, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_RL5_bubbles),'r-.'); 

xlabel('Distance LOS (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power LOS path (dBm)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'Sflux w/bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 

w/bubbles',0) 
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% NLOS Path w/o bubbles only ! 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% not yet accounted for Tx gain reduction!!! 

if x >= h 

    x1 = h; 

    x2 = x; 

else 

    x1 = x; 

    x2 = h; 

end 

a = s *(1-x1/x2); 

c = sqrt(0.25*(s-a).^2+x1^2); 

  

d_NLOS = 2*c + sqrt((x2-x1)^2+a.^2); % NLOS path length 

Theta_in = atan(0.5*(s-a)/x1); % angle of incidence onto water surface 

  

% Fresnel reflection 

r_s=(n1*cos(Theta_in)-sqrt(1-(n1*sin(Theta_in)).^2)) ./ (n1*cos(Theta_in)+sqrt(1-

(n1*sin(Theta_in)).^2)); % amplitudes 

r_p=(cos(Theta_in)-n1*sqrt(1-(n1*sin(Theta_in)).^2)) ./ (cos(Theta_in)+n1*sqrt(1-

(n1*sin(Theta_in)).^2)); % amplitudes 

R_water = 0.5*((abs(r_s)).^2+(abs(r_p)).^2); % power reflection 

  

% gain reduction of Tx 

G_NLOS_Sflux = max(cos((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_Sflux*120), 0); 

G_NLOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_Sflux*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_NLOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_Sflux*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

G_NLOS_RL5 = max(cos((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_RL5*120), 0); 

G_NLOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_RL5*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_NLOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_RL5*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

% Propagation loss factor 

L_pr_525nm_water = exp(-c_525nm_water*d_NLOS); 

  

% power density at receiver 

P_r_density_NLOS_Sflux_water = G_NLOS_Sflux .* L_pr_525nm_water .* R_water * 

P_1m_Sflux ./d_NLOS.^2;  

P_r_density_NLOS_RL5_water = G_NLOS_RL5 .* L_pr_525nm_water .* R_water * 

P_1m_RL5 ./d_NLOS.^2;  

  

% received power on projected Rx aperture - accounted for different 

% incident angle as LOS! 

P_r_NLOS_Sflux_water = G_NLOS_Sflux .* L_pr_525nm_water .* R_water * A_Rec .* 

cos(Theta_rx+pi/2-Theta_in) * P_1m_Sflux ./d_NLOS.^2 ;  

P_r_NLOS_RL5_water = G_NLOS_RL5 .* L_pr_525nm_water .* R_water * A_Rec .* 

cos(Theta_rx+pi/2-Theta_in) * P_1m_RL5 ./d_NLOS.^2 ;  

  

figure 
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plot(d_NLOS, 10*log10(P_r_density_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(d_NLOS, 10*log10(P_r_density_NLOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

xlabel('Distance NLOS (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power Density NLOS path (dBm/m^2)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles',0) 

  

figure 

plot(d_NLOS, 10*log10(P_r_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(d_NLOS, 10*log10(P_r_NLOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

xlabel('Distance NLOS (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power NLOS path (dBm)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles',0) 

  

% LOS + NLOS combined w/o bubbles only ! 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

% Achtung unterschiedlicher Einfalswinkel auf Empfänger! 

% Angabe der Leistungsdichte wenigsinnvoll! 

% figure 

% plot(s, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_water + P_r_density_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

% xlabel('Distance NLOS (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

% ylabel('Received Power Density (dBm/m^2)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

  

figure 

plot(s, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_Sflux_water + P_r_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(s, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_RL5_water + P_r_NLOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

xlabel('Perpendicular distance s (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Total received power (dBm)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles',0) 
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9.1.2 Link Budget Calculations: LOS and NLOS Received Power with the 

Pointing Error Loss 
 

 

clear all; 

close all; 

  

varfontsize = 14; 

n1=1.33; % refraction index water 

  

x = 0.1; %[m] Tx depth 

h = 0.1; % [m] Rx depth 

s = 1; % [m] perpendicular distance between Tx plane and Rx plane 

  

Theta_tx = linspace(-60, 60, 1000)*pi/180; % [rad] directing angle Tx rel to surface; positive 

if Tx looking downward 

Theta_rx = 0; % [rad] directing angle Rx rel to surface; positive if Rx looking downward 

  

A_Rec = 5.24*10^-6; % [m^2] Rx aperture 

  

% superflux LED 

P_1m_Sflux = 19.6; % [mW/m^2] 

HPBW_Sflux=70; % [°] 

  

% RL5-G13008 

P_1m_RL5 = 26.82; % [mW/m^2] 

HPBW_RL5=8; % [°] 

  

c_525nm_water = 0.1514; % [1/m]  

c_525nm_bubbles = 2.94; % [1/m] 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% LOS Path 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

d_LOS = sqrt(s^2+(x-h)^2) % LOS path length 

pointing_error_LOS = asin((x-h)/s) % angle TX-Rx trajectory rel to horizontal; positive if Rx 

deeper than Tx  

  

% gain reduction of Tx 

G_LOS_Sflux = max(cos((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_Sflux*120), 0); 

G_LOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_Sflux*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_LOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_Sflux*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

G_LOS_RL5 = max(cos((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_RL5*120), 0); 

G_LOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_RL5*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_LOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx-pointing_error_LOS)/HPBW_RL5*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

% Propagation loss factors 
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L_pr_525nm_water = exp(-c_525nm_water*d_LOS); 

L_pr_525nm_bubbles = exp(-c_525nm_bubbles*d_LOS); 

  

% superlux LED 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% power density at receiver 

P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_water = G_LOS_Sflux * L_pr_525nm_water * P_1m_Sflux 

/d_LOS^2;  

P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_bubbles = G_LOS_Sflux * L_pr_525nm_bubbles * P_1m_Sflux 

/d_LOS.^2;  

  

% received power on projected Rx aperture 

P_r_LOS_Sflux_water = G_LOS_Sflux * L_pr_525nm_water * A_Rec * 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_Sflux /d_LOS^2 ;  

P_r_LOS_Sflux_bubbles = G_LOS_Sflux * L_pr_525nm_bubbles * A_Rec * 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_Sflux /d_LOS^2 ;  

  

% RL5-G13008 LED 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% power density at receiver 

P_r_density_LOS_RL5_water = G_LOS_RL5 * L_pr_525nm_water * P_1m_RL5 

/d_LOS^2;  

P_r_density_LOS_RL5_bubbles = G_LOS_RL5 * L_pr_525nm_bubbles * P_1m_RL5 

/d_LOS.^2;  

  

% received power on projected Rx aperture 

P_r_LOS_RL5_water = G_LOS_RL5 * L_pr_525nm_water * A_Rec * 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_RL5 /d_LOS^2 ;  

P_r_LOS_RL5_bubbles = G_LOS_RL5 * L_pr_525nm_bubbles * A_Rec * 

cos(Theta_rx+pointing_error_LOS) * P_1m_RL5 /d_LOS^2 ; 

  

figure 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_bubbles),'b-.'); 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_RL5_bubbles),'r-.'); 

xlabel('\Theta_T_x (°)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power Density LOS path (dBm/m^2)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'Sflux w/bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 

w/bubbles',0) 

  

figure 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_Sflux_bubbles),'b-.'); 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 
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plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_RL5_bubbles),'r-.'); 

xlabel('\Theta_T_x (°)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power LOS path (dBm)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

hold off 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'Sflux w/bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 

w/bubbles',0) 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% NLOS Path w/o bubbles only ! 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if x >= h 

    x1 = h; 

    x2 = x; 

else 

    x1 = x; 

    x2 = h; 

end 

a = s *(1-x1/x2) 

c = sqrt(0.25*(s-a)^2+x1^2) 

  

d_NLOS = 2*c + sqrt((x2-x1)^2+a^2) % NLOS path length 

Theta_in = atan(0.5*(s-a)/x1) % angle of incidence onto water surface 

  

% Fresnel reflection 

r_s=(n1*cos(Theta_in)-sqrt(1-(n1*sin(Theta_in))^2)) / (n1*cos(Theta_in)+sqrt(1-

(n1*sin(Theta_in))^2)); % amplitudes 

r_p=(cos(Theta_in)-n1*sqrt(1-(n1*sin(Theta_in))^2)) / (cos(Theta_in)+n1*sqrt(1-

(n1*sin(Theta_in))^2)); % amplitudes 

R_water = 0.5*((abs(r_s))^2+(abs(r_p))^2) % power reflection 

  

% gain reduction of Tx 

G_NLOS_Sflux = max(cos((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_Sflux*120), 0); 

G_NLOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_Sflux*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_NLOS_Sflux(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_Sflux*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

G_NLOS_RL5 = max(cos((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_RL5*120), 0); 

G_NLOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_RL5*120>pi/2)) = 0; 

G_NLOS_RL5(find((Theta_tx+pi/2-Theta_in)/HPBW_RL5*120<-pi/2)) = 0; 

  

% Propagation loss factor 

L_pr_525nm_water = exp(-c_525nm_water*d_NLOS); 

  

% power density at receiver 

P_r_density_NLOS_Sflux_water = G_NLOS_Sflux * L_pr_525nm_water * R_water * 

P_1m_Sflux /d_NLOS^2;  

P_r_density_NLOS_RL5_water = G_NLOS_RL5 * L_pr_525nm_water * R_water * 

P_1m_RL5 /d_NLOS^2;  

  

% received power on projected Rx aperture - accounted for different 
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% incident angle as LOS! 

P_r_NLOS_Sflux_water = G_NLOS_Sflux * L_pr_525nm_water * R_water * A_Rec * 

cos(Theta_rx+pi/2-Theta_in) * P_1m_Sflux /d_NLOS^2 ;  

P_r_NLOS_RL5_water = G_NLOS_RL5 * L_pr_525nm_water * R_water * A_Rec * 

cos(Theta_rx+pi/2-Theta_in) * P_1m_RL5 /d_NLOS^2 ;  

  

figure 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_density_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_density_NLOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

hold off 

xlabel('\Theta_T_x (°)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power Density NLOS path (dBm/m^2)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles',0) 

  

figure 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_NLOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

hold off 

xlabel('\Theta_T_x (°)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Received Power NLOS path (dBm)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles',0) 

  

% LOS + NLOS combined w/o bubbles only ! 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

% Achtung unterschiedlicher Einfalswinkel auf Empfänger! 

% Angabe der Leistungsdichte wenigsinnvoll! 

% figure 

% plot(s, 10*log10(P_r_density_LOS_Sflux_water + P_r_density_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

% xlabel('Distance NLOS (m)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

% ylabel('Received Power Density (dBm/m^2)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

  

figure 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_Sflux_water + P_r_NLOS_Sflux_water),'b-'); 

hold on 

plot(Theta_tx*180/pi, 10*log10(P_r_LOS_RL5_water + P_r_NLOS_RL5_water),'r-'); 

hold off 

xlabel('\Theta_T_x (°)','fontsize',varfontsize); 

ylabel('Total received power (dBm)','fontsize',varfontsize) 

legend('Sflux w/o bubbles', 'RL5-G13008 w/o bubbles',0) 
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9.1.3 MATLAB Code Example for the Normalized Gain for Different 

Wavelength for Pure and Pool Water 

 

 

close all; 

clear all; 

  

poolwater = 1; % 0 if pure water, 1 if pool water 

freespaceloss =0; % 0 without, 1 with factor 1/d^2 

  

V_0 = 1; % [V] 

d = linspace(0.0001, 5, 500); % [m] 

  

figure 

lambda= 627e-9; 

alpha=0.2904; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.07; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 

R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

end 

M=max(V); 

plot(d, V/M, '-r'); 

xlabel('Distance (m)'); 

ylabel('normalized gain'); 

hold on 

  

lambda= 617e-9; 

alpha=0.2707; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.07; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 

R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

end 

plot(d, V/M, '--r'); 

  

lambda= 590e-9; 

alpha=0.1351; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.07; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 
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R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

end 

plot(d, V/M, '-.r'); 

  

lambda= 530e-9 

alpha=0.0434; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.07; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 

R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

end 

plot(d, V/M, '-g'); 

  

lambda= 505e-9 

alpha=0.0256; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.08; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 

R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

end 

plot(d, V/M, '--g'); 

  

lambda= 470e-9 

alpha=0.0106; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.1; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 

R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 
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end 

plot(d, V/M, '-b'); 

  

lambda= 455e-9 

alpha=0.00962; % [m^-1] pure water 

a1=0.15; % [m^-1] offset for pool water 

R_rel= 0.5/430e-9*(lambda-370e-9); 

if poolwater ==1 

    alpha= alpha+a1; 

end 

if freespaceloss==1 

    V = R_rel*V_0 ./ d.^2 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

elseif freespaceloss==0 

    V = R_rel*V_0 .* exp(-alpha*d); 

end 

plot(d, V/M, '--b'); 

legend('627nm','617nm','590nm','530nm','505nm','470nm','455nm'); 
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9.1.4 RMS Algorithm to find alpha for the water with bubbles 
 

 

 

%% find the value of k1 and alpha for Underwater with Bubbles in (10cm depth) in Spa 

using the RMS algorithm 

clear all; close all; 

  

s=0.01*[18.5 23.5 28.5 33.5 38.5 43.5 48.5 53.5 58.5 63.5 68.5 73.5 78.5 83.5 88.5 93.5 

98.5]; % [m] 

Vexpn=[0.028515092 0.014854339 0.00911489 0.00647573 0.003963923 0.003069651 

0.001998802 0.001842455 0.001258716 0.000494736 0.000365833 0.000333958 

0.000271625 0.000151707 0.000161622 0.000150732 6.7011*10^-5];%16 Vrms values 

N=length(s); 

  sigma2_min=1e8; 

for k1=0.0001:0.000001:0.02 

    % calculate alpha values from measured data and k1 

    alpha_vs_s = 1./s.*log(k1./s.^2./Vexpn); 

    % expected (mean) value 

    mue_alpha=sum(alpha_vs_s)/N; 

    % empirical variance 

    sigma2_alpha = sum((alpha_vs_s-mue_alpha).^2)/N; 

        if sigma2_alpha<sigma2_min 

        sigma2_min=sigma2_alpha; 

        KA=[k1 mue_alpha sqrt(sigma2_min)] % KA(3) standard deviation 

        alpha_distribution = alpha_vs_s; 

    end 

    end 

% more data for plot 

s_plot=0.01*[8.5 13.5 18.5 23.5 28.5 33.5 38.5 43.5 48.5 53.5 58.5 63.5 68.5 73.5 78.5 83.5 

88.5 93.5 98.5]; 

Vexpn_plot=[0.09114247 0.031907062 0.028515092 0.014854339 0.00911489 0.00647573 

0.003963923 0.003069651 0.001998802 0.001842455 0.001258716 0.000494736 

0.000365833 0.000333958 0.000271625 0.000151707 0.000161622 0.000150732 

6.7011*10^-5];%16 Vrms values 

SS=[10:100]/100; 

Vt=KA(1)*((exp(-KA(2)*SS)./SS.^2)); 

figure 

semilogy(SS,Vt,'k',s_plot,Vexpn_plot,'k*'); 

xlabel('Distance (m)','fontsize',16); 

ylabel('Received Voltage','fontsize',16); 

%title('measured and simulated data (min rms error for \alpha and optimum k1)'); 

%corr (Vt,Vexpn_plot) 

 figure 

plot(s,alpha_distribution,'k*'); 

xlabel('Distance (m)','fontsize',16); 

ylabel('\alpha (1/m)','fontsize',16); 

title('\alpha calculated from measured data for optimum k1'); 
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Table 16: Spa water without bubbles.

Distance 
(m) S S1 Өin T(Өin) 

R(Өin) 
Өx 

R(Өin) 
Өy 

Measured (V) 
without Bubbles alpha K Calculated V Residual 

0.085 0.213 23.02517875 0.72 0.99 0.95 0.11415633 0.097000014 0.00074778 0.11415733 9.99584E-07 

0.135 0.241 34.01888715 0.53 0.95 0.88 0.055271341 51.12355054 1.000535352 0.055272307 9.66099E-07 

0.185 0.27244265 42.76824352 0.42 0.92 0.8 0.032696405 0.097015343 0.000969977 0.032754842 5.84377E-05 

0.235 0.30858548 49.59942085 0.32 0.88 0.73 0.01936422 0.097019113 0.000942487 0.019386524 2.23047E-05 

0.285 0.34817381 54.93982556 0.22 0.85 0.68 0.015470345 0.097022383 0.001149506 0.015480465 1.01202E-05 

0.335 0.39016022 59.16136315 0 0.82 0.6 0.012359474 0.097025619 0.001433414 0.012364199 4.7243E-06 

0.385 0.43384905 62.54815125 0 0.78 0.53 0.008288959 0.0970295 0.001275875 0.008292068 3.10881E-06 

0.435 0.47877448 65.30755331 0 0.75 0.48 0.007888601 0.09703235 0.001557523 0.007890866 2.26469E-06 

0.485 0.52461891 67.58924306 0 0.73 0.45 0.006546362 0.097035696 0.001614513 0.00654816 1.79828E-06 

0.535 0.5711611 69.50171386 0 0.71 0.4 0.005035006 0.097039489 0.0015184 0.005036534 1.52744E-06 

0.585 0.61824348 71.12448258 0 0.69 0.38 0.004650504 0.097042473 0.001684972 0.004651855 1.35109E-06 

0.635 0.66575146 72.51663821 0 0.67 0.35 0.003921931 0.09704598 0.001682472 0.003923173 1.24126E-06 

0.685 0.71360003 73.72273404 0 0.66 0.3 0.003881504 0.097048464 0.001947071 0.003882661 1.15689E-06 

0.735 0.76172502 74.77684942 0 0.65 0.29 0.003400165 0.097051797 0.00197331 0.00340127 1.10527E-06 

0.785 0.81007716 75.7054119 0 0.64 0.27 0.003284732 0.097054289 0.00218508 0.003285792 1.05984E-06 

0.835 0.85861808 76.52918057 0 0.63 0.25 0.002651551 0.097058531 0.002005516 0.002652506 9.54577E-07 

0.885 0.90731747 77.264658 0 0.62 0.23 0.002508996 0.097061285 0.00214224 0.002510014 1.01765E-06 

0.935 0.95615114 77.92510887 0 0.61 0.21 0.002140425 0.097065179 0.002049946 0.002141433 1.00799E-06 

0.985 1.0050995 78.52130474 0 0.6 0.2 0.001790606 0.097069367 0.00191267 0.001791609 1.00344E-06 

      
Mean 0.097039826 

  
0.00011615 

      
 SD 1.84045E-05 

   

      
Mean+-2SD 0.097003017 
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Table 17: Spa water with bubbles.

Distance (m) 
S  (V) Bubbles Өin T(Өin) 

R(Өin) 
Өx R(Өin) Өy alpha K 

calculated V 
Bubbles Residual 

0.085 0.091201084 23.02517875 0.72 0.99 0.95 3.074927253 0.000855751 0.091200814 -2.70407E-07 

0.135 0.031952144 34.01888715 0.53 0.95 0.88 3.07492725 0.000881989 0.031953143 9.99259E-07 

0.185 0.028575905 42.76824352 0.42 0.92 0.8 3.074927115 0.001727475 0.028576885 9.79251E-07 

0.235 0.014910768 49.59942085 0.32 0.88 0.73 3.074927084 0.001696246 0.01491175 9.82834E-07 

0.285 0.009162205 54.93982556 0.22 0.85 0.68 3.074927026 0.001787854 0.009163189 9.83707E-07 

0.335 0.006546362 59.16136315 0 0.82 0.6 3.074926909 0.002058362 0.006547344 9.82073E-07 

0.385 0.004022537 62.54815125 0 0.78 0.53 3.074926893 0.001948346 0.004023523 9.86003E-07 

0.435 0.003126079 65.30755331 0 0.75 0.48 3.074926733 0.002254367 0.003127064 9.84732E-07 

0.485 0.002051162 67.58924306 0 0.73 0.45 3.074926718 0.002144732 0.00205215 9.87907E-07 

0.535 0.001903268 69.50171386 0 0.71 0.4 3.074926352 0.002824124 0.001904253 9.84385E-07 

0.585 0.001309182 71.12448258 0 0.69 0.38 3.074926325 0.00270933 0.001310169 9.87361E-07 

0.635 0.00055335 72.51663821 0 0.67 0.35 3.074926862 0.001575151 0.000554346 9.95695E-07 

0.685 0.000426089 73.72273404 0 0.66 0.3 3.07492679 0.001646874 0.000427085 9.95946E-07 

0.735 0.000394912 74.77684942 0 0.65 0.29 3.074926502 0.002049763 0.000395906 9.94796E-07 

0.785 0.000340017 75.7054119 0 0.64 0.27 3.07492625 0.002348633 0.000341011 9.94455E-07 

0.835 0.00021702 76.52918057 0 0.63 0.25 3.074926449 0.001981258 0.000218017 9.96388E-07 

0.885 0.000208449 77.264658 0 0.62 0.23 3.074926013 0.002493478 0.000209445 9.95541E-07 

0.935 0.000201372 77.92510887 0 0.61 0.21 3.074925429 0.003136057 0.000202367 9.94747E-07 

0.985 0.000128529 78.52130474 0 0.6 0.2 3.074925785 0.002597877 0.000129525 9.9652E-07 

     
Mean 3.074926618 

  
1.78216E-05 

     
 SD 4.87471E-07 

   

     
Mean+-2SD 3.074925643 
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Table 18: Pool water without bubbles.  
 

s (m) s1 Өin T(Өin) 
R(Өin) 
Өx 

R(Өin) 
Өy  (V) pool alpha K Calculated V Residual 

0.085 0.217313138 23.02517875 0.72 0.99 0.95 0.162929603 0.087000117 0.001030036 0.162917952 -1.165E-05 

0.135 0.24129857 34.01888715 0.53 0.95 0.88 0.108018962 0.087000036 0.001520368 0.108017566 -1.396E-06 

0.185 0.272442655 42.76824352 0.42 0.92 0.8 0.059292532 0.087000032 0.0014148 0.059292677 1.448E-07 

0.235 0.308585482 49.59942085 0.32 0.88 0.73 0.0510505 0.086999902 0.001825563 0.051051058 5.5844E-07 

0.285 0.348173807 54.93982556 0.22 0.85 0.68 0.042364297 0.086999769 0.002116878 0.042365005 7.0797E-07 

0.335 0.390160223 59.16136315 0 0.82 0.6 0.030234306 0.086999753 0.002015043 0.030235105 7.9932E-07 

0.385 0.433849052 62.54815125 0 0.78 0.53 0.028054336 0.086999539 0.00241018 0.02805514 8.0396E-07 

0.435 0.478774477 65.30755331 0 0.75 0.48 0.018599446 0.08699966 0.002005858 0.018600311 8.6546E-07 

0.485 0.524618909 67.58924306 0 0.73 0.45 0.015417005 0.086999592 0.002042946 0.01541788 8.7579E-07 

0.535 0.571161098 69.50171386 0 0.71 0.4 0.014141647 0.086999416 0.002262209 0.014142511 8.6395E-07 

0.585 0.61824348 71.12448258 0 0.69 0.38 0.01378796 0.086999131 0.002623281 0.013788796 8.3646E-07 

0.635 0.665751455 72.51663821 0 0.67 0.35 0.012359474 0.086998958 0.002761499 0.012360302 8.2805E-07 

0.685 0.713600028 73.72273404 0 0.66 0.3 0.012036494 0.08699861 0.003123779 0.012037293 7.9872E-07 

0.735 0.761725016 74.77684942 0 0.65 0.29 0.010939564 0.086998394 0.003266382 0.010940352 7.8865E-07 

0.785 0.810077157 75.7054119 0 0.64 0.27 0.009130614 0.086998408 0.00311034 0.009131419 8.0442E-07 

0.835 0.858618076 76.52918057 0 0.63 0.25 0.008912509 0.086998017 0.003438014 0.008913287 7.7758E-07 

0.885 0.907317475 77.264658 0 0.62 0.23 0.007861402 0.086997919 0.003411377 0.007862183 7.8146E-07 

0.935 0.956151139 77.92510887 0 0.61 0.21 0.00448229 0.086999001 0.002175222 0.004483182 8.9188E-07 

0.985 1.005099498 78.52130474 0 0.6 0.2 0.003451437 0.086999263 0.001863078 0.003452358 9.2103E-07 

      
Mean 0.086999238 

  
1.3048E-05 

      
 SD 6.73759E-07 

   

      
Mean+-2SD 0.08699789 
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9.1.5 C Code Example of the Embedded Algorithm at the Transmitter Side 

 

 

 

#define F_CPU 8000000UL 

#include <avr/io.h> 

//#include <avr/signal.h> 

#include <avr/interrupt.h> 

#include <avr/sleep.h> 

#include <avr/eeprom.h> 

#include <inttypes.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <util/delay.h> 

#define UART_BAUD_2400 191 

#define UART_BAUD_4800 95 

#define UART_BAUD_9600 47 

#define UART_BAUD_14400 31 

#define UART_BAUD_19200 23 

#define UART_BAUD_38400 11 

#define UART_BAUD_57600 7 

#define UART_BAUD_115200 3 

#define TRUE 1 

#define FALSE 0 

#define FLASH_BUFFER_1 1 

#define FLASH_BUFFER_2 2 

#define LOGGING_DISABLED 0 

#define LOGGING_ENABLED 1 

#define DEVICE_MODE_UNKNOWN 0 

#define DEVICE_MODE_USB_CONNECTED 1 

#define DEVICE_MODE_STAND_ALONE 2 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_NONE 0 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_LOGGING_CONTINUE 1 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_LOGGING_STOP 2 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_CLEAR_FLASH 3 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_DETAILS_DOWNLOAD 4 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_DATA_DOWNLOAD 5 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_DATA_M_DOWNLOAD 6 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_LOGGING_SET_MARK 7 

#define DEVICE_OPERATION_LOGGING_START_MARK 8 

#define FLASH_BUFFER_1 1 

#define FLASH_BUFFER_2 2 

#define LOGGING_DISABLED 0 

#define LOGGING_ENABLED 1 

#define COMMAND_RECEIVE_DISABLED 0 

#define COMMAND_RECEIVE_ENABLED 1 

#define COMMAND_LENGTH 255 

// use to determine if the usb is connected or not 

unsigned char gDevice_Mode = DEVICE_MODE_UNKNOWN; 

// used to determine operation mode, based on conneciton mode 

unsigned char gDevice_Operation = DEVICE_OPERATION_NONE; 

volatile unsigned char gLogging_State = LOGGING_DISABLED; 

volatile unsigned char gCommand_Receive_Mode = COMMAND_RECEIVE_DISABLED; 

unsigned int adc_val_x = 0; 

unsigned int adc_val_y = 0; 

unsigned int adc_val_z = 0; 

unsigned int position = 1; 

#define LED_ON PORTC &= ~_BV(PC3) // turn led on 

#define LED_OFF PORTC |= _BV(PC3) // turn led off 

void setup_hardware(void); 
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void USART_Init(unsigned int baud); 

void USART_Transmit(unsigned char data); 

#include "util.h" 

unsigned char gFlash_Buffer = FLASH_BUFFER_1; 

unsigned int flash_page = 0; 

unsigned int gFlash_Buffer_Cnt = 0; 

unsigned int firstpeak = TRUE; // used to make first peak time "perfect stroke" 

unsigned int window_size = 100; 

unsigned int stroke_num = 0; 

unsigned int count = 0; 

unsigned int max_sec = 0; 

unsigned int abs_max = 0; 

unsigned int last_peak = 0; 

unsigned int temp; // ignore this variable 

unsigned int sample_num = 1; // changed from 0 to 1 as preference - UNTESTED 

//unsigned int sample_num = 0; // changed by Rabee from 1 to 0 for checking 

float sample_overhead_ms = 35; // do not modify this - calculated based on program runt 

ime 

// ########################### USER DEFINED VARIABLES ####################### 

// This is the average stroke time of the swimmer (in seconds) 

// The LEDs will encourage the swimmer to keep this pace 

tested PRIOR to 

// the system being tested 

float avg_stroke_time_s = 1; 

// This can be adjusted, but if set to more than max_sample_rate, program 

// will resize it 

float sample_rate = 100; 

//*****start of the circular buffer*****// 

typedef struct 

{ 

unsigned int value; 

} ElemType; 

/* Circular buffer object*/ 

typedef struct 

{ 

int size; /* maximum number of elements*/ 

int start;/* index of oldest element */ 

int end;/* index at which to write new element */ 

ElemType *elems; 

} CircularBuffer; 

/* Intialaize the circular buffer*/ 

void cbInit(CircularBuffer *cb,int size) 

{ 

cb->size=size+1;/* include empty elem*/ 

cb->start=0; 

cb->end=0; 

cb->elems=(ElemType *)calloc(cb->size, sizeof(ElemType)); 

} 

/* freeing up the buffer for future use*/ 

void cbFree(CircularBuffer*cb) 

{ 

free(cb->elems);/* OK if null*/ 

} 

/* function to check if the buffer is full or not*/ 

 

int cbIsFull(CircularBuffer *cb) 

{ 

return (cb->end + 1) % cb->size == cb->start; 

} 

/* function to check if the buffer is empty*/ 
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int cbIsEmpty(CircularBuffer *cb) 

{ 

return cb->end == cb->start; 

} 

/* Write an element, overwriting oldest element if the buffer is full. App can 

choose to avoid the overwrite by checking cbIsFull(). */ 

void cbWrite(CircularBuffer *cb, ElemType *elem) 

{ 

cb->elems[cb->end] = *elem; 

cb->end = (cb->end + 1) % cb->size; 

if (cb->end == cb->start) 

{ 

/* check if it is full overwrite*/ 

exit(1); 

printf("SHOULD NOT GET HERE USING Rabee’s  implementation\n"); 

cb->start = (cb->start + 1) % cb->size; /* full, overwrite */ 

} 

} 

/* Read oldest element. App must ensure !cbIsEmpty() first. */ 

void cbRead(CircularBuffer *cb, ElemType *elem) 

{ 

*elem = cb->elems[cb->start]; 

cb->start = (cb->start + 1) % cb->size; 

} 

/* Peek at (read but not remove) an element. App must ensure element is valid */ 

void cbPeek(CircularBuffer *cb, ElemType *elem, int index) 

{ 

index = index % cb->size; 

*elem = cb->elems[index]; 

} 

CircularBuffer cb; 

//----------------------------------- 

// Task time differance calculations 

//----------------------------------- 

// function:"calculate_time_difference" 

// INPUT: a sample from the ADC 

// OUTPUT: the time difference value 

// GOAL: calculate the time differance between the peaks of the ADC samples 

// save adc sample in an array until we get enough samples 

// find the max from the samples 

// find the time difference between peaks that last more than "window_size" samples (i. 

e. it needs to stay the maximum for "window_size" samples) 

//***** function for the circular buffer and the stroke calculation (time difference)** 

***// 

void calculate_time_difference(unsigned int adc, unsigned int *peak_pos, unsigned int * 

time_between_peaks) 

{ 

int i; 

int index; 

unsigned int index_val; 

max_sec = adc; 

cbWrite(&cb, (ElemType*) &adc); 

for(i = 0; i < window_size; i++) 

{ 

index = (((cb.end - 1) - i) + cb.size) % cb.size; 

if (index == cb.start) // circular buffer has no data yet? 

{ 

return; 

} 

cbPeek(&cb, (ElemType*) &index_val, index); 
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if (index_val >= max_sec) 

{ 

max_sec = index_val; 

} 

} 

if (abs_max == max_sec) 

{ 

count++; 

} 

else 

{ 

count = 0; 

} 

unsigned int poss_peak_pos = ((cb.end - window_size) + cb.size) % cb.size; 

unsigned int poss_peak_val; 

cbPeek(&cb, (ElemType*) &poss_peak_val, poss_peak_pos); 

if ((count >= window_size - 1) && (abs_max == poss_peak_val)) 

{ 

*peak_pos = (sample_num - window_size) + 1; // added 1 to account for roundoff 

- UNTESTED 

//*peak_pos = (sample_num - window_size); // Rabee did this one 

*time_between_peaks = abs((last_peak - sample_num)) * (1000.0 / sample_rate); 

last_peak = sample_num; 

count = 0; // UNTESTED 

stroke_num++; 

} 

abs_max = max_sec; 

cbRead(&cb, (ElemType*) &temp); 

} 

// Reading from the flash memory and writting to it// 

//Check if the USB is connected or not// 

//if(USB_Status()) // usb connected 

//{ 

void setup_hardware(void) { 

cli(); // clear global interrupts 

//Setup GPIO directions 

DDRD |= _BV(PD3); // cts to cp2102 

PORTD &= ~_BV(PD3); 

DDRD &= ~_BV(PD2); // rts input from cp2102 

DDRD &= ~_BV(PD4); // usb sense input 

PORTD &= ~_BV(PD4); // no internal pull up 

DDRC |= _BV(PC3); // led output 

PORTC |= _BV(PC3); // led is off 

DDRC &= ~_BV(PC4); // switch input 

PORTC |= _BV(PC4); // enable internal pull up 

//DDRC |= _BV(PC1); // The RGB LED is output 

//PORTC|= _BV(PC1); // The LED is on 

DDRC |= _BV(PC5); // accel sleep control 

DDRC |= _BV(PC6); // accel GS2 

DDRC |= _BV(PC7); // accel GS1 

DDRB |= _BV(PB4); // flash reset output 

DDRB |= _BV(PB3); // flash chip select output 

DDRB |= _BV(PB2); // flash write protect output 

PORTB |= _BV(PB4); // flash reset high 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

PORTB |= _BV(PB2); // flash wp high 

DDRB |= _BV(PB5); // MOSI output 

DDRB &= ~_BV(PB6); // MISO input 

DDRB |= _BV(PB7); // SCK output 

//Init UART 
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//USART_Init(UART_BAUD_2400); 

//USART_Init(UART_BAUD_115200); 

USART_Init(UART_BAUD_19200); 

Init_ADC(); 

Set_Accel_Gain(ACCEL_GAIN_2G0); // set gain to 2.0G 

Set_Accel_Sleep(ACCEL_SLEEP_DISABLED); // wake up accel 

SPI_Init(); 

Flash_Init(); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// USART Init 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void USART_Init(unsigned int baud) 

{ 

UBRR0H = (unsigned char)(baud>>8); 

UBRR0L = (unsigned char)baud; 

UCSR0B = (1<<RXEN0)|(1<<TXEN0); 

UCSR0C = (1<<USBS0)|(3<<UCSZ00); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// USART Transmit 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void USART_Transmit(unsigned char data) 

{ 

while ( !( UCSR0A & (1<<UDRE0)) ); 

UDR0 = data; 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// USART PutString 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void USART_PutString(const char *s) 

{ 

while(*s != 0) 

USART_Transmit(*s++); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// USART Receive 

//-------------------------------------------- 

unsigned char USART_Receive(void) 

{ 

while ( !(UCSR0A & (1<<RXC0)) ); 

return UDR0; 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// USART Flush 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void USART_Flush(void) 

{ 

unsigned char dummy; 

while ( UCSR0A & (1<<RXC0)) 

dummy = UDR0; 

} 

//----------------------------------------- 

// USART Number transmit 

//----------------------------------------- 

void USART_Number_Transmit(unsigned int data) 

{ 

// the following if's control leading zeros.. 

if(data >= 1000) 

USART_Transmit((data/10/10/10)%10 + '0'); 
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else 

USART_Transmit(' '); 

// the following if's control leading zeros.. 

if(data >= 100) 

USART_Transmit((data/10/10)%10 + '0'); 

else 

USART_Transmit(' '); 

// the following if's control leading zeros.. 

if(data >= 10) 

USART_Transmit((data/10)%10 + '0'); 

else 

USART_Transmit(' '); 

USART_Transmit((data)%10 + '0'); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Init ADC 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Init_ADC(void) 

{ 

ADMUX = (1<<REFS0); // AVCC AREF, Right Justify, Channel 0 

ADCSRA = (1<<ADEN)|(6<<ADPS0); // enable adc, 125kHz clock 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Get ADC Sample 

//-------------------------------------------- 

unsigned int Get_ADC_Sample(unsigned char channel) 

{ 

unsigned char adcl; 

unsigned char adch; 

ADMUX = (1<<REFS0)|(channel<<MUX0); 

ADCSRA |= _BV(ADSC); 

while(bit_is_set(ADCSRA,ADSC)); 

// ADCL must be read before ADCH 

adcl = ADCL; 

adch = ADCH; 

return((adch<<8) + adcl); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Set Accel Gain 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Set_Accel_Gain(unsigned char gain) 

{ 

switch(gain) 

{ 

case ACCEL_GAIN_1G5: 

PORTC &= ~_BV(PC6); // set accel for 1.5g 

PORTC &= ~_BV(PC7); 

break; 

case ACCEL_GAIN_2G0: 

PORTC |= _BV(PC6); // set accel for 2.0g 

PORTC &= ~_BV(PC7); 

break; 

case ACCEL_GAIN_4G0: 

PORTC &= ~_BV(PC6); // set accel for 4.0g 

PORTC |= _BV(PC7); 

break; 

case ACCEL_GAIN_6G0: 

PORTC |= _BV(PC6); // set accel for 6.0g 

PORTC |= _BV(PC7); 

break; 
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default: // set default to 2.0g 

PORTC |= _BV(PC6); // set accel for 2.0g 

PORTC &= ~_BV(PC7); 

break; 

} 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Set Accel Sleep 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Set_Accel_Sleep(unsigned char sleep) 

{ 

if(sleep == ACCEL_SLEEP_ENABLED) 

PORTC &= ~_BV(PC5);// accel sleep mode enabled (active low) 

else if(sleep == ACCEL_SLEEP_DISABLED) 

PORTC |= _BV(PC5); // accel enable 

} 

// save the acc. data in the memeory and read it back using the USB 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// SPI Read 

//-------------------------------------------- 

unsigned char SPI_Read(void) 

{ 

SPDR = 0xFF; 

loop_until_bit_is_set(SPSR, SPIF); 

return SPDR; 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// SPI Write 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void SPI_Write(unsigned char value) 

{ 

SPDR = value; 

loop_until_bit_is_set(SPSR, SPIF); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// SPI Init 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void SPI_Init(void) 

{ 

SPCR = 1<<SPE|1<<MSTR; // master, msb first 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Delay 1000 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Delay_1000(void) 

{ 

for(unsigned char i=0;i<100;i++) 

_delay_ms(10.0); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Delay 100 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Delay_100(void) 

{ 

for(unsigned char i=0;i<10;i++) 

_delay_ms(10.0); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// UART RTS Status 

//-------------------------------------------- 
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unsigned char UART_RTS_Status(void) 

{ 

// return 1 if rts active, else returns 0 

return(bit_is_clear(PIND,PD2)); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// USB Status 

//-------------------------------------------- 

unsigned char USB_Status(void) 

{ 

// return 1 of USB is plugged in, else returns 0 

return(bit_is_set(PIND,PD4)); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Reset 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Flash_Reset(void) 

{ 

PORTB |= _BV(PB4); // flash reset high 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

PORTB |= _BV(PB2); // flash wp high 

_delay_ms(10.0); 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB4); // flash reset low (start a reset) 

_delay_ms(10.0); 

PORTB |= _BV(PB4); // flash reset high 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Init 

//-------------------------------------------- 

unsigned char Flash_Init(void) 

{ 

// lets try and read device id, if we can then spi is setup ok 

// will return 0x1f, 0x26, 0x00 -> use this as init ok check? 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

SPI_Write(0x9f); // device id read 

if(SPI_Read() == 0x1f) 

{ 

if(SPI_Read() == 0x26) 

{ 

if(SPI_Read() == 0x00) 

{ 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

return TRUE; 

} 

else 

{ 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

return FALSE; 

} 

} 

else 

{ 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

return FALSE; 

} 

} 
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else 

{ 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

return FALSE; 

} 

return FALSE; 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Erase 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Flash_Erase(void) 

{ 

// erase entire flash.. takes approx 15 seconds 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

SPI_Write(0xc7); // chip erase sequence 

SPI_Write(0x94); 

SPI_Write(0x80); 

SPI_Write(0x9a); 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Busy Status 

//-------------------------------------------- 

unsigned char Flash_Busy_Status(void) 

{ 

unsigned char r1; 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

SPI_Write(0xd7); 

r1 = SPI_Read(); 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

if((r1 & 0x80) == 0x00) // device is busy 

return TRUE; 

else 

return FALSE; 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Clear SRAM 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Flash_Clear_SRAM(unsigned char flash_buff, unsigned char value) 

{ 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); // need to check these delays.. 

if(flash_buff == 1) 

SPI_Write(0x84); // buffer 1 fill 

if(flash_buff == 2) 

SPI_Write(0x87); // buffer 2 fill 

// write address to start filling.. 

SPI_Write(0x00); 

SPI_Write(0x00); 

SPI_Write(0x00); 

for(unsigned int r=0;r<528;r++) 

{ 

//SPI_Write(0x00); 

SPI_Write(value); 

} 
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PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Fill Buffer UCHAR 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(unsigned char flash_buff, unsigned int address, unsigned c 

har data) 

{ 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); // need to check these delays.. 

if(flash_buff == 1) 

SPI_Write(0x84); // buffer 1 fill 

if(flash_buff == 2) 

SPI_Write(0x87); // buffer 2 fill 

// set write address 

SPI_Write(0x00); 

SPI_Write((address >> 8) & 0xff); 

SPI_Write((address ) & 0xff); 

SPI_Write(data); 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

} 

//-------------------------------------------- 

// Flash Write Buffer To Main 

//-------------------------------------------- 

void Flash_Write_Buffer_To_Main(unsigned char flash_buff, unsigned long flash_page) 

{ 

// now to a buffer to main memory write (without erase) 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); // need to check these delays.. 

if(flash_buff == 1) 

SPI_Write(0x88); // write buffer 1 without erase 

if(flash_buff == 2) 

SPI_Write(0x89); // write buffer 2 without erase 

SPI_Write(((flash_page << 10) >> 16) & 0xff); 

SPI_Write(((flash_page << 10) >> 8) & 0xff); 

SPI_Write(((flash_page << 10) ) & 0xff); 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

} 

//------------------------------------------------------------ 

// Task Data Download (Reading the flash memory) using the USB 

//------------------------------------------------------------ 

void Task_Data_Download(void) 

{ 

unsigned int cnt; 

unsigned char data1; 

unsigned char data2; 

unsigned char data_cnt; 

//unsigned char buf[15]; 

unsigned int fcnt; 

unsigned int data; 

//USART_PutString("X,Y,Z,\r\n"); 

for(fcnt=0;fcnt<4096;fcnt++)// 4,096 pages (each page 512/528 bytes/page main memor 

y) 

{ 

LED_ON; 

_delay_ms(100); 

LED_OFF; 
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// read array 

PORTB &= ~_BV(PB3); // flash cs low 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

SPI_Write(0x03);// (for continous array read) 

// give the addres 

SPI_Write((((unsigned long)fcnt << 10) >> 16) & 0xff); 

SPI_Write((((unsigned long)fcnt << 10) >> 8) & 0xff); 

SPI_Write((((unsigned long)fcnt << 10) ) & 0xff); 

// Read the data 

data1 = SPI_Read(); 

data2 = SPI_Read(); 

//sprintf(buf,"%c%c\n,",data1,data2); 

//USART_PutString(buf); 

/*data1 = SPI_Read(); 

data2 = SPI_Read(); 

sprintf(buf,"%c%c\n,",data1,data2); 

USART_PutString(buf);*/ 

// Check the first byte of each page 

if((data1 == 'A') && (data2 == 'P')) 

{ 

data_cnt = 0; 

//for(cnt=0;cnt<256;cnt++) 

for(cnt=0;cnt<252;cnt++)// Read the each page which is 512 bytes bu 

t we are two bytes each time 

{ 

data = SPI_Read() << 8; 

data += SPI_Read(); 

USART_Number_Transmit(data); 

data_cnt++; 

if(data_cnt == 7)// this means that we read the x,y,z which 

are the three bytes for acceleration 

{ 

data_cnt = 0; 

USART_PutString("\r\n"); // start new line 

} 

else 

{ 

USART_Transmit(',');// put , between each axis 

} 

} 

} 

else 

{ 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

break; 

} 

PORTB |= _BV(PB3); // flash cs high 

_delay_ms(1.0); 

} 

USART_PutString("Download complete.\r\n"); 

//to enter new command 

gCommand_Receive_Mode = COMMAND_RECEIVE_ENABLED; 

} 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

// Task Data Logging (Writing the acceleration data to the flash memory) 

//---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

void Task_Data_Logging(void) 

{ 

// handle the logging of data.. 
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char buf[10]; 

// get adc values.. 

adc_val_x = Get_ADC_Sample(6); 

adc_val_y = Get_ADC_Sample(5); 

adc_val_z = Get_ADC_Sample(4); 

unsigned int peak_pos = 0; 

unsigned int time_between_peaks = 0; 

// calculate the time between strokes 

calculate_time_difference(adc_val_y, &peak_pos, &time_between_peaks); 

/* 

sprintf(buf,"%d,",position); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

sprintf(buf,"%d,",adc_val_x); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

sprintf(buf,"%d,",adc_val_y); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

sprintf(buf,"%d,",adc_val_z); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

sprintf(buf,"%d,",abs_max); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

sprintf(buf,"%d,",peak_pos); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

*/ 

if (time_between_peaks != 0) 

{ 

if (firstpeak == TRUE) 

{ 

time_between_peaks = avg_stroke_time_s * 1000; 

firstpeak = FALSE; 

} 

sprintf(buf,"%d\n",time_between_peaks); 

USART_PutString(buf); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(stroke_num >> 8) & 0 

xff); // previously position 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(stroke_num ) & 0 

xff); 

} 

else 

{ 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(0 >> 8) & 0xff); // 

previously position 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(0 ) & 0xff); 

} 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(adc_val_x >> 8) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(adc_val_x ) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(adc_val_y >> 8) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(adc_val_y ) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(adc_val_z >> 8) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(adc_val_z ) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(abs_max >> 8) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(abs_max ) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(peak_pos >> 8) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(peak_pos ) & 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(time_between_peaks >> 8) 

& 0xff); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(gFlash_Buffer,gFlash_Buffer_Cnt++,(time_between_peaks ) 

& 0xff); 

// we will store samples per buffer (buffers are 528 bytes) 

if(gFlash_Buffer_Cnt == 506) // previously 514 (6) 

{ 
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if(gFlash_Buffer == FLASH_BUFFER_1) 

{ 

Flash_Write_Buffer_To_Main(FLASH_BUFFER_1,flash_page++); 

gFlash_Buffer = FLASH_BUFFER_2; 

gFlash_Buffer_Cnt = 0; 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_2,0,'A'); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_2,1,'P'); 

gFlash_Buffer_Cnt = 2; 

} 

else 

{ 

Flash_Write_Buffer_To_Main(FLASH_BUFFER_2,flash_page++); 

gFlash_Buffer = FLASH_BUFFER_1; 

gFlash_Buffer_Cnt = 0; 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_1,0,'A'); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_1,1,'P'); 

gFlash_Buffer_Cnt = 2; 

} 

//write last flash page to EEPROM 

//Set_EEPROM_2Bytes(EEPROM_ADDRESS_FLASH_PAGE,flash_page); 

//Storage protection 

if(flash_page == 4096) 

{ 

gDevice_Operation = DEVICE_OPERATION_LOGGING_STOP; 

//led_mode = 6; 

} 

} 

} 

int main(void) { 

// maths to figure out optimal extra delay and window size 

float max_sample_rate = 1000.00 / sample_overhead_ms; 

if (sample_rate > max_sample_rate) sample_rate = max_sample_rate; 

float intended_delay_ms = 1000.0 / sample_rate; 

float delay_extra_ms_f = intended_delay_ms - sample_overhead_ms; 

if (delay_extra_ms_f < 0) delay_extra_ms_f = 0; 

unsigned int delay_extra_ms = delay_extra_ms_f; 

// window size is a factor of what is expected to be a full stroke. 

// if the simmer is 33% slower than usual, 

window_size = ((avg_stroke_time_s * 1000) / intended_delay_ms) / 1.5; 

// the number of samples per stroke is: ((avg_stroke_time_s * 1000) / intended_dela 

y_ms) 

// we divide by 1.5 because the swimmer should never be faster than this 

// for some reason, we cannot drop this lower than (samples per stroke / 1.5) 

// the valid stroke range is [avg_stroke_time / 1.5] to [avg_stroke_time * 1.5] 

char cmd; 

//Setup HardWare 

setup_hardware(); 

while (1) { 

if(bit_is_clear(PINC,PC4)) 

{ 

_delay_ms(500); 

//sprintf(buf,"Pos%d_start\r\n",position); 

//USART_PutString(buf); 

if(bit_is_clear(PIND,PD4)){ 

// lets clear the sram1 

Flash_Clear_SRAM(FLASH_BUFFER_1,0x00); 

// lets clear the sram2 

Flash_Clear_SRAM(FLASH_BUFFER_2,0x00); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_1,0,'A'); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_1,1,'P'); 
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Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_2,0,'A'); 

Flash_Fill_Buffer_UCHAR(FLASH_BUFFER_2,1,'P'); 

gFlash_Buffer_Cnt = 2; 

//flash_page = 0; 

//create circular buffer 

cbInit(&cb, window_size + 10); 

count = 0; 

while (bit_is_set(PINC,PC4)){ 

LED_ON; 

_delay_ms(delay_extra_ms); 

LED_OFF; 

Task_Data_Logging(); 

sample_num++; 

} 

cbFree(&cb); 

_delay_ms(500); 

//sprintf(buf,"Pos%d_end\r\n",position); 

//USART_PutString(buf); 

position++; 

} 

else{ 

USART_PutString("d for Download\r\n"); 

USART_PutString("e for Erase\r\n"); 

//get char 

USART_Flush(); 

cmd = USART_Receive(); 

USART_PutString(cmd); 

if (cmd == 'd') 

Task_Data_Download(); 

else if (cmd == 'e') { 

LED_ON; 

Flash_Erase(); 

LED_OFF; 

} 

} 

} 

else { 

LED_OFF; 

_delay_ms(100); 

} 

} 

return -1; 

} 
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9.2 FSK Modulator and Demodulator Equations 

 

Baud Rate=2.4kbps 
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9.3 Appendix B: Waveforms for the FSK and the IrDA Systems 

9.3.1 FSK System Waveforms 

 

 

Figure 9.1.3.1.11: Time difference between two packets 

 

 

.

 
 

 

 

Figure 9.3.1.12: The output signal from the nCore 2.0 going to the FSK modulation circuit 

which represent the time difference between strokes. 
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Figure 9.3.1.13: The time for each bit. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.3.1.14: The 10 KHz FSK signal with the logic ‘0’ of the data signal. 
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Figure 9.3.1.15: The 12 KHz FSK signal with the logic ‘1’ of the data signal. 

 

 
Figure 9.3.1.16: The 10 KHz FSK signal with the logic ‘0’ of the data signal on the LED after 

applying the OOK keying modulation. 
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Figure 9.3.1.17: The 10 KHz FSK signal with the logic ‘1’ of the data signal on the LED after 

applying the OOK keying modulation. 
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Figure 9.3.1.18: The received signal output of the IDP.  

 

 

Figure 9.3.1.19: The Data transmit signal with the output of the FSK demodulator.  
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Figure 9.3.1.20: The input signal with the signal coming to the USB demodulator. 
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9.3.2 IrDA System Waveforms 

  
 

Figure 9.3.2. 4: The data signal (up) encoded to the IrDA (down) using MCP2120 IrDA 

encoder/decoder at the 

transmitter.  

Figure 9.3.2.5: The IrDA signal using MCP2120 IrDA encoder/decoder at the (up) and the 

data signal (down) at the receiver side. 
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Figure 9.3.2.6: The data signal at the transmitter (up) and the received signal at the receiver 

(down). 
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9.4 Appendix C: Schematics and PCB Circuits 

9.4.1 Optical Path Measurements Circuit. 
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9.4.2 FSK Transmitter Schematic Circuit for the Data Transfer Measurements Version1 (Through hole)  
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9.4.3 FSK Receiver Schematic Circuit for the Data Transfer Measurement Version1 (Through hole) 
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9.4.4  The DC to DC Converter Circuit (DC Booster) 3.3 V to 9 V 
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9.4.5 FSK Transmitter Schematic Version 2 (SMD) 
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9.4.6 FSK Receiver Schematic Version 2 (SMD) with the RGB Feedback 
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9.4.7 FSK Transmitter Version 1 Through Hole 
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9.4.8 FSK Receiver Version 1 Through Hole  
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9.4.9 PCB for the Step up schematic circuit (Dc Booster) 
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9.4.10 FSK Version 2 SMD Transmitter PCB 
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9.4.11 FSK Version 2 SMD Receiver PCB  
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9.4.12 IrDA Transmitter Schematic 
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9.4.13 IrDA Receiver Schematic  
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9.4.14 IrDA Transmitter PCB   
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9.4.15 IrDA Receiver PCB 
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9.4.16 The RGB PCB 
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9.4.17 Second Generation for Real Time Swimmers Feedback Transmitter Schematic 
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9.4.18 Second Generation Real Time Swimmers Feedback Transmitter PCB (Left Top Layer) and (Right Bottom Layer) 
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9.4.19 The CiP Ring for the Real Time Swimmers Feedback System 
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